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TO:CIJETEAM 

FROM: GAIL DORPH AND ELLEN GOLDRING . 

RE: AUGUST 24TH STAFF MEETING 

ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND AGENDA AND READINGS TO HELP FRAME OUR 
DISCUSSION. LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT 9:30 AM ON AUGUST 24 AT 
CIJE OFFICE IN NY. 

STAFF MEETING: AUGUST 24, 1995 

9:30 - 4:30 

The purpose of this staff meeting is develop CIJE' s response to the leadership study. We will 
focus particularly on educational leaders in schools, such as principals, vice-principals etc. We 
will review what is happening in the field of general education (both in public and private 
education) and juxtapose this with findings from the MEF report on educational leaders and 
results from a review of programs offered by Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning. 

Enclosed are a number of readings. · These will help us familiarize ourselves with some of the 
issues facing the field. 

AGENDA 

I. An Examination of Pre-Service and In-Service Standards for Educational Leaders in Public 
and Private Schools 

A. Do such standards exist in the field of Jewish education? 
B. How do the leaders in the LC's compare to these standards? 

II. An Examination of Pre-Service and In-Service Programs Designed to Meet Standards in 
General Education 

A. What are some of the major design and curricular issues that serve as the framework 
for these programs? 

B. What are some of the differences between training and development programs for 
teachers and leaders? 

C. What programs exist for educational leaders of Jewish schools? 

III. CIJE's Response to Study of Educational Leaders 

A. Are there standards that we want to articulate and advocate? 



-- What is the focus of the content of the standards? 

B. What kind of programs does CUE want to: 
Shape? 
Invent? 
Implement? 

--What is the focus of the content of the programs? 

C. Do our responses to the above questions vary according to the settings in which 
Jewish ed takes place? 

D. How do we respond to local needs: 
--Planning in response to LC's local community reports on educational leaders and 

furthering personnel action plans. 

E. How do we respond to national needs? 
--Are we going to work through institutions (i.e., impact the design of certification 

programs at JTS)? . 
-- Are we going to create a center for leadership training for senior personnel/or even 

not so senior personnel? 
--Given the lack of pre-service training, do we focus on in-service? 

iV. NEXT STEPS: 

A. Discussion Paper on Leadership: How are we going to use it? 

B. Policy Brief: 
--Is there going to be one? 
--What's going to be its take? 
--Time frame 
--Audience 

C. If we intend to move ahead with this agenda, what would it take? 
. -- For example, advisory committee to deliberate on implementation of this agenda (that 

is, in the same way we brought in an advisory group to work with us on prodev, 
shouldn't we be "taking in an advisory group" to deliberate with us?) 

D. Workplan to move it ahead 

V. MEF WOR.KPLAN -- 1995-96 

A. Manual --what's left to be done 

LEADERAG.824 
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INTRODUCTION 

Current licensure procedures do a great disservice because they 
propose to designate individuals particularly suited by character, 
intelligence, and skill to administer schools; but that claim is 
indefensible (National Commission on Excellence in Educational Adminis
tration, 1988, 21). 

Policies related to licensure of school administrators have a number of 
pur,12osE:7rie report of the National Commission on Excel[ence !1r;: -
Educational Administrat io n (1988), cited above, noted a disparity 
between wh at licensure procedures appear to do and what they actually 
accomplish. By establishing standards for the licensure of professionals 
see~jng to practice in a variety of professions, states exercise a crucial 
function. Consumers are protected from harm by unscrupulous, poorly 
prepared, or incompetent practitioners. 

G iven these purposes, stares might use one or more·poticy instrull).en,;,;. _ 
such a~ndates,l,Olducements,C<apacity building, and-system-changing 
(McDonn.ell & Elmore, 1987). For example, state control over preservice 
tr~ining and cerrifi carion is generally exercised in a set of mandates that 
detail the requirements for licensure_..Performance accountabilitysysteffis, .. 
such as merit pay systems and evaluation and supervision procedures, might 
be · ted as mandates or inducements. Professional development 
inv v a aci , building. tate e orts to c ange teac er ro e efm1t1ons 
in i.ni.tiati.ves such as career la ers an mentor teacher programs are system
c~angi.ng mechanisms. 

: During the 1980s, states focused much of their efforts on measures to 
enq.ance the preservice training and licensure for teachers and administra
tor?-mandates in .~he area of personnel training. In a mid- l 980s national 
sur~ey, 46 percent ofilie~-sp~ing state certification officers indicated 
tha_t state itZ~nsure requirements for school administrators had been re- -
vised at le~e-and-62 percent reportecf thc:1t-so~~t yp~;fr; visi;~-~ 
under consideration (Gousna~LoPresti, K Jones, 1988). 

-~t~~.haY..e_ used-tfie moclitic ation of licensure specifications as a pri
mary instrument for ensuring .. thequallty .. ofeclt.icators·whct praci:k e wTth1n 
the state. ' lfu, have also tal<en more control relative to mst1tuttons or 
hi15,~~ation and school distri~ts in d~_t_~ilLr:!g the policies to receive 
c.\Dd maintain some form of educational licensu.E.,._ ·-

In an analysis of policy issues in teacher education, Mary M. Kennedy 
(1991~ed three problems related to teacher quality: the problem oi 
representation, constructing a teacningforce that represents the diversity 

·------·--·-.. . -- ·-·------· -·· ·- ··---- -·- ·---···- .. - ---·--·---"---·- -·· -- · - ·-··-·. . . ·• 
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of the students being served; the problem of abi1ity, ensuring that teachers 
h~e a certain level of intellectual abilhy; ancfth_e_ proble~~{i-;:t:ipro~el . 
practice, ensuring that professiona1s arecapable fri the-classroom. ·Kennedy 
argued that policies designed to adclressoneproblem may or may not be 
relevant to addressing another. Policymakers often assume, for example, 
tha? problems related to performance can be solved by policies related to 
sel~aion. Similar confusions are evident in the licensure of school admin
istrators. 

The u oses of this stud were twofold: to describe current, widely 
va_ried state practices in the licensure of school adroioisrrarar.s;_aru Q iaen:ttfy: 
salient policy issues with attention to recommendations for best professional -
practice, including.those in reports issued by_ the_ National CommissTon·o~ 
Ex_cellence in Educational Admin istration ( 1988) and the N.?.~lon~.l Po_l_~ y . 
Board for Educational Admin istration (1989, 1990). 

f 



METHODOLOGY 

Our primary source of data was the report Teacher Education Policy in 
che St~tes (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, E,e--
cember 1990). This document reports the resulcs of a biannual survey~ 
duc..t!:d by the AACTE State Issues Clearinghouse, established co monitor 
and analyze state reform and supported by /...AC;, I E aricf the Ford Founaa--·
tiop. In 1990, a section on administrator licensure was included in t~
suryey for rhe first time. Data described in this section of the survey were 
generated in response to a rather general questio~- posed .. co representativ~· . . 
of ~gencies. Dara were available 1or-so·sraces andrheOistricrofCo-·-
lumbia. ··-·-··· ·-·-····-- ----

-Limitations in the data constrained our analysis. Because specific ques
tions were not asked and discrete categories were not used for reporting 
res onses, responses were given based on ~respondent's personaf under::
scandin o t e questioners m erests an mtencs. ornparisons using the 
dac roblematic. ence o in QJJ!l.a.tlQO. ahout..a.specifi~ __ St:\t~s _··. 
req_uirements, for example, does _noc mean ch_3:t t~e §_~ace _c!q_es_ no.r_.~a~f:~ 
requirements in that area. In analyzing the data, we_soyghu_gJdrn..J.Jv pat:___ 
terns of responses. Thus, while we cannot speak ...yicl}_ absolute assurance 
about the requirements within a specific state, our generalizations about 
the' 51 reporting units are reasonably accurate. ¥9reo~~-~~ ~;r con
cern.. was with those policy issues emerging from composite state licensure 
req•uteroeots, not with rhe exact requ!remencs of a particular state. -~eatj~~ 
interested in a more derailed treatment of requirements for administrative 
lie.ensure ins ecihc states are encouraged to cori."stilc the publications of che-
N~tional Association o eac er Education ancj_J~~rcifi-. 
ca~ion (NASDTEC). · 

To compare the requirements a£rbe repocriog nnits,..we.selected..com.-_ 
mon points of comparison-for example, entry-level requir~rr,.~_!\~1 .f!llD.i- __ 
mum re uirements, or maximum requirements. We know that, in most states, 
a lomdistricc has the option to require t at its principals meet more chan 
min~um Licensure requirements. Alaska, for ~;;~pie, -has·a p~incipal's -
license, bur state standards md1cat~ cfi~_t princ_i' pals~are· only required to -

hold a teaching license. The data do not indicate the type of license· ~e
q1;1ired for principals in most A laskan districts. Our analysis may not, then, 
alw~s reflect the modal requirements in effect in a given scare. 

Stares vary in the kinds of licenses they require. A few states require 
specific licenses for a broad array of administrative positions. Michigan, Tor 

. -example, has specific licenses for elementary and secondary administraters, 
. - -- ------
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superintendents, central administrators, and chief school business officials. 
Ad,ministrative credentials available in Indiana include director of rea_ding,_ 
director of school services, director of vocational education programs, and 
di;_ector of special education programs. By contrast, Alab~~;~~~~~g~T~"s--· 
a single, generic administrator certificate that covers all school a~mjnistrative 
po§itions. Most states pre-sg.i{}€-Li.Gensure.r:eq.uirements..to_C_Q.Y_e.u.w.a.general 
classifications -build in - :.4istHc;He....\o·~l- itiGfiS. We chose tofoc;:is-
our analysis on the license most commonl.Y._i!!_Yse at each of these levels: 
th<; school principal and the superintendent. We analyzed the daca:avaff?ble· _ 
by _comparing licensure requirements for these two administrative levels 
:3:cross a number of dimensions. - -

f 
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LICENSURE FOR 
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 

Forty-one of the 51 reporting units require some type of licensure 
spe~fkally for che pnn.c1palship. O(the 10 states not reg~ring a specific· 
principal's license, nine require generic administrative licensure. In the 10th 
state,. Alaska, principal licensure is discretionary. Withi_t_:\_th!! gn:n.1p Q.[41 -~ 
repor.ting..units....~.l@UJ.i~ a princ.i~~ i~~ns~, 15 stipulate a principalship 
endorsement io addition co a generic adm.inimati.alicen.se. The remaining 
26 s~e_u.{;lecific license ~es!fil!ated _ for the principalship, rather 
than an endorsement on a generic admiE!ggi~cjye- license. Anoth1:_r_ 
distinction within the 41 reporting units is cl:~t.,?6 c!_esiz.n'.1te a level for the 
pripcipal license, usually elementary or secondary. The other 15 have a 
general license for principals or a general principal endorsement that permits 
the holder to administer ac all grade levels. - -- ·- .. . . ·- . - - -

·- Fqr individuals to qualify for the initial license, most states require a 
master's degree (n=36) or a master's dcgree.~~~~dit~~aj_g£~Uate cre~it _ 
hours (n=}). In 10 other states, some graduate credit is required, and one 

·1 st~ requires no graduate credit (Alaska). _Alth~~gh-m~~.;;tat~~ -do not -
stimtlate an -aeaeemiE-raaj&F-fer-the-masrer's-degree-,many--states (n=}0)" 
require that holders of the license·complete a specified number of graduate 
cr~dir hours in th-e-(fe_}cl ofed~<:ational ·administration or some och~r 
corursework related to the desir_~d li~~!ill!-

Due to uneven reporting, we can only offer the most tentative de-------=- -
scriptions about theextent towhTcn·-scaces specify the content of graduate 
studies re uired of those seeking co qu'aiify for a principal 's license. In 23 of 
ch~ reporting units, the state spec· ·est e concen.'t of graduat~ studies. For 
10 of.the units, descriptions of tfler'equired co~t~nc ;reas for graduate study ·· 
were available. T wcl~dditional states reported using program -approv·al as 
th~ means through which they will agree to lice·~~-~pplica~ts recommended_ 
to _them from an institution of higher eaucation: Although we cannot-be
certain of the degree ro which these states dictate the conrencofaarmrus=
cri'irorprep_aration programs, we can infer tb.s1..tioine.'Je.y~efof_state concro.l _is-· 
~t. 

ln. ch.e..lfue.porring units for which some information was available 
about the content of academic preparation required for che.inidartkense,""' 
2i-differenc content areas were identified. Only three cont~nt_areas 
. ---- --------------- "'"· -· ... ---
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(administration and leadership, curriculum, and supervision of instruction) 
were requirements in at least five states. Three other areas lpersonne1,law, 
a~deducation ~t special QQlli!!ations) were-listed as areas ofcoriterumat 
l~9st three states. Other areas ~f content were required in one or two states. 

I Tlfi:s-s+1:tiatffin-~~sts-ffi-aH~tares..dG-t1.ot:.ag.r.ee..on-the .. appwptiac.e..lmowC.... 
- L edge base foHhe--principa-l4ip. 

One-third of rhe..r.ep.Qfilt}g..Mnits (n=l 7) require a clinical component 
as 12.arc of initial licensure. States use a variety of terrris~ ~o_j~~-qib.~ Jh;;· 
clinical component: internship, field experience, practicum, and clinical 
ex~rience. We are unsure from the data whether these ex-periences are· 
operationally different, as the use of differenttermsor descriptors wo~id 
im12lv. In se~eral States, on-che-106 expenence cari·oe- used ~1:9.-~ati~fr .. ~ti~ . 
internship requirement. In other states, the completion of a clinical or field __ 

e~perience is apparently re~l.!~~4-~£?:_r_c_qf a_~~~_Y..~rsi~Y.:b.~~~d prepara~iQti_ 
orogram. 

T~rity of repouin~ts-£@qui-t:e--teaching .. exp.erience .. as...a..pre
reE}uisite EO licensnte Gf the 4 5 states that r eqtt±re I.~iug:§P-er ience, 15_ 
sti u late that the experience must be gained at the level of the license 
sought Twen ty percent of the sta·tes permit substitution <?_f some ocher pro
fessiona experience to satis the teaching requirement. 

1_::; · · icensure-,-some states· re - utre that candidates-

' 

take- , · ,, 
1 

. a-lJ- effi-Rg-t,m-~~~-f~ '.. 
c~nt:Hdaces for licerisure pass the specialt't' area-cest:-d-me~at,iGRa -
er~~tates-have-clevel-eeed-the-ir-ew-n-examinattens-fot:.__j / 
appl-tea-nc.s-feH¼-pi:i-nc-iJ:n1¼-.UGense. 

States have established terms of validity for their licenses. In four states, 
the initial license is permanent. Fo~ states grant an initial licensaorsome 
lim.i.!;ed term and then require rh e ho lder to cither renew or upgrade within 
a sJiecified period of time. In five_9f these states, upgrading the licen;-;ill 
ult_imacely lead to permanent licensure. In 14 ocher states, upgrading results 
in a term license. Altogether, 41 states do not offer permanent licens~~e 
and license holders are required to renew their licenses chrou ha process 
that typically inc u es some combination of rofessional experience,_g_radu
at~ ;tu y, pe ormance assessment, and professional development. Th-;;:
quirements for upgrade and renewal aresu~marized ·;~ Tabi~-1. 

4 
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, T ABLE 1 
·::;~ 
1 R equirements for 
:t Principals to U pgrade 
j, or R en ew Licenses 

r 

* 

Requirement 

Graduate study 
Position experience 
Graduate study and experience 
Graduate study or experience 
Graduate study or professional 

development 
Experience or professional 

development 
Professional development 
No requirements specified 

TOTAL STATES 

To Upgrade 
Licenses 
(states) 

6 
7 
6 

19 

To Renew 
Licenses 
(scares)* 

5 
7 
5 
2 

7 

2 
IO 
4 

42 

*Although Pennsylvania grants permanent licensure, holders are required to cake 
six hours of graduate credit every five years. Pennsylvania's requirements are in
cluded here. 

-~ose..sta.tes-d'\o.t offer di~~S:£tf-lic,wsl!re,.,giaduate-study-
an institution a£ bighec educacioo #d'cl'professionaTot<penence..are:.tne·-

;Jusi. e req_uirements for upgra~priocipaJsh.ip._li.<;.ense. Thi~ m~~ns 
a the mechanisms for upgrading licenses, although specified by the scares, 

rest with postsecondary institutions and school districts. St.ares ro igb r control 
the,.Dature of these academic and professional experiences by defining 
reqfilred areas of graduate study and mandating_ specific professional 
experiences; for example, six stares require those who upgrade a license to 

succ~sfully complete beginning administrator programs or performance 
asses.§_mencs, and in at lease thre~ stares, the content of coursework is 

ecified. 
li'r.fEittt~~anction a wider-ar:ray of optio11s for$~ 

r . Professional development and professional experience are more 
fre~nc y require a e stu y. rcise less con- · 
trol over the professional experience required to renew a license than they 
do for upgrading a license. That is, states may specify a number of years of 
exp~rience required for renewal but typically do not sp~cifyrheconienfof
that experience. In 19 states, professio~al development is either a require-_ 
mentor an option for license renewal. Although the data are unclear, we 
as.sume that a variety of groups might be the providers and definers of pro
fessional development opportunities: professional associations, state · 
de~_t~of education, local school districts, regional or intermediate . 
educational agencies, and institutions of higher educa!Tor£J':h~_state'.s ro~ 

7 
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in ~ese professiona~!.Gp.meA-t-~l}ces is not clear, _ 
ev~nugh_we_assume.._that,-in every case. the stat;_e eq~~.?.:tiqn,_::ig~_I}g~ 
exercises final approval of an applicant's request for license renewal. 

' I~ld!!!!Pary, 41 of the 51 reporting units re~~SOffi~_tYP.~.Q{hc~sure. .. 
foLtfil_QJincipalship, with 26 states d~acing the level-usually 
elementary and secondary administratiqn. To qualify for th~J.nitiallicense, 
in,diY.iduals ip_most ~t;_ates are required to have a master's degree ~I a ~aster's 
deg.re.e_plu? additional gr~dua~ cre~~Ol!t~Qµ_e..::~biEd _<?f the reporting 
un_its require a clinical component for the initiaUi~e_nsm-e/fhe majority 
of the reporriog_ynits require teaching experienhe.._as_a_p.r.erequisite to 

lie.ensure, often Stipulating chat the experience must be at the level of the 
lice~;~ght. Twenty percent of all reporcing~;~ics -~~q~-i~~-~h;·c·~~nd.idates 
piss the specialty area test oftneNationaf'Teachers Examination. Fo~r 
Stl:ltes have developed their own examinatio~f~~jP.pJicants for a 
pri!'lcipal's license. In fuursi:ates,""cne initial license is permanen.t;A.O states 
gqmt an initial license for some limited term and the!2.r~9.!:\ire the holder 
to.e_ither renew or upgrade within a specifi~ri;d~f time. R~quir;~en:~s 
for upgrade vary, but, in general, graduate st~y in instituti-;-~~ of higher 
education and professional experience are required. License ~e~~wal ~~~e
fr~guently involves professional development an.dprofe.ssional experie.nce .. 
cban graduate study. Licensure requirements for_ the pnncipalsh~e-
summarized in- Table 2. ----

( 

i 
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I TABLE 2: Summary of State Requirements for Principals1 

Specific School Level Master's or Clinical Examination Teaching License Renewal 
Principal Specified Higher Degree Component Required Experience Required 
License Required Required Required 

Alabama X X X 
Alaska X 
Arizona X X X X X X 
Arkansas I X X X X X X 
California X Xl 

Colorado ! X X X X 
Connecticut X X X X 
Delaware I X X X X X 

District of Columbia X ~ X X 
Florida I X X r x1 J X X 

I 

Georgia X X - X X 
Hawaii X I X 
Idaho X X X X X X 
Illinois X X X X X 
Indiana X X X X 
Iowa I X I X X X X 
Kansas X X X X X 
Kentucky X X X X X X 
Louisiana X X X X X X X 
Maine I X X X X X 
Maryland X X X X 
Massachusetts X X X X 
MichiJ?an X X X X X 
Minnesota X X X X X X 
Mississippi X X X X X 
Missouri X X X X X X 

Montana X X X X X 
Nebraska I X X X X 
Nevada X X X 
New Hampshire X X X X 
New Jersey X X X Xl 
New Mexico X X X X X 

New York X X xi 
N. Carolina X X X X 
N. Dakota X X X X 
Ohio X X X X. X xi 
Oklahoma X X X X IX·"\ X X 
Oregon X X ---x- X 
Pennsylvania X X X X 
Rhode Island X X X X X Xl 

S. Carolina X X X X X X 
S . Dakota X X X X X 
Tennessee X X X 
Texas X X X ( xi -) X 
Utah X X X 
Vermont X X X 
Virginia X X X X X 
Washington X X X X X 
W. Virginia X X X (xi) X X 
Wisconsin X X X X 

Wyoming X X X X 
1 Inclusion of a state in a column indicates chat the state has this requirement for licensure. The number of rimes a state is listed in the table provides a 

rough estimate of the degree of regulation in the state. 
1 State examination / y 
3 Permanent license available 

9 
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LICENSURE FOR 
SUPERINTENDENTS 

Of the 51 reporting units, 39 . .L~ uire a licen~~-.. W~~ally f?_Lthe _ 
superin tendent- eithe r a superintende nt's license (n=23) o r__a 
s'i::ipermtendent's endorsement on a general admii;iistra tive license.(.n::'16) .. 
(Although Pennsylvania commissions rather than lic~11:~es school super
inr;;;dencs, the state is ~nduded-here-irn:he-·analysis of-prereqtlisites-for 
hold ing office ) Of cbe J 2 states oar requiring a .sup.erintendent's licen~~'- -
e ighu.tates offer a general administrative license and fo~es_ r~quire 
nq...§pecific license for the superintendent. 

For an individual to qualify for the ioitials.uperimendent's license, 
mo~t states require a master's degree (n=26) or work beyond the master's 
degree (n= 11). In eight other states, some graduate study is required. T~~
stc1tes require only rhP-6acbelor's degree 

) 

Eor 12 reporting units, some information was available about the 

content of academic pre12aration_r_equired fouh.e.J..ol~@~ Hc~m~: Of the).g__. f 
d ifferent contenc areas described as part of licensure requirements, only 
three curr·c um erso d usiness mana ement) were ~~~i~e:-
ments in at least five states. Four other areas (foundatio ns of education, 
administration, policy studies, and supervision a£ instruction) were listed 
a; areas of content in three__ilates. Other areas ofcaruent.Y{~ed in_ -rn.e_or two states. This situation suggests that the states do not define a 
om_mon knowledge base for the superintendency. 

States differ ore in the ex erience requirements for the initial li
cense than they do in the academic p reparation required. Of the 4 7 states 
t~t require a superintendent's license or a generic admmistrat1ve license, 
th~~ have no experience requirements. Of the 44 states that require some -
pre..:;-r--=o:-:u-=-s-=e-=-=x=p-=-e::-!ri-=e=n-=-ce=-,~1ns:r::-re=-q:::u-=-i==r-=-e,:6::o:::t-c-h-::t:::e=ac-=-fii:--:-::1n::--:g=-=-an=-d:,f-;:a~dt:=m::c-l:-::n:--:1-;::-;st:-::r:::cat:-:-l~V~e-=e-=-=x-=p~e=r1=-

enc~ 17 reqmre teacnmg ex per ieuce only, three re9_!:!ire-a:dmmtstratlve 

exE_erience only, '.our require teachin~_or ~~~i~~::~a_t~v=. ~xperie~:-and ~--
twp require teaching or other comparable experience. Fewer states require 
a practicum or clinical experience prior.to;e·ceipt of the superintenctent's 
li~ense (n=IO than the pnnctpa!'s license (n=17). 

1 
As with the principal's license, some states require passing an exami

nation as part of the l1censure process for the super irrterrdencr,Witlnh:e
ex~tion of t-'O states itt which an exammatton is required for principals' 
li~e but not for superintendents' licensure, states that require an e't 
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T ABLE 3 
R equirements for 

Superintendents to 
Upgrade or R enew 

Licenses 

amination for the principal license also require the same examination for 
the superintendency. 

States generally require some combination of education, rofessional 
dev opment, an experience to u rade an deR~ 
license. n y six states offer a permanent superintendent's license. In two 
oTthese states, tfi.~_per_rn,af!.~_ns.~~~~~fj_q~_t;_e j~_t_h_~ _i_n_(~i?.l ~~Uifo::2-Je. lo.four . 
ot~r~sl!Rerintendents must upgrade their licenses before receiving 
a...Qermanent license. In the 41 remaining states, the initial license and 
the h ighest-level license available for the superintendency have a speci- ' 
fied validity period. The v~iidity period ranges from one year to 10 year~--
with the modal state having a validity period of fi,;ey~The require
_rnents to upgrade and renew superintendenrlicenses are summarized ·en 
Table 3. 

\ 

Requirement 

Graduate study 
Position experience 
Graduate study and experience 
Graduate study or experience 
Graduate study or professional 

development 
Experience or professional 

development 
Professional development 
No requirements specified 

TOTAL STATES 

To Upgrade 
Licenses 
(states) 

4 
4 
4 

1 

13 

To Renew 
Licenses 
(states) 

10 
8 
3 
3 

4 

1 
6 
5 

40 

As with the principalship, upgrading the superintendent's license is 
done primarily through graduate stud and ex enence. The only excep
tion is one state t at permits the license holder to substitute professional 
development crecht for experience. Again, postsea>ndary mst1tut10ns ana 
sc~ districts play primary roles in upgrading licenses. · 

States have more varied requirements for renewal of the 
superin.tendent's license. Graduate study and posmon expenence are still, 
however, the primary modes of license renewal. 

n summary, 39 states require a license for the su erintendenc . Most 
of these require a masters egree or additional graduate study be ond the 
master's degree. Experience requirements or a superintendent's license 

11 
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are more extensive than those for a e.rl.rn:;.ip.al'.sJicense. __ /\ppr9ximately 
o~e-half of the states that have a superintendent's license req~i~~ Ecnh 
c~~ ing and acfminlstraci~~~~p;ri;n~e. -E~a;;i}nacion -r~q~~e7n~cs parafiel 
those of the prin~_ip.alship.-.ln..mosu·tac;s,·both the initial.and.the..higbest
levels of superintendency licensure have a specified validity period. As 
with_ the ~rinc_iQ~J~bjR~rrtQ~imenc fr(.un:the~inict~fto ~he highest level of 
li~sure is achieved through graduate study and exper~;.'PosTcion __ _ 

ex~aduate srudy,ana~~~~~a~de~~-fopme_~~~~~--~eans 
fo~Jicense _ _r:.~p.e\Y.al esca6ris~a by most states. Licens~_r~-~~Ll~I!.1:ems for 
t~perintendency are summarized in Table 1: 



;. 
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TABLE 4: Summary of State Requirements for Superintendents1 

Specific Master's or Clinical Examination Teaching and License Renewal 
Superintendent Higher Degree Component Required Admin Experience Required 

License Required Required Required 

Alabama X X 
Alaska I X X X 
Arizona X X X X 
Arkansas I X X X 
California 
Colorado ' X X 
Connecticut X X X X 
Delaware X X X X X 
District of Columbia X X 
Florida 
Geomia X X X 
Hawaii ' 
Idaho X X X 
Illinois 1 X X X X 
Indiana X X X X 
Iowa ! X X X 
Kansas X X X 
Kentucky ! X X X X 
Louisiana X X X X 
Maine ' 

t X X X X X 
Maryland X X X X 
Massachusetts X X 
Michil!an X X 
Minnesota X X X X 
Mississippi 
Missouri X X 
Montana X X X 
Nebraska ! X X X 
Nevada X X 
New Hampsh ire i X X X 
New Jersey X X X X Xl 
New Mexico I X X X X 
New York X X Xl 
N. Carolina I X X X X 

N. Dakota X X X X 
Ohio X ~ 

x2 X Xl 
Oklahoma X x2 X X 
Oreeon X X X X X 
Pennsylvania X X X X 
Rhode Island I X X X X x1 
S. Carolina X X X X X 
S. Dako ta I X X X X 
Tennessee X X X 
Texas X X X x2 
Utah X X 
Vermont X X X X 
Yirninia X X X 
Washington X X X 
W. Virginia X X X 
Wisconsin X X 
Wyoming X X X 
1 Inclusion of a state in a column indicates that the state has this requirement for licensure. The number of times a state is listed provides a rough 
estimate of the degree of regulation in the state. Data was not available for all states. 

l State examination 
1 Permanent license available 

13 
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EXTENT OF 
LI CENSURE 
REGULATION 

Highly regulatory states exhibit most of the follow~~-g_characteristics: 
··--·· -· 

■ Licenses are limited to specific levels of schooling. 

■ Several grades of licenses are used. 

■ Li<;:ensure is granted for a term, not on a per~a1:ent basis. 

■ T~aching experience is prerequisite, sometimes -~..!.tie se,e<;:ific 
level of licensure. 

■ A master's or higher graduate degree is required for entry. 

■ The preparation program must include a practicum or 
iocen;i_fillip. 

■ The academic content of the preparation program is state-,---

~pecified 

■ A state or national exam is required prior to initial licensure. 

The extent to which these points are not evident in state licensure 
prQvisions may be used to characterize that state as comparatively unregu-
19-ted. Rough comparisons of the deg;ee otregulation are given in Tables i 
and 4. States that more strictly regulate licensure are listed in several cat
egories in each cable. Those that regulate less appear less in the tables. 

Four states were selected to represent the extremes of state admm1s
trative Hcensure regulation: Louisiana and Mmnesota (comparatively high 
re~ation), and Alaska and Alabama (comparatively low regulation). 

Louisiana has separate licenses for elementary ana secondary prmci
pals. Li~re requires a teaching credential with five years of teachmg 
e:q:ierience; a master's degree incl'uamgJO semester hours m educational 
administration; and a score ot620 on the administration section of the 
:N~tional Teachers Examination. Initial licensure is provisional, with regu
lar licensure obtained after a two-year mternship as either a pnncipal or 
a·ssistant principal. I he regular license must be renewed every five years 
~d requires successtu1 on-the-joo performance evaluations. To secure a 
Louisiana superintendenc·•s·endorseme·n-t~· indi~id~~-~ust earn a master's 



MINNESOTA 

) 

ALASKA 

ALABAMA 

degree wicb 1§ hours of graduate work in educational administration and 
six hours in another field. I hey also must have-ffvT iears·each of teaching 
ex_i2_eri;~ce-·and successtul.schooracTmlnTscradve experience. The initial en
dor;ement is v·alid for· two yea'rs;··a;:e-·concinuiri.g endorsement is valid for 
five years and renewaole with successfuCpeifo~manc·e evaluations. . . 

Minne.sota, like Louisiana, requires separate licenses for el~mentary 
and_seconclafy principals and offers two grades of license: initial and con~ 
tinuing.' initial licensure for the principalship requires three years of teach
ingQperience under a tea~hing license at the same le.vet as administrative . 
licensure; a master's degree and 45 additional credits in the administrative. 
a~ea for which licensu~~ is ~o~ght, including 200 clock hours of field exee
rie; ce. T he second grade ofTicensure, continuing, ~-;-y·b;;bt-~i~~~fter 
oq.e year of administrative experience. Continuing licenses are vaUa 'for 
fi\l4ea.r.s...and...may__b_e~ffi!"':ed_wtt.h_ 125 clock hours of appr;:,ved_ ad_r:r:i_i11._~s: 
tr?tive continuing education and 75 hours of individual professional devel- · 
OP.ment activity. Requirements for the init~?'T sueerintenclent license paral- · 
!el ..those for the initial elementary and secondary principal license-:The · 
holder of a principal's license who wishesco quality for superintende~t 
lie.ensure must complete 45 additional graduace--~~~dXts-inrlie· supe-rinl:en~ 
depcy or obtain a specialist or doctoral degree. Requirements for obtaining 
the..continuing superincenclent'slicerueancf renewing_ the.license are ideri~. 
tical to those for the principal's license. 

11! A laska, principals are required minimally to hold the state's Ty12_e 
A teaching certificate. To hold a I ype B certificate, which is an unleveled 
principalship license, an individual must have three years of t~~hi~g 
exEerience and complete an approved administrative program. Both the 
teachjng license and the administratorl.Tcense are teiml1censesand.must 
be. renewed every five years with six hours of upper:di;·i~ion-~redit.' An 
A1;:iska superintendent's endorsement canoe obta_i~~~-~ ~-~h_ three years ~f 
te~hing experience, one year of admin istrative experience, and comple
t ton of an approved administrative ~Qg~~-:. The__c::red.e.o.Ji.aUs_ya-lid fo.diye 
ye~s and may be renewed with six hours of upper-divi.filQn..cr.e.diL. 

A_lgpama is a second example of a state with comparatively little regu
lat ion. lI1<;!iyJduals . .may obt~"dminimartve-cr_edencial-wLth. a 
teacher's license, thre~ .. I~~rs of teach i1!g.~ ~~~t1S:_!io1:1.~~~ -llPP<?.tt.~_~_p_~r~ 
ence, 18 semester hours in educat ional administration, and a 300-ho_ur .__,__-:------ - - -------- -- ·----- ------- --·-
in~ip. ThJs license is__v.alidloLLQ.y.ears and qualifies the-holde.r.fo.r..any 
sch29l administrative position in the state. 

Qne might conclude from these descriptions that even the most regu- _ 
lated states lack some of the possible components of ;egulation and even 
the least regulated states show certain characteristics of regulation. This is 
to be expected in licens ing procedures that involve 51 different units, each 
of ~ h ~~cl;-~-; variety of poITl:1ca'finfluences. ·· · · -·---
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ALTERNATIVE 
LI CENSURE 

. Much has been written in recent years about alternative preparation 
for licensure. The AACTE survey that -se~~e~fa·~-o~-~ primary da.ta source 
included a sp~~Ttfc response categQry to identify_the ext~Ho~a.I~r- . 

~ 
native licensure is available-;;:-m:ong the reporting units. When asked to 
describe the types of alten1ati ve preparation -p~a'gr-~~~-f~;-~each~~.---38 
states indicated they have some alternate licensure provisions. Four othe( 

1 states indicated that an alternative licensure route was under consider
•~'ation, while nine indicated that no alternative existed and none was .. uncler 
jconsideration at the time. ------ ·-- - --

• 

-- Responses to the same question about administrative licensure yielded 
quite different results. e)fity-ftme states....reporrea es.tablished-altema1tve
lic~nsure-preeedtlf;...Jouidroinistrators. Of these, six reportedaltemac·ive 
routes for both principals and superm.tendents (Maine, N~~-!-J.ampshjre, 
New~oo.:texas::ir~~r¾st Virginia). Tw.9_?_t_ates (Arizonaand [j 
N~~York) r!;_Q.orted alternative licensure...only for:...superintendents,. ?nd 
Hawaii's alternative licensure is only for principals. 

We are uncertain about the reason for the disparity between the num
be.coL~Lt~~:aqve p-~ep?r~~icin progrnl'P--s.fo.rj_~':0er~ and .the number for· -
admJni.~trators. One possible explanation is that alterna~~ve programs ap
pe?~ response to a shortage in the number of ci2fe~~iOD;'!.IS availablejcn 
cenain_p~sifions. This explanationfits particularly well in reporting units 
that described·e~~cy or temporary license-Sas one form of alternative 
lic..~~-~e. Hawaii, tor example, offers an alt~~;tinroute b~c~~se cif'{)rir't'; 
cip_aLlhortages in certain geographic ar~~~: Few_states, however, ha'.'e 
exp~rien~ a shortag_e of professionai_s-~ith_~he creden.~~als for admjnis-

.. traci.Y.e_RQS.iti9ns (Bliss, 1988). ·-- - · 

· The most comrno11 charaeter-istic of. alt;_e_rng~i.Ye. licensure programs 
for adfa-i-R-isnarors--is--che-suesti tu tion-of-manag.er.ial-expe.dence-·in -profes
sio~trad itieftatn~acnTng-arrcradmi-R7s'trafive e-xper.ie!5~ ""i'n.ed ud tion. 
This feature might be bettei-.. expla.Tned by a gerier.:Wdrssatisfactio'n-with-..... 
the type of aclministrative leactersh1pprovTaea."15y tnosewnonaveffaveled 
traditional preparation routes than by shor~a_g~s ~f those prepared thrQ!cigb. 

~itional routes. 
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DISCUSSION OF 
THE ISSUES 

By and large, alternative programs leading to administrative licensure 
do __ lli2UlI.eE..Ilt.L~dical departure from tradit10nal preparation· pr9g_~_~ms._-. 
Lic.wses received are either limited in scope (e.g., to the requesting school 
district, as in New York) or are temporary ·wnile the holder ~eets the stan.:_ 
dard req11ire;e.nr.s.iQT an administrator license. · ... -........ . ..... ---

Most state constitutions have provisions that make education a legal 
reS'QOnsibility of the-·sca-te.Aftnough _responsloilrcy"for ~n.~.=:d.a~~day_op: ___ · 
eracion of schools typically is delegated to school district boards of educa
tion~reat deal of educational governance is ex~~~ised at the state level. . 

One prime example of state control is the establishment of regula
tions ~rutln.Tngta·cnelicens·ing ofschoof"pers.6"rme1. AIEcates- h"ave as=
sumed the function of) icensing ln lVl ua S W O are 12..eriruttedcoceacfi -or 
a~minister the scho~Ts~(ilie~a~~ Because states ~;ercise plenary respon
sibility for education, control over the licensure otthose seeking positions 
in the public school lies within the legitimate p~;.,~~~f each state. Licensure 
assures the ciciz~nry chat educat1onal professionals are guaIITfed a~ ch~! __ 
the educational interests of students, p·arencs, and the general public are 

) protecrecl. Ne-mrrtonal -~c§nraffi'ii~~rn:Y:~~ou!~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-blI:_
~ ~- Policy recom!11_e_n:}alio7!-__ l ~ Lic~~-ure s~ou~ continue to r~st with the 
) states because of che compelling state interest in che quality of licensed school· 
f administrators. National credentialing should be discretionary and, if developed, ' ' - -··--·-·- .... -··- - .. ,. ·-·· . ... ' ... - ' 

~ used only as evidence that professior.als have gone beyond minimum st.andards for 
~ full licensure to proficie.;;0 in the field. - · · · ····- · -··-·--· - · ·· · ·· 

Preparation programs and professional a~~ociations, along with repre
sentatives of school boards, ~~~-~!~itima_Ee interest and_ staW£1,_!!:le 
licensure of school administrators. State-level decisionmakers should ful~ 
re~~ize the roles of these groups, and shouldi;corporace IDcir-represen.Z..~ 
catives into che process of setting stanclards for adr_ninistracive licensure. 

"' 0!_1e way to appropriately em~er ~~;··;elevant con_sricuent gr~-~ps 
is throu h the utilization of administrative licensure boards by each state. 
Li~~sure boar s cou perform functions s~ch -as establishing sta-naards,· 
ex~mining cand1daces, and issuing and revoking_ licens1;;s. Almough these 
boards would be createdby and subject to legislative authority, they wo~ 
provide a viable means for ensuring that consumer rights and e!ero@_tives_ 
w~.re properly safeguarded, as well as enhan.cing.1.1}._~QEOfessionalization of 
sc~ool administration. Licensure boards would also pro-;ide· state agen~,Tus ..._ 

17 
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THE KNOWLEDGE 

BASE 

with another means to solidify their influence by maintaining a coalition 

~

ith state educators and retated mterest groups""(Cainpbell; Cunningham, 
N ~~rg9ny,=peiic.y. recommendation ·2; State licensure_baardi 
N~3isiroto1=5--Should...be established i~ ~ach. ;(d;~- · · ---

-- How _rtie states exercise-theirautF1or.ity in li~~-n·s-~;e raises ~!:_yer~~-e'?E~Y 
issue~ We have grouped the remaining policy recommendations into three 
areas: the knowledge bas~Jor sc~opl .A<fu:}foistration practice, the experi
ences required for novice a~dT~lly licensed pro-f~sionals, and p~ofess.ionai 
development requirements that ar~-;ppro°i; ~iac~· f~r school admin~t~~tors. 
-------·-·····--- - ----·· . . . . .... .. . · - · -·•• · . - . --

Fou_! poli5:y_issues_p.pply cc the educational administration knowledge bas~: 

✓ ■ generic vs. role-specific administrative licensure; 

✓■ state specification of the particular knowledge base; 

\../■ the use of examinations to test the knowledge base; and 

v '11 the appropriate state role in ensuring that licensed administra
tors have an adequate knowledge base. 

In n ine states, administrative licensure is generic rather than role
specific. The administrati~-; lice-nse in -thos~ stat~S p~; ~i~; the holder to 
se;,;e in any building- or ~smct-l:evel .. E9~~-~~~r:.-- (?.~h~~~-~a~es~<:1~Rngu1sn·--·.4 
among the requirements for licensure for various administrative roles. We 'I 
believe such differentiation is justified, if at alt,only on the basis ofthe•· 
pao;icular concerns related to lea,.rriing, curriculum, and instruction associ-
ated with each position. Moreover, we believe th;~ administrators at all 
levels should be fa[!.l iliar with child development and adult learning tneory:· ·· 

G
, Whether citizens are better serv;~fby··; p;~lfic-ii~~;; ~-;.-i~~ii""~~-

9.r~_ of ~everal aaminiscrative roles o'r·b~]~!l.er_ic_ _a,;fo:iT11~sg_~~:n~~
equ!£emencs is a policy issue that warrants further consideration. Policy 

\re~~!._7l~enda_~ion 3-: ~implificatio~~':_lic~-~ -~'..~--re~ui~~:71_e_7;!~_thr'?~¥~~:i~:_ .. 
~frceme m ei1ucaaonal admmisrrannms tegitzmate der.egulaiion.and,.should. be-
}i~ly-considered by-states-that have a proliferatzonofTicerisuri requirementr.· . 

Any assertiolLthat we have a wej~fined or· common knowledge 
ba$! for the practice gf ed4.c_ational administration is problematic. Members 
of th~Natia.@l C9mmission o~-~!Ience in Educatlo naTAdministrat·i~n 
w~re unable to agree oruh.e.zµµropr iarecontenrfor administration program 
currk_ula and dr<?_pped the issue (Bradley, 1990). The National Policy Board 
for Educational AdministratioilancttneOnivers1ty Council on Educational 
Ad.mininstration defined seven broad areas oflcr\owfedge and skills:_ --

societal and cultural influences on schooling, teaching and learning 
processes sensitive to individual differences, theories of organization 
and organizational change, methodologies of organizational studies 
and policy analysis, leadership and management processes and functions, 
policy studies including issues of law, politics, and economic dimensions 
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of education, moral and ethical dimensions of schooling in a pluralistic 
society (Improving the Prepararion of School Administrators, 1989). · 

PreQ!_racion programs, professional associations, 1:.~~~<?t:~I acc~~di~\!!g_ 
agencies, and local school boards all have a legitimate interest and stake in 
the licensure of school administrators, including definitions of the knowl
edg~e. We.lJelievetFia·c the knowledge base tor educational adminiscra
ci~~ is best defined at a nationaCl.evelchrougf{ che invoT.;ement of rele~a~c . 
constituent groups. Although the ae'fir{ii:ion advanced by the National Policy 
Bo~fortducationarA"<lminiscr-aciori hasoeen criticized as too broaci'(Br·a
dl«:;4.1990), this is th~at1onar'deffriftfon-we believeis·approp-riat~ . 

.:- We are confident char a kn9 __ ~l.eage base can 6eTaent'lfieacnafouilg_~ . 
i up9.!_l ch~~~e9ge bas~£?.:. su~c:s_sful teachi_ng: This k~o-~J~.9.ge __ base is 

be c learned once professionals have obtained reaching ce_rrification and 
prit_cticed as teachers. o icy recomm~_!l_dddbn 1: Lj~e~sure in_ sc00-~l adminis-

/ tra,tion should require a substancial num_b~_!__gfg,:(!d~~ce credits in educational 
-qd111inistracion, either as pare of nr in addition co _a_ mag~r•~_ degrn __ f!.,_ _ 

As..i.!luscrated in the above analysis, certain states detail the knowl

edge requirements for Jfl~J)re_ser_::i~~ l?~eparati~f!. 2(~ch~;l a~_mi~~s~:,ac;ri .. ~ .. 
Little commonality is found, h'.:>wever, in the course or subject-matter 
re~ents for licensure. Little support for the specif~~eq~r~-~c;ouc~- · 
lined by some states can be found i.n the management and administration 
literature. Moreover, some Stace specifi~;tions· ()~ ·the· kno""wfedge base are 
fregueri1Jy seen as unreasonable ancf oE@ng what acade~·ics or pracci~-
tioners believe can be leg1timacely supported by the profession's knowledge 
base (see, for example, Prestine, 1991). Further, chesespecificacions-often 
ap~ar co respond co supply-and-demand cycle; in the workplace rather ch~n_ .. 
to ~uiremencs chat ~~~~_o:npetent, ~ell-qualified.!.._e~<2fessional work 
fqtc.e. Ocher states apparently give su~~c~~i_tl,Q!Qg.@_1.!lf!l-8:.~Lc_ di_~<:_reti_Q_n~~- -
in~titutions with approved programs for pr~p_?r_ing education pers9_q,nel. 

· SP.ecificity in the knowledge base required for initip,l.QL.~.c.!Y~[}<;:ed 
levels of licensure is particularly ;,roblemacic. If the knowledge base is sec in. 

st~ policy mandates, it is difficult co chang~~M~Ei?i~~i~~te specific~-=~~ 
cions provide lmle room for creativity and flexibilit'f..0 program definition 

\ 

(G.Q.9dlad, 1990). If it is not set in policy, decisions about competence are 
deferred co ochers. Policy recommendation 5: Tht>se 31:ares that have ckfi,tetf~

\ cu.~o-r-thfpre#eensmICJ!!eParation~heol-adminis tracor-s-shoull-ae·; 
~Jii.s-area-:- . 

States that are reluctant to lose control over the cumculum have op
ti ns ocher than s ecifying the curriculum m-srai:·e policy. In sev-~ral s·tai:~s. 
state review of teacher and a ministrator preparation programs or program 
aQE!__oval and review of the programs against national standards of best pro
fessional practice have been combined. Four options for integrating state 
prgg~am review and national accreditation have been ~ proved by the · 

19 
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National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). These 
options range from separate but ·concurrent review of the programs by .. the 
tate agency and an NCATE-cea·m ... (Opi:Ton-◊ne}:i:o.stat~ccepraiiie=.Qf. 
he~li-de:tJsJ.on.regardmg.accred1t~cfr·pyii:)~~s. gfat~~e ap·p~c)val. 

r (ORt1orCFour). As of November 1990, 18 states had agreements with 
.... : . -------- - - - ---- . - - . - -~·- .. . . ·-- . .., ____ ---· .. < ) N~Etouse· one-of the -four ~P~~c:,~~£oli9_ r_~_c°-~~endation _6:_-Stares 
1 :shoald coordinate-their--reviews ofpreparation programs in educational adminis-
, ,. -- - ~-~---..C.-,-C-c-: - -- --·--- - --- ----- ----
<. ·tratton--and-teaehe'f-educ:a.tion-with· NCATE accreditation. 

\ 

·...:. -:-- Our recommenctations about the knowleage base also have implica
tion~~~tin~_programs. Edu~~~~~~aJ_ con~~mers and state-polic:y~akers 
have demonstrated in the past decade a desire for concrete measures of 

\ 

cqmpetence ·for -~~cry _co _ceachin~-~~d admi~Js~rat~o~. If gener~! .. :~ree
ment on the knowledge base cannot be reachect;§~e'-examina~.,s· are 

1 li~ely to be idiosyncratic.focheir ctefinition of thek-~owledge base> and 
l unable to sustain legal challenges co thefr .. vaTicHcy:·1rsome generalagree; 
'. ment on the knowledge oase can b-e reached, 'test ·aeveiopment at the state 
\ le~el would be unnecess£i1y·~~p-en~ive~;~9_i~~'?~::_e inappropriate duplica
: cion of effort. Instead, state boards of licensure shouTd cooperate· o·n -'c°he . 
development of a commontes-ting-p.iog;a·m. ~ta.ti; ns·for~i:l:i1s~ex-ain1- · 

7 n~hm 1ld hemcid~it°--Al~-:thaN~h-~amina1:ion's='can-:accompl.isn·is 
:, che-¥eci~that-appfieant-s·f;;1Ieens·e-h~; ·e· a ce~cain ~ii:iimum· ie~el • ~-

ofk+1G-wl€dge.that.wiffo[~~~~s·i-tybe ~-~mall ; h~r~-~{~hat ~~ e~p~~ienced \1 
am.lt,1ofieientc-ad~~-i-;;.~tQr:.She~.ldJg:\OW.. . . . .. 

Initial licensure can only identify minimal standards. Moreover, 
k@wledge in education contin~es· co develop, and notions of effecti~e
pr~vo'i~e:-For chese reasons, acfministracors ·should 6e-·socialized_ro __ 
the understandingmat leaming-abouc .. leariiing-is a nfetim.'e obligation. 
Nb:te states currently .. issue-permanent licenses· for the ·pr1nc:'tpalship,-and 
six states issue permanent licenses for the superintendency. Policy recom
me;Jarion7: Swies-thatoffer"peirrianenc· administrative· lrceiisureslwulii ·revis·e 
lic~ure .. requirements so that licenses a.r_e va]!ffQi ii _s·p~gfic ~~!""!! ~~41.eyi~-~~l 
reguires continuing professional development. . 

ir· As noted above, authority over Hce'nsure should remain with the states. 
IQ defining the bm-;reage"oas~we;;-er,-·states ~ho~id shar~ .the ~~spo~~i
bi.l!ty with other relevant con;;_tjD,i_ent groups and defer to understanctings . . 
fo~~s mixtu~e _of s1_a_te interest with the interests of 
other rofessional groups w~~ld-;~em co best ·serv·e all, including the ind_i-
v i<4ia l practitioner. · emm~gii_em-en~~n-~ b_~knowledge-~aie-':mtl-an--=" 
e~res~i Hire-iI11pottanrsrepnowatd ·f!lakinglicens.~~~-rn eclucational 
admini:st:F~~-~t; J;f~__j-~em-state-t0-;;_te. Holding postsecondary prepa
ra~p~grams to a set of professionalstfillaaros .. woufcf ensure the ualit 
of those programs wit out compromising opportunities_ for them_.~';? __ de_: _ 
v~lop their ucique manifestation~_an_~J?~on. 
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EXPERIENCES 

REQUIRED 

FOR LICENSURE 

Ideally, licensure as a school administrator should indicate more than 
just familiarity with minimal knowledge-about the fi,eJt.~i!.ize~s-~a~i:~;~r;· -
ance that state-licensed practitio~ers have skills that qualify them for their 
positions. These skills and abilities are bescasciircained i:hroti@.~iGnoolad
~ tnistration practice, not study of the field. States differ, however, in the 
ex.~ce requirements for initial and other levelso fliZ~~~;~~-Th~se ~aria
tioµs in state reqtiliements raise poficy-iss~~-ab~~-t -th; ·~~T;tionshipb·;~~~~ 
te?,chi~g experience and adminTsfraiive licensure,-the s uitabiiiry of alterna
tive licensure for school ad·m-i~ist~"ato~i •. ~ndreq~ i~eme.nts regar°d"ing-clinical .. 
exQerience as part of adm~ istrativ;·P~~paratio~-and--professfonal deveTop-

• + ..... • ·- • ·-·• - ~ . - . - ~ • ··- · · --------. -----· -

men.1_Programs. ~== , 

l
- As noted earli&r, most states require teaching exper1en~ as a pre-

rf:'q11 i5 jre to. licensw:e_as_a_puil~ip.~g-J~~~ p~i~cip_~[~~~r-~~~fi;~_-~r~~~~-~-eq~~re 
teas:hing expetience.as.ap.r.erequisituoJicensure.a~.a.scnoQl sup~rintendent. 

, Tqese_12rovisiQ.JJlLI_t:.f<Qfil_lize teaching anc:U~~_i12,g ~s ~he core technoi~gy ·-;r 
! schools (Murphy, 19916). Administrators must be intimat_l:~i__f~~ili_a~-~-iih 
\ ~y in order to be effective and to establish credibility with col-
' leqgy.e.~anclc.ommunity, _ _l~Qli~Y...!§fQ:7}mendation 8: -y;~hfiii .;_~P§Jie~~~ ~~;~id __ _ 
!,.Jie required for licensure in school administration. 

A~a:~i<:efu~'1:equirements.fo_r_p.{iministrators are available in only 
20 fucenc of the states and generally permit_ the substitution of manageri~l 
ex.pe.r.ienc;e- in-pmfessionalfi.e.lds other than education_foueaching and ad
ministrative experience in education. This, too, raises an important policy 
issue. If schools are fundamentally places of teaching and learning, the sub- . 
stit.urion_Q(_tp_?,_nP.g_~ria~xperi~nc~ .. 1i;1_Qtlier '?rganizations may not be_ leg~ti- __ _ 
IT@.te unl~ss on~ ~an establish competence also in teaching and learning. 

~tjve li·cens~re_~g-@mschat permit-circumvention of ·the -re-· 
quirements fQu~..ac;:hingg2C12erienc;:e a~e not warranted_:A°s.itotecl earff~r; sho~i:: - -· 
ages.of professionals license_~ in school admin istration are limited to a few 
geog[aphic locations. While school boards and school administrators may 
have doubts about the quality of licensectpersonnel availaole to fill certain · 
positions, alternative licensure programs are inappropr_i.~te re~ponses to co.n~
cems about quality. At the same time, we recognize that in large city schools, 

administr_~i ve personne1otherrhan _the s~_~intenq_~!ll..a..i .. ~(k~-~ '!'.J:.O. t~'-'.~"-_ 
qirect responsibility for the Jilll.1J.!f.Cio.1w._lpx.ogi:aro....(e,g, ,_a,_s~iga,Il_t ..Q!_ 9-_s~~~~ 
ate _superintenden_ts for c~;iculum or elemenJ.13:ry_:;m<;l s('.!conga,rysyr_r\c~uI!! ~ 
directors). Policy recommendation 9: For superintendencies in large city schools, 
altema_t_!_~_e_ ~ertification should be limited to waiving the teaching experience re, 
qui!ement for -~andiclates.who can demonstrate extensive comparable experience in 
other organizations. Decisions aoo1:i"t alternaiive certification should be made 
by state licensing Eoards accoromg to _c:.~tteri_a .set by sud~ g!"Q.U~.E...!h<'.! N~
tional Policy Board for Educatio~al Administration (1990)_;_ 

·- .... ··~-··---···--·--
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PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

~ssential prerequisit_~ _to_fl!IIY ~\~e~_s_eg_~tAt~s .. sbc:>~lcJJi-~·~cejsf-ul 
~rfi~e in an administrative position. We believe that additional gradu
ate ,.study is an appropriate requirement for full licensure. When the initial 

,--lice.nse can be obtained with a mast-~~•s degree, gradu~~ alone should 
) not.!2e sufficient for full licensure. Currently, s_~~t?~e.~J~_~rl_!lit-th,e __ ':!P.grade 

\ 

of a principal's license on the basis of graduate study only, and four states 
permit the upgrade of the superinte~dent's lice_n~e _on the sa~e· b:a~i~:_ l?olicy 

, recommendation 10: States that permit full licensing of administrators on rhe sole 
; basis of addi~al graduate credits sho;J"{~~!?.~9~-~i_!ll:le cbis prp.c_ti~~ ~~n4Jr1~.~eq.q 
, req1!!re evidence of successful experience for full licensure. 
·- If a license to practice is to represent-~~re than minimal knowledge -=-- -- ... 

about a fielo,licensing-sl1ould entail verification that the candidate pos-
ses¥5 entry skills appfopiTai£co cl1e position. The-Nai:'io.naf"Commission 
on Excellence in Educational Administration.recommended chat licensure ·--- ----
include assessment of the candidate's communication skills as well as peda-
gogy, management, and leadershipskiils -( 198-E( p." 2"2)°: Prepar-atTon·· pro
grams should iochide substantial clinical comp__onents in field experience·s 

and.. simulatl_QgL(tfalli!:!_ger & Murphy_,_~?.~! ;_National fC?li<:.'i --~~a.rcltor 
Educational Administration, 1989). As Murphy (199 la) noted, university 
faculties in educational leadership have increased the attention they give 
to lheclinical components of graduate programs. Whether this increasea·
atceut_ion is sufficient has yet tQ.J;,~~~tc!-blisli.ed. C~i_n~caL~2~P_<;>_~t'!-nts~ re 
expensive, and university financial commitments to programs in school 

G
a.ministration have historically been limited. PQ/Lcy_reco;;J:mendation··11: 

Initig.l licensure should entait the establishment ol minimal skill in administra~~~-
1 pra~tice Thi.us.Ji.at accomplished by deferring f<?.l?r.~C1rQ.tjq_J]: p_ro~ams the obli-_ 
1 gatµm for documenting skill attainment through assessment centers, administra-
) tive P.QIJf_olios, or clinical experience. Moreo~;;~institutions for graduate study -
; sho~e. obiigated to dev~(op_1_h~_dinic;.aLcq_mpo_ne!.l,tS_ 9f. thei~programs 1n coJ-
; labaration with. school_ distrk~. and..9t~g professional group_s.!..~~eral m_~c;ba:.-
1 nu.ms for collaborat ion are available, and decisions about how to collabo-
'---1:e,t;_,u:~~b~s·~-lefrJ;i~d; id~l ~~tit~cions: - -. .. ·-··· --- ·-

Once permanent licens_~e is ~!~~na_te~ _(see p9licy r~_<;O_f!!..fll~!.1~~i~l:1 
7),. all school administrators will assume tht_ ob.liga.t.Lo.n..fur...£9.m_i~~
professional development. Moreover, school administrators shouJq_g._1pQOrt 
this asp_~_ct ofprofessfoii.alism ev·e·~·:1~~ th~3.b~~~~Lof.~e;pli!:it _ state 
requirements. 

On~ .. J?.9.li.<;yjssue _is the degree _to which states __ s):lOu_ld SI}ecify_J_h,e 
particular professional development experiences that qualify candidates for 
license renewaLGrea-ter· state--control ca·n b·e· obtained throughg~e~ 

s~cificity._Sp_~~ific;j_t_y_ alsc;un eans, however:_ ~h..8:~J!~~nse renewal . 
requirements are more difficult to change1_ l_ess_r:~spgn~ive .~o-~div_~?~al n~~1~ 



? 
~ .. 

-

an~ concerns, and less responsive co changes in the knowledge base fo:_ 
ad min istrn_~r.ac:.ti~~...M.oLe.over, specificity is general~ y _ _i_rriplemem~Q __ 
throu_gb. policy mandates and has adverse as well as desirable consequences. 
MqUdates generall_y_~~tten as minimum standards for compliance, not 
ORtimal or maximum requirements (McDonnell & Elmore, l 987THa1Trnger 
& Murphy ( 199.U~~de a_~i~H~£. P.Q.inUn. tl}tj~ di~f~S_sio_n_ Q( prqf~~~nal :· . 
c_!evelopmeot: 

Stace-mandated programs, regardless of quality, send a mixed message. 
On the one hand, mandated participation in professional development 
appears co signal the importance of professional growth. On the other 
hand, mandated growth ignores the individual needs of principals and 
models a process of development and change that runs counter to the 
role principals themselves must play in reshaping the culture of schools 
(p. 519). 

Mandates have limited capac~ty50 change behavior or atticu_g~s. 
Evaluation of recent efforrs related co professional development is badly 

neerkd, ... Jnitiat.iY.~_$uCh as theLEA."b program (runctedat the-federal level . 
throJJgh che states), state mandates for ad-miniscracive staff develo~, 
and.school disttictiPitiati;~s haye"exj:ianaed the ~e.porttinlties'for"m:service 
training for administr~_t_o_rs dur~!lg ~t:_pa~t l_O_y~~~s_.):~~t!!!:~aluacion of these·-

n,-c,- p-rograms has been do_ne (Hallinger & Mu~y1.1?9V. foli~y-r~~~m!!:.~~!9~-
12.: S@tes jfwu:lxl decel:op broad guiddines for acceptable: professional-det,elopment 

th==u11i1!~i "£'.£ ~~i~ach~~art specify-th"e [5rec1S~J:U1fure and c_ontent -
of.QI__o[ess1ona1 ~ve~uch policy should no! be __ 9E:,~aj_qp_eq_w1cktout 
~ference to em~rical assessments of the eff~<:tiy~nes~L~-e!f ~:.t~~ 

lo._professional development, tensjons b~~p~ofe~~ional autonomy 
and che compelling interests of the state are likely to be evideru:-we believ.£! 
chat..ths! respons!bilirt for defining and developing-acceptable pro.fe~;i~~al 
development shou~t rest~or_J,_r_1_!!.l_arily with any one group."Wfi1le 
individuals, school distri~tate.dep.a.mnents of education, scace_wofessioo.aL 
or~nizations, and universities all have legitimate interests in how 
pro~~~~al development i~_~fuJ.e_q,s!_esigne91 an.s! delivered, the benefits 9.f 
ve~.l,!ng responsibility . in ~~-...£_ne group would be out'-1/eigkte_d by the 
disa.d,y_antages. Costs of professional d_eyelopment should be shared among 
che groups with vested interests. States should bear a significant share of the 
expense, but so: too, should individuals, professional orgat:lizations, 

(

t0~i_::, a~~ schoor districts. Policy '.eco~mendation 13: ~~n.sibitity 
of.a.state.l'icemmg-hoa-r:d-~ould be co coordinate the shared respons1b1lit1es of groups 
~ted..intare-sts in the pro/e~~io;~~ dev~iop~ent o{Jn"~ti~ing-;;I~nistratars. 
- ---. ... -- . - ------- --
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REPRESENTATION 

Licensure requirements are a poor mechanism to use in addressing 
the_g.£9blem of rep;~~ent~iq;.~J ~st_as it_ is.imp~~c·; ~i:-~~-c rh~-teaching pro
fes.s.iQn_be J:epresencacive of gender, racial, and ethnic group cliv~rsicy: in 
the student population, it is important chat school administrators reflect 
chaLdjy~ rsi~y: We could not exainine the relationships betwee~-frce~su~~ 
and __ ~epresentacion given the available data. Numerous other reports _3:nd · 

S coITUT),issions,_ however, have noted chis as a vital area of concern. Policy 
~ rec~en_da!!_?n 14: State and national_ initiatives regarding the lic~nsur: of 

sc~~J ad~i!1istr~tors sh~u~-i~l!!'~ in~UC;eri:ents _t?_e~courage_ ~~-~1::f.P.?:~he 
cl us ion of women and racial and ethnic minoririe~. in the P.rofession . ......,_ .. 



-

CONCLUSION 

Ffforrs ca improve the practice of school administratio1:i, through policy 
relate.d..to._thfJicgµ_s_1.,1_re of school administrations raise a number of impor~ 
canr...issues~ In.gen.~i.- ~h e -p~ficiiico-~~~n~~t:T;~~---;ii~;~r i~;r;er· ·as-a 
platform fordiscussion re~end a crucial role for the states in lice~s~·,-- · 
accompanie.dJly_the delegationAr:esponsibility co·otb,er ag~~~i~s._ St~t~ · 
polic~_gi.....9.~Jikely to b~ relevan1~ajightened1 and a~cept~d if it i~_d_~ ~f:
oped.ins9..ni.l!!lction with constituent groups. State policy_must leave room 
foMOcal initia~nd.Joc.al_yision and can~ot b; developed withci.ut 
at~ntion to defensible.claims ab~t-~~i~inistraclve Pi act_tce. Nlore
ov~r. state policy s.i:i:?~~d not_be developed with9uu~{er~µ<;:e t~-a-~ionai 
stand~rds and trends, indudiP.-[Sfl~ _r~_ql!i~errw .. JJ._ts_ q_( n~tiol}_a! ~ccredit~~ -
a~n~es. 

Our recommendations include provisions for collaboration among 
grO\IQS with vested i1!~-~r~t_ffi•.tn:e=qi.ial Lty __ o0~hQ.9 l_~@!nmistrators:__ .We 
envision a national policy board which will continue to define the knowl
edgebMe-·for the p~ofes;~Aeveloian appropriate national e--;a~i~atio~: -. 

and_explore a PJ~.~~gious, but optional, national c~gifl9!-ti9 .. il• . .W~ S.!Jppqrc 
stare_li.cens.ing _b9~_rd·~ that wou.ld ~ooperate with a national policy board 
and national ac..c.re..ditin~encies, give prof~_SSi?,~alsasi:rong-~olce in the_, __ 
regwatiorLo£.the...field,_;rn,d coordinate and define professional develop- -
ment opportunities. We recommend advisory groups ~o grad~ate programs 
in ~~tio~ai~~imi~istrat.io11b·e·escablished to e"ris~re ~h~:-~_hos~_.2!'._<?_&!",~!AS -· .... 
are linked t9_Qrofessionals in the field. 

Whil_e we are aware of the d ifficulties of collaboration in all of these 
a~~y.e _b~-l~~~poJ,f<;:y_ effq_r~i-~olaiiicf from professio-naTo rgan iza
tipns and preparation programs and based soi~ly upon mandates fo~_EJ.ofe'_ 
sttiDgent licensing requirements are doomed to failure. Professions must _ 
be im_Qroved from Within. Pofrcy Eased oncoflaboratio .. n, inducemei:;i:s,' 'and·-
c;pacirv-°b~ilding is an important part of_the grocess. ·- -- .. ·- . 
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[ Principal Certifu:ation P~ 
This omific:ation progDJD provides an oppomm.ity fur apcacn=l edu

a.tors to prepue fur admini.strativc, ,upcrvuoiy. and other educational lcad
cahip roles in the ~ day school. 

The progam an be completed in two aummcn in residcncc :it the Scm
iruuy, and a.dd.itionil counc work may be aken during the f:ill and 1pring 
semesters in conjunction with a masra's <K doaora_i deg~ program. 

Requiicmcnu for .A.dmusion to the Principal'• Program 

Sec P28C 58 fur general rcqoimncnu ~r 2dmission to die Graduate School 
Seo.dent£ who do not hnc a Muter', degr= in Judaic,. or ]f:Wisb Education 
lll'C. required to apply for the M.A. dcgi= in Jewish .Education together with 
Principal Cenmcation. In addition, candidal'CS will be required to bavc 1ig• 
nmcant reaching and/or a.dminiruative c:xpccicooc, prcfu:mly in a day school 
A limi.a:d number of students wim cxtcnavc cxpc:rim cc in other mtingr may 
be aa::q,ted if they can d.cmonrtratc the acwnmcnt ofbasic professional skills. 
Individual .s:tudcnu may be reqa:ircd to take spcci6c a>uncs in Jewish educa
tion as prerequisites. Upon 11.dminion, the candidate will be :assigned an advi
soc who will help whh the sdcction of courses and an inr.:rmlup based upon 
the individual's xadcm.ic and profus:sional needs. 

Requiccmcnu for Ccni6catlon 

Students who have a Ma.tee's deg~ in Judai.ca or in Jewish Educa-
rlon must t2kc: · 

I. Two intc:Nivc education scminan which focus on the appliaao~ of thc
oxyw day $Choo! curriculum dCYC!opmcnc, supcmsion and 2'lminima
tion{6 acdiu}; 

7.. Two cou~ in curriculum, administration, school management; and 
SUpc:CTision. l11CSc COUJ'S'C$ tnlllt be ~ed with the approval of the 
depanmcntal a.dvuor {6 t:Tcdits); 

3. Supervised inl%mmip in administnrion (3 credits). 

Courses 

lntrodaction to .Jcwidi Educatioa 

Thi.s · nar scdcs to introduce the student m the of cocu,:ns 
of Jewish ·on. Topics indudc .sociology of .American Jew-
ish commun and Jewish cducatiotul imtit · philosophical 
approachc:s to cation, the commonplaces education, valors and 
Jewish education. c offi:rcd in 1995-9 

EDU 5023x 

,o& 

ing on chcsc qitcstionr. 
,...._,....,,...,· ng of Jewish l-o

Imm thcml How 
We shall oon-

1<1'11~,.,,d lesson 
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THE SOLOMON SCHECHTER DAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 
OF THE l:JNITED SYNAGOGUE OF CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM 

STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR AFFILIATION AND ACCREDITATION 

l PREAMBLE 

The Day Schools cbanCl'Cd by the Solomon Schechter Day School network of the United Synagogue of 
Conservative Judaism possess unique potential for transmitting the vast riches of the Jewish heritage to 
their stodents, while maintaining die highest standards in the area of general studies. In order to encourage 
these Schools to strive for the best results, both in Judaic and in General Studies, the United Synagogue of 
Conservative Judaism Commission on Jewish Education has set up a chartering program in accordance 
with the rules and n:quiremcnts set fonh below. 

l APPLICATION FOR AFFILIATION WITH THE SOLOMON SCHECHTER DAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 

1. A Day School organiz.ed by or in formation under the aegis of a congregation affiliated with the United 
Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, or a group of such conP.cgations, a Region of the United 
Synagogue of Conservative Judaism or any other auspices within the Conservative Movement, may 
apply for affiliation with the Solomon Schechter Day School Association by applying to the 
Commission fo:r a Provisional Charter. 

2. A Day School which is ah'eady affiUat.oo with another association may also apply for affiliation with 
the Solomon Schechter Day School AMociation, so long as such affiliation does not militate against or 
violate the Associ~tion's minimum standards (both academic and ideological). 

ll REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROVISIONA.J-_2~~E~ .. ~-i.U-hd, ,.~, ... 1,.1111 .......... .a:c-. . . .. ,~ 

1. General Requirements 

a. The application for the Provisional Chaner must be accompanied by a statement establishing 
that the School has a viable enrollment for at least one class, a supervisor in charge and-an 
existing governing body, and thaI it meets the standards of the Solomon Schechter Day 
Schools which include Iudaic Studies for a minimum of twelve clock hours of instruction per 
w~~ . 

b. While the School is in formation. it is free to publiciz.e that it will receive a Provisional Charter 
once the above requirements have been met. In the interim, until the above items are met, the 
School will continue to receive consultation and guidance from the Department of Education of 
the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism. . . 

c. A Provisional Charter will be valid for a three--ycar period, after which the Day School 
Education Committee will reassess the chartering status of the school. A Provisional Charter is 
extend able once, for one year r 

_,.,. •• .= • 

d. Attestation to the fa.ct that this new School will not impact negatively on any other day school in 
the area is required. The judgment of the "negative impact" rests in che hands of the 
Association. · 

2 Educational Requirements 

a. The Judaic Studies program shall consist of a minimum of twelve clock hours of instruction 

n sn cS:91 S66l-80-ml;:J 
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per week. Each class day shall include Judaic Studies. Hebrew shall be the primary language ~ 
of instruction. The Judaic Studies curriculum shall provide for the teaching of beliefs and 
practices in accordance with the policies laid down by the United Synagogue of Conservative 
Judaism Commission on Jewish Education. 

b. The General Srudies program .shall conform to the requirements of the governmental body 
under whose jurisdiction the School falls. 

c . The cmriculum shall provide for the integration of Judaic and General Studies, as interpreted 
by the Solomon Sthechter Day School Association. 

3. Pef'SOMel Requirements. 

a. The overall educational supervision of the School shall be vested in a professional trained 
Jewish educator. · · 

b. The Judaic Studies teachers shall hold licenses recognized by the National Board of License, or 
other responsible agencies, such as the local Bureau of Jewish Education. The General Studies 
teachers shall meet the licensing requirements of the governmental educational body under' 
whose jurisdiction the School falls. 

c. It is expected that all personnel will exemplify the religious goals of the School while they are . 
in the School, and the Judaic instructors especially (even while they are outside the School), in 
the areas of Slrabbal and kashrut ob~ancc. 

4. Organizational Requirements 

The School shall be governed by a Governing Body (by whatever title it may be designated) 
which shall meet regularly, and which shall be responsible for the administrative and financial 
aspects of the School. It is recomm~nded that those who are selected to serve as members of 
the Governing Body of a school be members of a Conservative congregation. 

b. E4ucational Policies 

The School shall have a Board of Education or Education Committee which together with the 
educalional supervisor (by whatever title). and subject to the.approval of the goventlng body, 
shall set the educational policy and shall make certain that the School's curriculum is properly 
implemented by the School's professional adminis~tion. 

c. Religious Standards 

The School shall maintain all the norms of religious observance required by the Conservative 
Movement and shall consult with the local mara d'atra who shall have the responsibility to sec 
to'it that the policy of the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism Commission on Jewish 
Education is implemented. These norms include (but are not limited to) proper provision for 
the obselvance of kashn.a, daily tefillah, the observance of Shabbat and the holidays, and the 
maintenance of the mood of a place of Torah. · 

d. Parent-School Organization 

The School shall have a Parent Organization, which shall conduct a program of parent 
education and other parent activities, subject to the supervision of the Board of Education. 



e. Facilities 

The School shall be adequately housed, and shall meet the requiremencs of the local health and 
safety anthorities. 

f. Admissions Policy 

A Solomon Schechter Day School shall admit only Jewish children (i.e., children born of a 
Jewish mother, or chil~n who have been converted to Judaism). • 

The definition of "converted to Judaism11 is that definition which the Law Committee of the 
Conservative Movement has established. The detcnnination as to whether or not the 
conversion is in keeping with the definition of the Law Committee is to be determined by the 
mara d'aua of the individual affiliate school. The term "mara d'atra" is to be understood as 
meaning a rabbi who is a member of the Rabbinical Assembly and who has been selected 
(designated) by the School affiliate to determine matters of halakhah. 

The School may also admit a child whose mother (or both parents) is (are) cenifi<=d by a rabbi 
who is a member of the .Rabbinical Assembly as being cwrently enrolled in a fonnal program 
leading to her (or their) .and/or the child's conversion to the Jewish faith within twelve months 
of the beginning of the school year. · 

Affirmation of the child's religion and/or conversion must be contained in the registrant's 
application for admission. The definition of the term "affirmation" is understood as either 
information on the application form which clearly establishes the child's mother is Jewish by 
binh or, if the child's mother is Jewish by conversion and/or the child is Jewish by 
conversion, the "affirmation" requires a written attestation by the rabbi who headed the Bet Din 
which supervised the convemon. . 

g. Association Representation 

The President of the Governing-~ of each Association member School shall automatically 
serve as a member of the Executive· Council of the Solomon Schechter Day School "'",..~_ ... ,..,., · 
Association. 

h. Dues 

Association member Schools shall pay annual dues BS determined from time to time by the 
Executive Council of the Solomon Schechter Day School Association. 

IV. ACCREDITATION AS A CHARTERED SCHOOL 

1. Accreditation as a Chartered School is to be determined by the Day School Education Committee (see 
Section ill. le). · 

2. The Day School Education Committee will request as part of the accreditation program that a School 
submit a copy of its cuniculum, a schedule of a typical week's program, a schedule of classes, and 
such other related materials as may be called for by the Commission. 

3, Individual Charter review, at periodi~ 'i~terVals, will be ~ndertaken by the Association. 

V. FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

The Solomon Schechter Day School Association desires that a close consultative relationship be · 
established between icself and its member Schools, with the goal of establishing fiscal accountability and 
responsibility. Naturallyt each Association member School retains its own sovereignty in this, as in all 
other financial matters. Accordingly: 



1 . The Governing Body of each member School shall be vested with, and exercise final control over, all 
matters financial. 

2. A Budget and Finance .Committee of each School shall govern the actual operation of the budge~ and 
shall report to its Governing Body periodically. It is recommended that this repon be given at a 
frequency of no less than once every two months, with a line-by-line report. 

3. It is also recommended that expenditures of over $2,000.00 shall not be incurred without prior 
approval of the Governing Body, 

4. It is further recommended that checks issued by Association member Schools shall require double 
signatures, by two officers of the School, or by their surrogates. 

VI. VALIDATION AND ENFORCEMENT 

1. To maintain its status, a chartered School shall submit to the Association the minutes of all Board of 
Bd~on meetings and all meetings of the Governing Body, and shall alert the Association to any and 
all plans for physical facility modification and/or grade addition or expansion. 

2 . If a School is found to be in violation of one or more requirements as set down in this document, the 
Association shall advise the School of this fact. and shall offer its assistance in order to restore the 
School to required standards. 

3. The·Association, in consultation with the School, shall set a time limit for the implementation of these 
standards. 

4. If, following the expiration of the time limit set, the School fails· to meet the requirements of the 
~~on as set forth above, its Charter sh~ be revoked and}t s~~\o~ ~-~~~.~~~~~ .. ~ ,-,-.:.. 

~;,.:.. .. :.;.~1aoon. . · . -~-:;_,_,- - · · 

Dept. 

For additional information please contact 
SOLOMON SCHECHTER DAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 

155 Fifth Avenue, NYC 10010 
or call 212-533•7800 ext 2500 

Phonef 

·····--·--·-----·--·- .. 

tS :9t S66t -80-~ 
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Table 86.-Principals in public and private elementary and secondary schools, by selected characteristics: 
1990-91 

Percent of principals, Average _years of Avera~e annual salary of 
by highest degree earned 2 experience principa s, by length of work 

Selected characteristics 

1 

Total ............................ . 
Men .......................... . 
Women .................... . 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic . 
Black, non-Hispanic .. 
Hispanic ................... . 
Asian or Pacific ls-

lander ................... . 
American Indian or 

Alaskan Native ..... . 

Age 
Under 40 .................. . 
40 to 44 •................ ... 
45 to49 ................... . 
50 to 54 ................... . 
55 or over ................ . 

Total ............................. 
Men ...•....................... 
Women ····················· 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic 
Black, non-Hispanic .. 
Hispanic .................... 

Age 
Under 40 ................... 
40 to 44 .................... 
45 to 49 .................... 
50 to54 .................... 
55 or over ................. 

Total' 

2 

78,889 
55,256 
23,634 

67,794 
6,770 
3,097 

529 

700 

7,969 
19,412 
18,934 
15,533 
17,042 

23,881 
11,640 
12,241 

22,366 
643 
607 

5,328 
4,852 
4 ,662 
3.405 
5,633 

Edu-Bach- Master's cation elor's 
specialist 

3 4 5 

1.8 60.5 28.2 
1.5 62.5 27.5 
2.5 55.8 29.8 

1.7 60.5 28.6 
0.9 57.8 27.4 
4.1 67.5 21.6 

7.1 64.8 20.6 

6.0 52.8 28.0 

4.4 67.5 24.3 
1.8 57.1 32.8 
1.2 58.4 30.2 
1.6 60.8 27.6 
1.5 63.3 23.1 

26.9 47.4 11.5 
28.0 42.9 9 .2 
25.9 51.7 13.7 

26.6 47.9 11.7 
24.0 44.1 4.7 
44.9 36.0 12.8 

41 .6 33.3 6.5 
27.3 51.6 10.8 
23.5 50.6 11.6 
25.3 49.5 14.3 
16.5 53.3 15.2 

year 
Doctor's 

Other Outside and first- As a (nonteaching) school 10 11 12 profes- principal school position position months months months sional or less 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Public schools 

9.5 9.3 3.8 0.8 $45,126 $48,377 $52,761 
8.5 10.9 3.8 0.8 45,052 48,318 52,990 

11.8 5.8 3.8 0.8 45,252 48,508 52,099 

9.1 9.6 3.7 0.8 44,645 48,184 52,674 
13.9 8.3 4.7 0.9 48,589 49,501 53,338 
6.4 7.4 4.6 0.9 49,176 49,220 54,981 

7.5 6.7 4.5 1.0 50,857 58,652 (3) 

13.2 7.7 5.6 0.8 38,374 (3) 46,176 

3.7 3.3 2.1 0.4 39,231 41,647 45,092 
8.3 5.7 3.0 0.7 43,317 46,038 50,466 

10.3 7.9 4.0 0.8 46,300 48,767 53,316 
10.0 11.6 4.4 1.0 46,416 51,191 55,163 
12.1 15.9 4.7 1.0 47,928 51,862 55,490 

Private schools 

6.8 8.7 2.8 2.4 $20,591 $29,738 $30,410 
9.9 9.0 3.4 3.5 22,118 38,203 33,893 
3.9 8.4 2.2 1.5 19,537 26,083 26,676 

6.6 8.7 2 .8 2.5 20.481 29,496 30,429 
13.2 6.9 3.6 2.2 (3) (3) 29,559 
3.5 7.0 3.2 1.4 (3) (3) 29,479 

4.4 3.9 1.6 1.7 18,319 33,200 27,510 
6.3 6.1 2.2 2.1 22,183 31,579 29,919 
7.3 8.2 2.9 1.9 22,220 29,150 33,512 
6.2 10.2 3.1 3.6 21,810 30,453 31,351 
9.4 14.8 4.1 3.2 19,660 27,245 30,887 

'Total dltters from data appearing in other tables because of varying survey process
ing procedures and time period coverages. 

NOTE.-Oetails may not add to 100 percent because of rounding and survey ~em 
nonresponse. 

• Percentages for those with less than a bachelor's degree are not shown. 
3 Too few cases for reliable estimates. SOURCE: L.S. Depanment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. 

"Schools and Staffing Sun1ey, 199~91." (This table was prepared July 1993.) 
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· Table 72.-Average salaries for full-time teachers in public and private elementary and secondary schools, 
by selected characteristics: 1990-91 

Total Base Number of 
Selected characteristics earned salary lull-time 

Income teachers 

1 2 3 4 

Total ..•............•..........•.......•........................... $33,578 $31 ,296 2.348,315 
Men ......•.................................................... 37,874 33,360 667,987 
Women ...................•.................................. 31,870 30,476 1,680,328 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic .................................. 33,611 31 ,293 2 ,021.075 
Black, non-Hispanic ................................. . 33,539 31,579 201,690 
Hispanic ·····•···································•·········· 32,907 30,743 82,119 
Asian or Pacific Islander ........................... 35,889 33,908 25,208 
American Indian or Alaskan Native .......... 30,167 27,322 18,222 

Age 
Less than 30 ............................................. 24,918 22,n9 282,637 
301039 ...•....•............................................ 30 ,108 27,918 650,380 
40 to 49 ...•..•......................•....................... 36,083 33,690 925.238 
50 or more ················································ 38,614 36,333 480,983 

Level 
Elementary ................................................ 31.868 30,501 1,206,026 
Secondary •.............•..........••..•.•.•............... 35.384 32,135 1,142.288 

Total ....... ..................•.................................... $21,673 $19,783 301,257 
Men ············································--············· 27,196 23,003 70,100 
Women .....•....••.....••••.......••........................ 19,999 18,806 231,158 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic •......................•.......... 21,569 19,709 2n,539 
Black, non-Hispanic .................................. 23,094 20.333 8,593 
Hispanic ··············"·······••oo••······················· 22,912 20,740 9.487 
Asian or Pacific Islander ....•..........•..•........ 22,795 21 ,145 4,645 
American Indian or Alaskan Native .......... 21,373 20,128 994 

Age 
Less than 30 ............................................. 18,658 16,403 61,293 
30 to39 ..................................................... 21,322 19,177 66,337 
40 to 49 .................. , .................................. 22.447 20,879 98,247 
50 or more ................................................ 24,197 22,534 55,103 

Level 
Elementary ................................................ 19,050 17,813 154.786 
Secondary •................................................ 24,446 21,864 146,471 

'Too few sample casos (fewer than 30) for a reliable estimale. 

NOTE.-Oetalls may not add to totals because of rounding, or missing values in cells 
wilh 100 few cases. or survey i tem nonresponse. 

School year Supplemental Number of teachers with 
supplemental contract during nonschool 

contract summer employment 

Number Supple- Number Supple- Teach- Edu- Not edu• 
of teach- mental of teach- mental ing or cation cation 

ers satary ers salary tutor related related 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Public schools 

788,215 $1,942 393,215 $1,993 109,923 67,072 229,670 
353,570 2,663 156,050 2,328 39,172 30,873 130,241 
434,645 1,357 237,165 1,n3 70,751 36,199 99,429 

' 702,746 1,9n 321,128 1,935 95,488 58,916 203,8?9 
48,905 1,664 45,331 2,251 7,680 5,359 15,920 
25,190 1,709 18,183 2,375 4,874 1,576 4,947 

5,064 1,454 5,859 2,137 910 818 2,175 
6,310 1,567 2,714 1,681 971 403 2,768 

122,264 1,675 54,300 1,615 13,246 8,891 32,650 
230,787 2,045 113,013 1,969 29,841 18,249 63,426 
313.208 1,914 161,749 2,018 46,887 28,035 91.348 
121,956 2,088 64,152 2.294 19,949 11 ,897 42,246 

243.801 1,172 168,766 1,829 43,688 23,636 84,003 
544,414 2,276 224,448 2,117 66,235 43,436 145,667 

Private schools 

60,038 $1,712 54,503 $1,864 21,438 9,622 31,492 
27,399 2,275 18,814 2,070 5,752 4,851 13,876 
32,639 1,240 35,689 1,755 15,686 4,TT1 17,615 

56,645 1,695 49,853 1,832 19,742 8,556 29,532 
(') (') 2,058 1,930 (') (') (') 
(') (') 1,553 2,320 (') (') (') 
(') (') 867 2.968 (') (') (') 
(') (') (') (') (") (') (') 

14,820 1,624 12,807 1,654 4,681 2.438 9.909 
19,610 1,878 17,270 1,797 5,850 2,953 9,854 
17,327 1,587 16,782 1,998 8,266 2,998 7,418 
8.281 1,738 7,645 2,075 2.642 1,232 4,311 

14,192 1,446 22,930 1,746 8,712 3,355 14,015 
45,846 1,794 31,574 1,950 12,726 6,267 17,477 

SOURCE: U.S. Departmenl of Education, National Center for Education Stalistlcs, 
"SchOOls and StaHing Survey, 1990-91." (This table was prepared Juty 1993.) 
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Table 71.-Mobility of public and private elementary and secondary teachers, by selected 
school and teacher characteristics: 1987-88 to 1988- 89 

Characteristic 

Total .. ................................ ................... ................................................. . 

S ch o o I level 
Elementary ........................................................................................ . 
Secondary ......................................................................................... . 
Combined .................................................... ...................................... . 
Not reported ................... ................................................................... . 

School size 
Less than 150 ......................................................... .... ...................... .. 
150 to 299 ........................................................................................ .. 
300 to 499 ......................................................................................... . 
500 to 749 ......................................................................... ................ . 
750 or more ...................................................................................... .. 
Not reported ..................................................................................... .. 

Percent minority 
Less than 5% ................................... ................................................. . 
5 to 19% ................................ ............................................................ . 
20 to 49% ..................................................................................... ..... . 
50% or more ..................................................................................... .. 
Not reported ................................. ..................................................... . 

Communiiy type 
Rural .. ................................................................................................ . 
Suburban ........................................................................................... . 
Urban ................................................................................................. . 
Other .................................................................................................. . 
Not reported ......................................................................... ............. . 

Highest degree earned 
Less than bachelor's ......................................................................... . 
Bachelor's .......................................................................................... . 
Master's ....................... .................. ................................................... .. 
Education specialist ....................... .................................................... . 
Doctorate or professional ........................................ ......................... .. 

-Too few sample cases (fewer than 30) for a reliable eslimale. 

NOTE.- Details may not add to totals due to rounding. 

Percentage distribution of public school Percentage dist~bution of private school 
teachers teachers 

Remained Remained in Remained Remained in 
teaching in teaching but Left teaching in teaching but Left 
the same changed teaching the same changed teaching 

school schools school schools 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

86.6 7 .8 
i---------<i--------1-----4-----1--- ----+-- ---

5.6 77.7 9.5 12.7 

86.1 8.7 5.2 77.0 10.9 12.1 
88.1 6.5 5.4 81.4 6.9 11.8 
87.5 5.5 6.9 75.9 8.5 15.6 
83.0 8.8 8.2 78.7 10 .0 11.3 

85.7 9.8 4.5 64.4 16.2 19.4 
84.7 9.9 5.4 79.5 8.4 12.1 
87.0 7.4 5.6 80.3 9.5 10.2 
86.9 7.4 5.7 84.9 5.9 9.1 
87.8 7.3 4.9 86.4 0.0 13.6 
83.0 8.8 8.2 78.7 10.0 11.3 

88.0 6.9 5.1 77.6 9.2 13.2 
86.6 7.6 5.8 82.2 7.4 10.3 
87.3 7.5 5.1 71.9 9.3 18.8 
·85.1 9.6 5.3 69.6 16.8 13.6 
83.0 8.8 8.2 78.7 10.0 11.3 

87.0 7.5 5.5 73.0 11.9 15.1 
88.2 6.5 5.3 82.5 7.4 10.1 
85.6 9.3 5.0 77.5 9.2 13.3 
81.4 11 .6 6 .9 92.1 7.9 0.0 
83.0 8 .8 8.2 78.7 10.0 11.3 

96.3 3.2 64.1 9.4 26.5 
85.7 8.7 5.6 76.8 10.5 12.7 
87.5 7.0 5.5 81.4 8.2 10.5 
86.1 7.6 6.3 66.5 10.2 23.3 
88.4 7.3 4.3 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. National Cenler for Educalion S1aIislics. 
Teacher Followup Survey. l988-S9. (This Iable was prepared April 1992.) 
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Table 66.-Teachers In public and private elementary and secondary schools, by selected characteristics: 
1990-91 

Percent of teachers, by highest degree earned Percent of teachers, by years of 
full-time teaching experience 

Selected characteristics Total' No Associ-
degree ate 

1 2 3 4 

Total ······························································· 2 ,559,488 0.5 0.2 
Men ............................................................. 719,453 1.3 0.5 
Women ···············································•······· 1,840,035 0.2 0.1 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic ................................... 2,214,097 0.5 0.2 
Black, non-Hispanic .................................... 211,640 0.5 0.3 
Hispanic ...................................................... 86,917 0.7 0.2 
Asian or Pacific Islander ............................. 26,766 0.7 0.1 
American Indian or Alaskan Native ............ 20,070 0.5 0 .5 

Age 
Less than 30 ............................................... 311 ,971 0.2 0.1 
30 to 39 ...................................................... 731,322 0.4 0.2 
40 to 49 ,,o,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,o••• ••••••••• ••• • •••••••I • 1,001 ,821 0.4 0.1 
50 or more ·················································· 513,985 0.9 0.3 

Level 
Elementary .................................................. 1,330,630 0.1 0.1 
Secondary ................................................... 1,228,858 0.9 0.3 

Total ··············• ................................................ 356,285 5.3 1.1 
Men ............................................................. 81,765 3.8 1.2 
Women ......... . , •• 0 .. , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• 274,521 5.8 1.0 

Race/ethnicity 
White, non-Hispanic ................................... 328,624 5.1 1.1 
Black, non-Hispanic ................................. 9.462 3 .4 0.2 
Hispanic ............................. ......................... 11,651 11.1 1.8 
Asian or Pacific Islander ............................. 5,190 4.0 0.9 
American Indian or Alaskan Native ............ 1,360 20.1 0.9 

Age 
Less than 30 ............................................... 68,288 6.8 0.8 

30 to 39 ··················································--·· 105,49g 5.9 1.3 
40 to 49 ··························••·························• 115,020 4.9 0.6 
50 or more .................................................. 67,399 3.6 1.7 

Level 
Elementary ............................................... ... 176,252 7.5 1.0 
Secondary ................................................ ... 180,035 3.2 1 .1 

1 Data are based upon a sample survey and may not be strictly comparable with data 
reported elsewhere. 

2 Less than .05 percent. 

Edu• 
Bach- Mas- cation Doc-
elor's ter's special- tor's Less 3 to 9 10 to Over 

isl than 3 20 20 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Public schools 

51.9 42.1 4.6 0.8 9.7 26.0 39.0 25.3 
44.7 47.0 5.3 1.3 7.8 19.9 37.0 35.3 
54.7 40.1 4.3 0.6 10.4 28.4 39.8 21.4 

51.5 42.7 4.5 0.7 9.7 26.3 39.0 25.1 
50.8 42.1 5.0 1.3 6.5 20.0 40.9 32.8 
61.0 32.9 4.3 0.9 14.0 33.4 39.6 13.1 
51.2 31 .2 15.3 1.6 12.4 29.8 33.0 24.7 
64.4 30.8 3.7 0.2 15.3 28.1 36.9 20.1 

84.1 14.4 1.2 0.0 41.8 58.1 0.1 (2) 
56.4 39.1 3.4 0.4 10.2 38.7 51.0 0.1 
43.8 48.8 5.9 1.0 3.5 16.3 49.1 31.1 
41.6 49.9 5.9 1.4 1.5 7.3 26.0 65.2 

56.5 3a.8 4.1 0.5 10.6 27.7 39.2 22.5 
46.9 45.7 5.1 1.1 8.7 24.2 38.8 28.3 

l'rivate schools 

61.9 27.0 2.9 1.8 27.5 36.6 25.0 10.9 
51.5 35.3 4.0 4.2 25.3 33.2 26.4 15.1 
65.0 24.5 2.0 1.0 28.1 37.6 24.6 9.6 

61.8 27.3 3.0 1.8 27.2 36.6 25.1 11.1 
72.8 21.7 1.0 0.9 28.9 43.0 22.5 5 .6 
60.6 22.1 1.7 2.7 32.4 33.0 22.8 11.9 
58.6 26.4 8.9 1.2 24.8 38.7 26.5 10.0 
50.2 26.3 2.5 0.0 43.4 24.9 24.4 7.3 

81.4 9.8 0.8 0.3 55.5 44.4 (2) (2) 

65.9 23.5 2.3 1.1 27.2 43.3 29.5 (2) 

55.4 33.4 3.7 1.9 19.3 37.6 33.4 9.7 
47.0 33.7 4.8 4.0 13.4 16.6 28.9 41.1 

69.1 19.8 2.1 0.4 26.9 38.6 24.8 9.6 
54.9 34.0 3.7 3.1 28.0 34.6 25.2 12.2 

NOTE.- Excludes prekindergarten teachers. Details may not add to totals because ol 
survey ilem nonresponse and rounding. 

SOURCE: U.S. Department ol Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 
"Schools and Staffing Survey, 1990-91." (This table was prepared July 1993.) 
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Four 

The Current Scene: 
A Critical Analysis 

In comparison with political and organizational context and gen
eral social characteristics, formal training in educational adminis
tration has had marginal impact on the character of educational 
leadership. (fyack & Cummings, 1977, p. 50) 

Administrator training appears to be an unusually "weak treat
ment" relative to professional preparation in other fields. (Sykes & 
Elmore, 1989, p. 80) 

Criticism of the ways in which men and women are prepared for 
sch ool leadership positions enjoys a long history. Perhaps the 

only thing more depressing than an honest appraisal of current edu
cational administration programs is the knowledge that so little 
p rogress has been made in resolving the deeply ingrained weak
nesses that have plagued training systems for so long. In 1960, the 
AASA, after a rather even-handed analysis, characterized the prep
aration of school superintendents as a "dismal montage" (p. 84). 
Twelve years later Farquhar and Piele (1972) coined the term dysfunc
tional structural incrementnlism (p. 17) to describe university-based 
preparation programs. More recently, Pitner (1990) has portrayed 
the "zombie programs" (p. 131) in educational administration.1 

These and other reviewers have chronicled a system of preparing 
school leaders that is seriously flawed and that has been found 
wanting in nearly every aspect. Specifi.cally, critics have uncovered 
serious problems in: (a) the ways stud en ts are recruited and selected 
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into training programs; (b) the education they receive once there-
including the content emphasized and the pedagogical strategies 
employed; (c) the methods used to assess academic fitness; and (d) 
the procedures developed to certify and select principals and super
intendents. In the remainder of this chapter,2 we analyze the prob
lems that currently confront preparation programs, reminding the 
reader from time to time as we progress that these weaknesses have 
deep roots. We revisit these issues again in Chapter 6 when we 
address new perspectives on administrator preparation. 

Recruitment and Selection 

Self-selection is still the only selection that is to be found in many 
of our institutions. Taking all of our programs over the nation as a 
whole, the main admission requirement is that the person be pres
ent. On second thought, he doesn't even have to be present-we'll 
take him sight unseen. (McIntyre, cited in Farquhar & Piele, 1972, 
p. 26) 

The lack of sound recruitment programs may be the most serious 
problem of all. (AACTE, 1988, p. 12) 

Analysts of the recruitment and selection processes employed by 
institutions in the administrator training business have consistently 
found them lacking in rigor (Farquhar & Pie le, 1972; Gerritz, Koppich, 
& Guthrie, 1984; McIntyre, 1966). Procedures are often informal, 
haphazard, and casual (AASA, 1960; Clark, 1988; G oodlad, 1984). 
Prospective candidates are often self-selected, and there a re few 
leader recruitment programs (Achilles, 1984; AACTE, 1988; Miklos, 
1988). Fewer than 10% of students report that they w ere influenced 
by the recruitment activities of the training institutions. As has been 
the case over the last 50 years, "the predominant [recruitment] 
methodologies still consist of chance encounters with potential 
candidates, randomly distributed bulk-mail brochures, and self-re
cruitment by prospective students" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 1970, 
p. 11). Despite well-documented, if commonsensical, reminders that 
training outcomes depend on the mix of program experiences and 
the quality of entering students, or, as Campbell and his colleagues 
(Campbell, Charters, & Gragg, 1960) remind us, as Jlthe training 
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charge is pursued it will be found that selection of candidates for 
administrative posts will be fully as critical as the training program 
itself" (p. 185), research on the recruitment of school administrators 
has been anemic. So impoverished is work in this area that McIntyre 
(1966) concludes "that seldom in the history of human endeavor 
have so many done so little about so important a problem" (p. 3). 

Silver (1978a) lists "the general parochialism or provincialism of 
graduate programs in educational adminis tration [as] another area 
of concern" (p. 204) in the recruitment and selection of students
what Cooper and Boyd (1987) refer to as built-in "inadequacies of 
candidates for training" (p. 13). They, along with other analysts (Clark, 
1988; NPBEA, 1989a), see at least two problems with this parochial
ism. First, because the catchment area for most programs is quite 
local-within a 25- to 50-miie radius of the university-and because 
nearly all entering students are functioning as teachers or adminis
trators, these reviewers question whether students will be exposed 
to new ideas and wonder about students' receptivity to alternative 
views that dash with accepted local norms (see also Cooper & Boyd, 
1987; Silver, 1978a).3 Mann (1975) speaks eloquently on this issue: 

Another characteristic applies only to part, although a large part, 
of the practitioner/student population. They are a group oriented 
to the status quo. Mustangs, who are tapped for advancement, are 
more often identified because they fit in than because they stand 
out. Many practitioner-students are already responsible for signif
icant portions of the schooling operation and thus have a personal 
and professional identification with the very thing the university 
would have them learn to criticize. Moreover, they have acquired 
obligations toit for past successes, and expectations about their fu
ture role which depress anything but the tiniest bit of incremental 
proclivity to change. The real-world experience of the practitioner
student convinces him of the blunt and inadequate nature of aca
demic tools. Since these tools aren't proof against an unyielding 
reality, why then not ride with the inevitable inertia of the existing 
system? All of this enhances a credentials-oriented conservatism 
and depresses the acquisition of any more substantive knowledge. 
(p. 144) 

Silver (1978a) also views the fact that almost all candidates retain 
their full-time positions as contributing to this provincialism. The 
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AASA (1960) also notes the problems that accompany an emphasis 
on part-time study: 

If the co1leges and universities continue to struggle along with few 
full-time students, they will never develop adequate internships 
and field experiences. The part-time student is much more of a 
weakness than the frequency of mention indicates, b,ecause many 
of the instructional program weaknesses are traceable to part-time 
students. (p. 76) 

Standards for selecting students into preparation programs are 
often perfunctory: "It seems completely fair to say that the proce
dures generally employed by colleges and universities are admission 
rather than selection procedures" (AASA, 1960, p . 83); " in fact, most 
programs have 'open admissions,' with a baccalaureate degree the 
only prerequisite" (Griffiths et al., 1988b, p. 290); "For too many 
administrator preparation programs, any body is better than no body" 
(Jacobson✓ 1990, p. 35). The UCEA-sponsored study of the mid-1970s 
(Silver, 1978a) discovered that the rejection rates to preparation 
programs were quite low-about12% for master's students, 14% for 
sixth-year students, and 25% for doctoral students. In 1984, Gerritz 
et al. found that only about 1 in 30 applicants was denied admission 
to certification programs in California. Part of the reason for this 
nonselectivity can be traced to the use of questionable methods and 
procedures and poorly articulated standards for entry. Miklos (in 
press) claims, for example, that "although various selection criteria 
are used, the dominant one is grade point average; only limited 
attention is given to factors associated directly with administrative 
potential. Scholastic aptitude tests may be required but do not ap
pear to be weighted heavily in the selection of students" (p. 3). Gregg 
(1969) writes that "the usual procedures used in selecting and 
admitting students are the unproductive ones of interviews, letters 
of recommendation, rating scales, and transcripts of college credits" 
(p. 996), what McIntyre (1966) calls "a mish-mash of mysticism, 
myth, and automorphism" (p. 16). Miklos (1988) laments that "the 
relative weights assigned to various criteria are seldom made ex
plicit" (p. 55). If, 50 years ago, all one needed to enter a training 
p rogram in educational administration was a "B.A. and the cash to 
pay tuition" (Tyack & Cummings, 1977, p. 60), the situation does not 
seem to have improved much over the last half century. 
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Not surprisingly, the quality of applicants is, and has been for 
some time, rather low. In 1957, Hall and McIntyre reported: 

According to the nation-wide 1955 report, graduate students in 
education scored lower-almost one standard deviation lower
on verbal ability than graduate students in any other college. The 
comparison in quantitative ability portrayed education candidates 
equally uncomplimentarily. (p. 395) 

In 1965, McIntyre (cited in Gregg, 1969) reported: 

Of 83 fields of study, including 18 in education, the field of educa
tional administration and supervision ranked third from the bot
tom in t!he percentage of students with high academic competence. 
Only 2 percent of its students were in this superior group. (p. 995) 

One year later, McIntyre (1966) concluded that "the aver.age student 
of educational administration is so far below the average student in 
most other fields, in mental ability and general academic perfor
mance, that the situation is little short of being a national scandal" 
(p. 17). Nearly a quarter of a century later the situation was basically 
unchanged. In 1988, for instance, Griffiths (1988b) revealed that "of 
the 94 intended majors listed in [the] Guide to the Use of the 
Graduate Record Examination Program 1985-86 ... educational ad
ministration is fourth from the bottom" (p. 12). 

This lack of rigorous recruitment and selection procedures and 
criteria has several negative effects: 

First, it lowers the level of training and experience possible, since 
courses are often geared to the background and intelligence of the 
students. Second, "eased entry downgrades the status of the stu
dents in the eyes of the populace." Third, the candidates them
selves realize that anyone can get in and that nearly everyone will 
get the license if he or she just keeps paying for credits. In part, this 
lack of rigor at entry reflects a lack of clear criteria for training or 
clear vision of what candidates and graduates will look like, and 
the realization that the graduate school experience itself is not very 
demanding. (Cooper & Boyd, 1987, p. 14) 
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This lack of rigor also contributes to the serious oversupply of creden
tialed administrators in the United States (Boyan, 1963; Culbertson 
& Fai:quhar, 1970; NPBEA, 1989a}. 

The scenario outlined so far reinforces political conservatism and 
adversity to risk taking in educational administration (Achilles, 1984) 
-one in which automorphism reigns and" good old boys" (McIntyre, 
1966, p . 17) flourish, where "savvy, risk-taking, entrepreneurial ed u
cational leaders" are conspicuous by their absence (Conway & 
Jacobson, 1990, p . 191).4 Or, as Stout (1973) captures it: "the typical 
potential recruit to administration is one who has stayed in teaching 
and, presumably, has come to accept the dominant mores of his 
occupation ... [and] demonstrates greater comp Hance with implicit 
work rules" (p. 17; see also Miklos, 1988). As a group, the pool of 
prospective students does not reflect the diversity that characterizes 
American society (Griffiths, 1988b; McIntyre, 1966; Stout, 1973) and 
as such is unlikely to alleviate the problem of "gross underrepre
sentation of ethnic and racial minority persons in executive leader
ship positions in education" (Contreras, 1989, p . 8).5 It should come 
as a surpi:ise to no one, then, to discover that "selection practices 
yield minimally different administrators" (Pitner, 1990, p. 131).6 

Program Content 

Two major research studies, by Hemphill and others (1962) and 
by Gross and Herriott (1965), have revealed no significant posi
tive relationships between amount of professional preparation 
and effectiveness of elementary-school principals. (Gregg, 1969, 
pp. 999-1000) 

A more extensive knowledge base is needed in educational admini
stration, yet no one is doing much about it. (lmmegart, 1977, p. 320) 

Much of the curriculum in preparation programs in educational 
administration is neither intellectually challenging nor useful to 
practitioners. At the most general level of analysis, there is a pro
found lack of agreement about the appropriate content for training 
programs and a seemingly endemic unwillingness on the part of the 
professoriate to address the issue (Goldhammer, 1983; Griffiths, 
1988b; McCarthy et al., 1988; Nunnery, 1982). This fragmentation 
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and complacency result from a variety of factors, two of which are 
noteworthy at this point- the absence of "over-arching gestalt con
ceptions shaping prepara tion programs" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 
1971a, p. 11) and an impoverished knowledge base. 

Although a good deal of consideration has been devoted to exam
ining deficiencies in the cognitive base of training programs (see 
Chapters 2 and 3), a more serious issue-the absence of a collective 
vision about the purposes informing training experiences for school 
leaders-has been regularly overlooke<i. Thus most builders and 
critics of preparation programs have put the cart before the horse. 
Embedded in much of the literature in this field, especially in the 
critical analyses, is a belief that program vision will flow from the 
codification of an appropriate knowledge base.7 The reality is the 
opposite. The knowledge base for training should be constructed 
from a blueprint that specifies what the role of the school adminis
trator is and ought to be. We return to this issue later in this chapter 
and in the concluding part of the book. 

WEAK KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Given the suspect quality of much research in ... educational ad
ministration, the "hit and miss" nature of investigative efforts, and 
the effect of such research on the literature and practice, it seems 
that, while we know more, we still do not know very much. 
(Immegart, 1977, p. 319) 

The bloom is now well off the rose. A body of dependable knowl
edge about educational administration has not been forthcoming. 
(Crowson & McPherson, 1987, p. 48) 

Turning directly to the knowledge base, we are confronted with 
the following tragedy: the indiscriminate adoption o f practices un
tested (Culbertson, 1988a) and uninformed by educational values 
and purposes (Bates, 1984); serious fragmentation (Erickson, 1979; 
Willower, 1988); the separation of the practice and academic arms 
of the profession (Carver, 1988; Farquhar, 1968; Goldhammer, 1983); 
relatively nonrobust strategies for generating ne w knowledge 
(Achilles, 1990; Immegart, 1977), the rieglect of ethics (Farquhar, 1968); 
an infatuation with the study of administration for its own sake 
(Evans, 1991), and the concomitant failure to address outcomes 
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(Boyd & Crowson, 1981; Erickson, 1977, 1979). The result has been 
the development of an impoverished-and often inappropriate-
knowledge base and, as a consequence, an ersatz mission for train
ing programs. In short, preparation programs as a group are not 
only failing to address the right things, they are also doing a fairly 
poor job of accomplishing the things on which they have chosen to 
work. It is almost as if the old saw "if it's not worth doing, it's not 
worth doing well" had guided our thinking. 

The fact that the "knowledge base available to the profession 
that manages our schools is not well developed" (Crowson & 
McPherson, 1987, p. 45) was acknowledged quite widely a t the tail 
end of both the prescriptive and behavioral science eras. For exam
ple, the anemic nature of our understanding of administration as we 
head into the dialectic era has been captured by Immegart, Bridges, 
Foster, Blumberg, and Carver: 

The relationship between research and practice was little improved 
from 1954 to 1974; some evidence indicates that the relationship 
may have deteriorated. Analysis yielded little evidence that re
search and inquiry have had any substantial impact on practice. 
(Immegart, 1977, p. 317) 

The research seemed to have little or no practical utility. In short, 
there is no compelling evidence to suggest that a major theoretical 
issue or practical problem relating to school administra tors has 
been resolved by those toiling in the intellectual vineyards since 
1967. (Bridges, 1982, p. 25) 

The practical wisdom of the social sciences seem[s] ephemeral at 
best. (Foster, 1989, p. 7) 

My bets are that one cannot point to a single administrative prac
tice that has been influenced in any significant degree by research 
on the behavior of administrators. (Blumberg, 1984, p. 27) 

Some might say it [the behavioral science theory engine] was 
yanked off front and center stage because it did not yield descrip
tions, explanations, and predictions that were judged sufficiently 
useful to warrant its continuance as the driving force in the study 
of educational administration. (Carver, 1988, p. 1)8 
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The reasons for the "shaky" (Immegart, 1990, p. 8) cognitive foun
dations in school administration have been well-documented. They 
include: our ardor to borrow ideas before ~ey are tested (Culbertson, 
1988b); the lack of theory upon which to ground resarch efforts 
(Griffiths, 1965); a failure to focus on educational administration as 
an area worthy of study in and of itself (Miklos, 1990); poor schol
arship habits within the field (Griffiths, 1965; Immegart, 1990); and 
an absence of a sense of vision about the profession. 

FRAGMENTED PROGRAMS 

Preparation programs are essentially diverse collections of formal 
courses tha t, taken together, do not reveal consistent purposes or 
a systematic design. (NASSP, 1985, p. 2) 

Given the above-noted description of the knowledge base, it 
should surprise no one to discover that "course content is frequently 
banal" (Clark, 1988, p. 5): "Where the student should be fattened by 
a rich diet of multidisciplinary fare, he is starved by the lean offer
ings of provincial chow" (AASA, 1960, pp. 83-84). Nor do training 
p rograms exh ibit much internal consistency. Students "often con
front a confusing melange of courses, without clear meaning, focus, 
or purpose" (Cooper & Boyd, 1987, p. 14). They end up taking "a 
succession of three-semester-hour courses ... thrown together in a 
tasteless potpourri" (AASA, 1960, p. 178). There is an absence of a 
"continuum of knowledge and skills that become more sophisti
cated as one progresses" (Peterson & Finn, 1985, pp. 51-52). What 
all this means is "that most administrators receive fragmented, 
overlapping, and often useless courses that add up to very little" 
(Cooper & Boyd, 1987, p. 13; see also Hoyle, 1987). 

The inability or unwillingness of educational administration pro
gram faculty to engage in serious curriculum development work 
over the past quarter century has not gone unnoticed. For example, 
in the late 1960s, "Goldhammer concluded that few institutions are 
actively engaged in curriculum development or in planning major 
revisions in their programs" (Farquhar & Piele, 1972, p. 42). Boyan 
in tum argued: 
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Curriculum development in educational administration today looks 
very much like the conventional local school system approach. 
It is disparate, fragmented, uneven, scattered, and mainly non
cumulative. (cited in Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971a, p. 11) 

Twenty years later, McCarthy et al. (1988) arrived at a similar posi
tion (see also Miklos, 1987): 

Critics have charged that the educational administration curricu
lum has remained essentially unchanged for decades. This is not 
surprising since educational administration programs are bastions 
of conservatism in tolerant but risk-aversive universities . . . . Noth
ing less than a fundamental reordering of what is covered in grad
uate programs can respond to the current crisis in educational 
leadership .... [However,] systemic curriculum revision demands 
a level of commitment and effort from faculty members tha t they 
do not presently seem prepared to give. (p. 172} 

LACK OF CONNECTION TO PRACTICE 

School administration as practiced by superintendents and princi
pals bears little resemblance to school administration as taught in 
graduate schools of education. (Pepper, 1988, p . 360) 

Moreover, the knowledge and skills needed to become an effective 
educational leader and school manager are generally not those 
provided by current Administrative Service Credential Programs. 
(Gerritz et al., 1984, p. 1) 

One· of the most serious problems with the current cognitive base 
in school administration training programs is the fact tha t it d oes 
not reflect the realities of the workplace, "does not provide the kind 
of experiences or knowledge that practitioners feel they need" (Muth, 
1989, p . 5), and is therefore, at best, "irrelevant to the jobs trainees 
assume" (Mulkeen & Cooper, 1989, p. 1) and, at worst, "dysfunc
tional in the actual world of practice" (Sergiovanni, 1989a, p. 18). As 
we saw in Chapter 3, as an antidote to the "naked empiricism" and 
"recipes" a. Murphy & Hallinger, 1987, p. 260) of the prescriptive 
era, scholars of the behavioral science era attempted to develop a 
science of administration. One of the effects was an exacerbation of 
the natural tension between the practice and academic arms of the 
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profession (Carver, 1988; Culbe rtson & Farquhar, 1971b). The nur
turance and development of the social sciences became ends in 
themselves. Professors, never very_ gifted at converting scientific . 
knowledge to guide practice (Immegart, 1990), had litt1e motivation 
to improve (Miklos, 1987). As a result, "scholarly study of human 
behavior and the administration of human affairs [have not been] 
intimately connected" (Wengert, 1962, p. 36)-the theory and re
search borrowed from the behavioral sciences "never evolved into 
a unique knowledge base informing the practice of school adminis
tration" (Griffiths, 1988b, p. 19). 

Processes and Procedures 

Mann (1975), Bridges (1977), Muth {1989), Sergiovanni (1989a, 
1991b), and others have all written influential essays in which they 
describe how the processes and procedures stressed in university 
programs are often diametrically opposed to conditions that char
acterize the workplace milieu of schools.9 In one of the earliest and 
most important works on this topic, Mann reveals how the "aca
demic requirements [of preparation programs] are very likely to 
violate the 'reality' of the protean cauldron in which the adminis~ 
trator knows himself to be" (p. 141). Bridges observes that although 
within the school context a premium is placed on verbal skills, the 
ability to make quick judgments, and activeness, we train our ad
ministration students to be passive, to use rational decision making 
models, and to develop their written skills to the near exclusion of 
their oral ones. 

Muth in turn discusses how the research training offered to prac
titioners- the traditional Ph.D. research courses that emphasize 
method s and techniques only distally connected to the problems 
confronting managers-"may be not only inappropriate but also 
intellectually disabling" (p. 9). Writing in a similar vein, others have 
questioned the appropriateness of the traditio.nal research disserta
tion for those oriented toward practice 0- Murphy, 1989c, 1990e); the 
dissei:tation is an activity that is, according to Muth, "often removed 
from field-related problems by several levels of abstraction" (p. 11) 
and "viewed as worthless" (p. 7) by administrators. 

Finally, Sergiovanni (1991b), in extensions of his influential 1988 
UCEA address, argues that a basic assumption of administration as 
science-the view "that a one-terone correspondence exists between 
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knowledge and practice" (p. 5)-runs counter to the reality of the 
messy world of school leadership. He points out that Schon's con
ception of administration as a process of managing messes more 
closely fits the reality of managerial work than does the view of the 
"principalship as a logical process of problem solving with the ap
plication of standard techniques to predictable problems" (p. 5) that 
is embedded in the perspective of administration as an applied 
science that dominates training programs. 

Substance 

Other thoughtful reviewers concerned with connections between 
training institutions and the field have addressed the substance of 
preparatory programs. They have found that programs are often 
d eveloped with a "jaunty disregard for the demands of educa
tional leaders" (AASA, 1960, p. 178): "Administrators-in-training 
are given a potpourri of theory, concepts, and ideas-unrelated to 
one another and rarely useful in either understanding schools or 
managing them" (Mulkeen & Cooper, 1989, p. 12). In their review 
of training programs at the outset of the dialectic era, Crowson and 
McPherson (1987) argue that institutions "that had emphasized a 
solid grounding in theory, the social sciences, [and] rational decision 
making . . . were discovered to be well off the mark as effective prep
aration for the chaotic life of a principal or superintendent" (p. 49). 
Jean Hills (1975), a professor who spent a sabbatical as a principal, 
offers equally unfavorable judgments about the usefulness of the 
content emphasized in educational administration preparation 
programs: 

Occasions on which I was able to catch myself drawing upon 
anything like organization theory or social-behavioral science ma
terials were extremely rare. Try as I might, I could seldom catch 
myself thinking about problems or questions in these terms, and 
when I did, I seldom found it useful in deciding upon a course of 
action. (p. 2) 

In terms of program substance, three somewhat distinct prob
lems merit attention: lack of attention to "field-related substance 
dealing with current problems, needed skills, and administrative 
tasks" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971b, p. 9); the absence of robust 
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clinical experiences; and marked deficiencies with regard to issues 
of diversity. 

Lack of Attention to Skills. Evidence from nearly all fronts leads to 
the conclusion that the focus on the behavioral sciences during the 
scientific era of training resulted in a glaring absence of consider
ation of the problems fac~d. by practicing school a_dmini~lra~ors 
(Farquhar & Piele, 1972; Griffiths, 1988b). The pervasive anhrec1pe, 
antiskill philosophy that currently c;:harac;:terizes many programs of 
educational administration has resulted in significant gaps in the 
prevailing knowledge base 0- Murphy & Hallinger, 1987): an almost 
complete absence of performance-bas~d program c011~ponei:1ts 
(NASSP, 1985); a lack of attention to practical problem-solvmg skills 
(Mulkeen & Cooper, 1989); "a neglect of practical intelligence" 
(Sergiovanni, 1989a, p. 17); and a truncated conception of expertise 
(see Kennedy, 1987). Administrators consistently report that the best 
way to improve training in preparation programs is to i_mprove 
instruction of job-related skills (Erlandson & Witters-Churchlll, 1988; 
Notar, 1988-1989; Weindling & Earley, 1987). Griffiths (1988b; see 
also Erlandson, 1979) has chronicled the costs of this knowledge gap 
in our training programs and of our consistent unwillingness to 
address the problem: 

Probably more school administrators fail because of poor skills 
than any other single reason, yet program and faculty in educa
tional administration fail to do anything about it. It's as though a 
baseball team in spring training gave the player books to read and 
lectures on the theory of baseball and did not have the player 
practice hitting and fielding. Administrators have to perform, and 
in order to perform well they must have the basic skills of admin
istration. (p. 17) 

Weak Clinical Programs. Because "the state of the art of field train
ing in educational administration remains rather primitive" (Cronin 
& Horosch_ak, 1973, p. 39), it is not surprising that the clinical aspects 
of most preparation programs in educational administration are 
notoriously weak (Milstein, Bobrofe, & Restine, 1991). Despite an 
entrenched belief that supervised practice "could be the most criti• 
cal phase of the administrator's preparation" (Griffiths, 1988b, p. 17) 
and a long history of efforts to make field-based learning an integral 
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part of preparation programs (see Daresh, 1987, for a review), little 
progress has been made in this area. And despite concern over the 
impoverished nature of clinical experience for nearly 30 years, 
Pepper was still able to report as late as 1988 that "few, if any, uni
versity programs in school administration offer a thorough clinical 
experience for future school administrators" (p. 361). The field
based component continues to be infected with weaknesses that 
have been revisted on a regular basis since the first decade of the 
behavioral science revolution in administrative preparation: (a) "un
clear or even conflicting objectives" (Cronin & Horoschak, 1973, p. 16); 
(b) inadequate number of clinical experiences; (c) activities arranged 
on the basis of convenience; (d) overemphasis on role-centered as 
opposed to problem-centered experiences; (e) "lack of individual
ization in 'molding' field experiences to students' individual needs 
and goals" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971c, p . 12); (f) poor planning, 
supervision, and follow-up; (g) absence of "connecting linkages 
be tween on-campus experiences and field-based experiences" 
(Milstein, 1990, p. 121); and (h) overemphasis on low-level (orienta
tion and passive observation type) activities (Clark, 1988; Daresh, 
1987; Milstein, 1990), 

Inadequate Attention lo Diversity. Woven deeply into the fabric of" ad
ministration as an applied science" is the belief that there is a single 
best approach to educating prospective school leaders (Cooper & 
Boyd, 1987), including a dominant worldview of administration as 
an area of study ( content) and method of acting (procedure). A number 
of thoughtful analysts, especially critical theorists and feminist 
scholars, have shown that this perspective has resulted in signifi
cant gaps in the knowledge base employed in current training pro
grams (Foster, 1989). Missing is consideration of the diversity of 
perspectives10 that inform scholarship and practice.11 For example, 
in her review of the literature on women administrators, Shakeshaft 
(1988) discovered "differences between the ways men and women 
approach the tasks of administration" (p. 403). She concludes tha t 
although "these differences have implications for administrative 
training programs ... the female world of administrators has not 
been incorporated into the body of work in the field ... [n]or are 
women's experiences carried into the literature on practice" 
(pp. 403-406). Turning to the issue of racial minorities, Jackson 
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(1988) and Valverde and Brown (1988) also argue for diversification 
of training programs in order to capture worldviews of minority ed
ucators.12 According to Valverde and Brown: 

Renovation of preparation is crucial also because the theoretical 
constructs that dominate preparation programs figure into the 
difference between the recruitment, selection, advancement, and 
socialization of minority and white administrators. (p. 153) 

LACK OF ATI'ENTION TO EDUCATION AND ETHICS 

And when a ll of the strands of the story are woven together, it is 
clear that the essence of the tragedy was in adopting values and 
practices indiscriminately and applying them with little or no 
consideration of educational values or purposes. (Callahan, 1962, 
p. 244) 

In many ways, educational administration preparation programs 
are empty bodies devoid of a heart and a soul. Undirected by a cen
tral mission and untethered to a unifying conception of the field, the 
profession has, over the last 90 years, drifted a long way from its 
roots--€ducational concerns and the ethical and moral dimensions 
of schooling. 

Educational Concerns 

There is . .. a deafening silence concerning the fundamental mes
sage systems of schools: curriculum, pedagogy, and evaluation. 
(Bates, 1984, p. 261) 

One of the most troubling aspects of preparation programs for 
educational leaders is that they have very little to do with education. 
On the most basic level, programs do not routinely provide the 
students themselves with a well-rounded education. Many pro
grams are actively characterized by a nonintellectual (Foster, 1989), 
if not an anti-intellectual, climate (Callahan, 1962). Most programs 
show "little interest in exploring the historical roots and social 
context of schooling" (G. Anderson, 1990, p. 53), ignore the "critical 
examination of educational and social implications of the struc
tures and procedures discussed" (Newlon, 1934, p. 93), and do "a 
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very bad job of teaching ... a wider vision of schools in society" 
(Mulkeen & Cooper, 1989, p. 12). 

Furthermore, there is ample evidence that the content in training 
programs focuses on managerial issues and largely i~ores matters 
of teaching and learning, of pedagogy and curriculum.13 This focus, 
as we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3, can be traced to external pres
sures shaping the evolution of preparation programs during the 
prescriptive era and internal forces influencing the development of 
training during the behavioral science era.14 According to Callahan 
(1962), educational administration, under considerable pressure and 
perceiving Hself to be in a relatively weak position vis-a-vis the 
larger society, adopted wholesale "the basic values and techniques 
of the business-industrial world" (p. 244). This" American tragedy," 
as Callahan has labeled it, was (and is) fourfold: 

that educational questions were subordinated to business consid
erations; that administrators were produced who were not, in any 
true sense, educators; that a scientific label was put on some very 
unscientific and dubious methods and practices; and that an anti
intellectual climate, already prevalent, was strengthened. As the 
bus iness-industrial values and procedures spread into the think
ing and acting of educators, countless educational decisions were 
made on economic or on non-educational grounds. (pp. 246-247) 

The ~e~ult of all this acti_vity continu~s to influence the training of 
administrators. Preparahon for educational leadership is as problem
atic today as_it was in the time ab,?ut which Callahan wrote. Today's 
programs still tend to produce bookkeepers and public relations 
men" (p. 259) who are not equipped "to ask or answer the really 
basic questions in education" (p. 247), and who have very little 
understanding of the "educational aspects" (p. 255) of their jobs 
(Bates, 1984; Evans, 1991; Foster, 1984, 1988;}. Murphy, 1990d, 1990e). 

Mo~t of th~ interest and_ sch~larly activity of the succeeding 
beha~1oral s~1~nce ~ra heavily reinforced the "separation of prob
lems m admm1strahon from problems in education" (T. Greenfield, 
1988, p. 144) and the emphasis on noneducational issues in training 
programs. Driven by the intellect and will of a handful of scholars 
who were struggling to professionalize school leadership, consider
able energy was invested in developing a science of school admin-
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istration. Unfortunately, as Evans (1991) astutely chronicles, the era 
sponsored discourse and training primarily on "the administration 
of education" (p. 3), or administration qua administration-a major 
shift from its formative years when the emphasis "was upon the 
adjective 'educational' rather than upon the noun 'administration'" 
(Guba, 1960, p. 115). Bates (1984), Evans (1991), T. Greenfield (1988), 
and others reveal how during this era school management came to 
be viewed as "two activities rather than educational administration as 
a singular and unitary activity" (Evans, p. 3). Evans concludes that 
the legacy of the scientific era is the fact that preparation programs 
today are more concerned with the hole than with the doughnut.15 

The separation of educationa l administration "from the phenome
non known as instruction" (Erickson, 1979, p. 10) means that the 
typical graduate of a school administration training program can 
act only as "a mere spectator in relation to the instructional pro
gram" (Hills, 1975, p. 4).16 

Ethical and Moral Dimensions 

For more than a quarter of a century, a fact-driven model of 
decision-making and rationa1ity has dominated training programs 
for educational administrators. To the extent that these programs 
embrace technically oriented notions of administration, they offer 
less than they espouse. They miss the meaning of human action. 
(T. Greenfield, 1988, p. 154) 

Throughout its formative years, spiritual and ethical matters were 
at the very center of school administration (Callahan & Button, 1964; 
Tyack & Hansot, 1982). For example, Beck and Murphy (in press-a) 
in their study of the metaphorical language of the principalship, 
document that in the 1920s, "the work of principals [was] linked 
with absolute, spiritual truth and values" (p. 22). They show how, 
in making "ample use of religious imagery in their discussions of 
education and of the people charged with administering education 
in local sch(?ols ... educational writers of the 1920s [were] continu
ing a trend established by the earliest chroniclers of school manage
ment" (p. 23; see also Johnson, 1925; Johnston, Newlon, & Pickell, 
1922, and, for a review of earlier decades, Mason, 1986; and Tyack 
& Hansot, 1982). 
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Ethics. By the early 1960s, the second major root of the field (values 
and ethics), like education before it, had atrophied. The result was 
reduced consideration of two issues: organizational values, purpose, 
and ethics;.and organizational outcomes. According to T. Greenfield 
(1988), "the empirical study of administrators has eluded their moral 
dimensions and virtually all that lends significance to what they do" 
(p. 138). Despite some early notices that "educational administra
tion requires a distinctive value framework" (Graff & Street, 1957, 
p. 120), pleas to reorient administration toward purposing (Harlow, 
1962), and clear reminders that education is fundamentally a moral 
activity (Culbertson, 1963; Halpin, 1960) or "values in action" (W. 
Greenfield, 1988, p. 215; Foster, 1984, 1988, 1989), the problem o f 
meaning in school administration as a profession and in its training 
programs has taken a back seat "to focus upon the personality traits 
of administrators-upon the mere characteristics of administrators 
rather than upon their character" (T. Greenfield, 1988, pp. 137-138). 

The unfortunate outcome of this development "is that such con
ceptions of administrative training block the development of pro
grams that might deal more openly and helpfully with the value 
problems that confront all those who manage organizations" (T. 
Greenfield, 1988, p. 149). In his study, Farquhar (1981) finds that 
"almost three-quarters of the universities contacted pay no con
scious attention to the subject of ethics in their adminis trative prep
aration programs" (p. 195). In concrete terms, "very little in their 
preparation programs equips [prospective administrators] to deal 
with school organizations as a cultural o-r value system" (Popper, 
1982, p. 15) and "available literature provides almost no guidance 
on how to prepare educational administrators for ethical practice" 
(Farquhar, 1981, p . 192). Thus administrators exit training prog rams 
unprepared to grapple with ethical issues and to address openly the 
values deeply embedded in schools that often hide behind "a mask 
of objectivity and impartiality" (T. Greenfield, 1988, p. 150). 

Outcomes. As early as 1960, Chase was pointing out what was to 
become an increasingly problematic situation in educational admin
istration in general and in training programs in particular-a lack 
of concern for outcomes. Seventeen years later, Erickson (1977) re
ports that studies in the field ''between 1954 and 1974 provided no 
adequate basis for outcome-oriented organizational strategy in 
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education" (p. 128) Two years later Erickson (1979) expands on the 
ideas of his earlier essay. He again documents "the tendency to 
neglect the careful tracing of connections between organizational 
variables and student outcomes" (p. 12). Like T. Greenfield (1988), 
he decries the focus on the characteristics of administrators at the 
expense of more useful work. He lays out his now famous line of 
attack on the problem: "the current major empl1asis, in studies of 
organizational consequences, should be on postulated causal net
works in which student outcomes are the bottom line" (p. 12). 
Preparation programs have yet to resonate to this idea. 

Delivery System 

Full-time graduate study in school administration is relatively 
rare. When it does exist the numbers of students are so small as to 
cast doubt upon the validity of the idea that bona fide programs 
actually exist. (AASA, 1960, p. 84) 

STRUCTURAL ISSUES 

There appear to be far too many institutions with small enroll
ments in the business of preparing school administrators (AASA, 
1960, p. 68). 

The presence of such unneeded institutions in the preparation field 
is a depressive factor on the profession as a whole. (McIntyre, 1966, 
p. 17) 

The delivery system that shapes preparation programs is marked 
by a number of serious problems, most of which have a long history. 
Taking the profession as a whole, it is clear that there are too many 
institutions involved in the training business: "Many institutions 
lack sufficient facilities and adequate resources for the task" (Wynn, 
1957, p. 472). The result has been "the dissipation of [scarce] re
sources on the extravagant luxury of maintaining hundreds of im
poverished institutions competing with each other for the privilege 
of exposing a little circle of graduate students to a mediocre pro• 
gram" (AASA, 1960, p. 191). According to the NCEEA (1987), al
though "there are 505 institutions offering courses in school admin-
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istration in the United States, .. . less than 200 have the resources 
and commitment to provide the excellence called for by the Com
mission" (p. 20)-an even smaller percentage (40%) than Campbell 
and_Newe!l (1973) ~eported could do an effective job some 15 years 
~ar~1er (SO Yo). Despite both direct (Campbell & Newell, 1973) and 
mduect (AASA, 1960; NCEEA, 1987) calls for the discontinuation of 
w~ak_programs, as we saw in Chapter 3J the nwnber of training in
shtuhons has grown dramatically over the last half century. Man 
of these programs are cash cows for their sponsoring universities, i 
kept open more for political and economic than for educational 
reason,~ (Campbell & Newell, 1973). According to Willower (1983), 
?1any offer gra?uate study in .. . name only. They seriously stint 
mquuy an_d surv1_v~ by off~ring easy credentials and by working hard 
at legislative politics. Their faculties neither contribute to the ideas 
?f ~e fi~ld nor are they actively engaged with them" (p. 194).18 These 
msti~h?ns tend. to_ be characterized by high student-faculty ratios 
and luruted spec1ahzation among faculty (Miklos, in press). 

A related problem is the framework in which students' educa
tioi:ial experie~ces unfold: "Administrator training . . . is most often 
a d1Ia_tory op hon, pursued on a convenience basis, part-time, on the 
margms of~ workda( (Sykes & Elmore, 1989, p. 80). Current pro
~ram~ have mdeed dnfted far from the traditional residency model: 
The ideal of one or two years of full-time student life at the grad

uate le_vel_seems to_be disappearing from our preparatory programs, 
and with 1t the ~oh~ns of tii:ne for scholarly objectivity, student life, 
and colleague-like mterachon between professors and students" 
(Silve~, 1978a, pp. 207-208). As many as 95% of all students are now 
pa~t-.tuners (<?riffiths, 1988b), and "many students complete their 
trammg . .. without forrning a professional relationship w ith a pro
fessor or student colleague" (Clark, 1988, p. 5). Conditions that 
Goldhammer observed in 1963 are as discernible today as they were 
then: 

There is currently a dangerous trend to offer a menu of courses in 
late after!'oon and evening hours, on Saturdays, and through sum
mer ~ess1ons. Advanced degrees are offered in many places which 
r~~uire no cons~tive quarters of residence. Colleges and univer
sttJe_s are reducmg their requirements in order to attract a mass 
audience. Such programs are inevitably substandard. They make it 
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impossible to employ research and knowledge ... effectively .. . ; 
they reduce the essential content to the least common (and least 
significant) denominator; they prostitute the professional respon
sibility for the protection of the public against malpractice; and 
they are an unwarranted appeal to the" glitter" of an advanced de
gree for status purposes, but without substance or quality. (pp. 32-33) 

ARTS AND SCIENCE MODEL 

Perhaps the single most destructive trend affecting professional 
preparation d uring the last thirty years has been domination by an 
arts and science model rather than a professional school model of 
education. (Griffiths et al., 1988b, p. 299) 

The attempt by professional educators to develop a pseudo arts 
and science degree has been met with scorn in most universities. 
(Grufiths, 1988b,p.18) 
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The arts and science model that currently forms the co·re of prep
aration programs emerged more to help professors develop "greater 
academic sophistication through their professional roles in order to 
gain acceptance by their peers in other departments" (Goldhammer, 
1983, p. 256) than in response to the needs of prospective adminis
trators. Unfortunately, the arts and science model-"one grounded 
on the study of the disciplines" (Miklos, in press)-has neither furn
ished professors th_e status for which they had hoped (Clifford & 
Guthrie, 1988; Griffiths, 1988b) nor provided graduates with the 
tools they need in order to be successful practitioners (Peterson & 
Finn, 1985). In addition, it has driven a wedge between professors 
and practitioners, creating what Goldhammer (1983) has labeled the 
"university-field gap" (p. 265). For these reasons, it has become clear 
to many professors and administrators that a fundamental change 
is required in the basic delivery system employed in preparation 
programs. As we note more fully in Chapter 6, many analysts are 
recommending that a new delivery system "should be conceived in 
the framework of the professional school model, not the arts and 
science model, meaning that the program should prepare students 
to act, not merely think about administration" (Griffiths, 1988b, 
p. 14; also Clifford & Guthrie, 1988; NPBEA, 1989a). 
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DEGREE STRUCTURE 

The apparent lack of distinction between Ph.D. and Ed.D. pro
grams, particularly in research course requirements and culminat
ing research products, might be another area of some concern. 
(Silver, 1978a, p. 210) 

The emulation of the arts and science model has spawned a num
ber of subproblems in preparation programs. One of the most seri
ous is that education designed for practitioners (Ed.D. programs) 
has been molded to parallel the training provided to researchers (Ph.D. 
programs), in terms of both research requirements (Silver, 1978a) 
and ge~eral coursework(~. Norton & Levan, 1987). This blur ring 
of requirements and expenences for students pursuing quite d is
tinct careers has resulted in the development of ersatz research 
programs for prospective practitioners. Students, burdened with 
a variety of inappropriate activities (e.g., the dissertation, see J. 
Murphy, 1989c, 1990h), are prepared to be neither first-rate research
ers nor successful practitioners. Not surprisingly, recent acknowl
edgme~t of the problem has produced calls for a more profession
a~l y_ on~nted model of preparation-a program that is clearly 
d1stmgmshable from the Ph.D. training sequence and that focuses 
on the problems of practice and on the clinical aspects of the ad
ministrator's role (AACTE1 1988; NCEEA, 1987). 

FACULTY 

Most faculty are only marginally more knowledgeable than their 
students. (Hawley, 1988, p. 85) 

No analysis of the delivery system employed in programs to pre
pare school leaders would be complete without a discussion of faculty. 
Two problems in this area a.re paramount. To begin with, because of 
the large number of colleges operating programs and because many 
of these programs are money "makers used to support the work that 
~niversities consider more important" (Hawley, 1988, p . 85), there 
1s a good deal of understaffing of faculty in these programs: "Some 
institutions are obviously engaging in administrative preparatory 
programs without the number or quality of professors essential to 
provide the range of skill and knowledge needed" by practicing and 
prospective administrators (Goldhammer1 cited in Farquhar & Pie le, 
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1972, p. 47). Although analysts have argued that "a quality program 
requires a minimum of five full-time faculty members" (NCEEA, 
1987, p. 20, emphasis added), the median number today is four and 
the modal number is two (McCarthy" et al., 1988). Moreover, al
though faculty size increased during the behavioral science era (see 
Chapter 3), recently there appears to be a slight downturn in the 
number of faculty per department (Miklos, in press). It is also im
portant to note that many faculty members in educational adminis
tration occupy administrative positions in addition to their regular 
professional roles (McCarthy et al., 1988; Wynn, 1957). Farquhar and 
Piele (1972) remind us that the problem of faculty understaffing in 
school administration is exacerbated by "the need to secure staff 
expertise in the skills of the profession for which students are being 
p repared and in the disciplines from which content is drawn for the 
p reparatory program" (p. 44). 

In attempting to address the need to develop intradepartmental 
balance between professor-scholars attuned to the disciplines and 
professor-practitioners oriented to the field, departments have gen
erally produced the worst of both. Unclear about the proper mission 
of preparation programs 0- Murphy, 1990e), seeking to enhance the 
relatively low status afforded professors of school administration, 
and overburdened with multitudes of students, faculties in educa
tional leadership are characterized by weak scholarship (Achilles, 
1990; Campbell & Newell, 1973; Griffiths1 1965; Immegart, 1977, 
1990; McCarthy et al., 1988) and problematic connections to the field 
(Griffiths et al., 1988b; J. Murphy & Hallinger, 1987; Willower, 1988). 
A number of reviewers have ,concluded "that only a relatively small 
number of those in the field of educational administration actively 
engage in s,cholarly activities" (Immegart, 1990, p . 11). Most "have 
little time for, or inclination toward research" (Campbell & Newell, 
1973, p. 139). Even more disheartening are the assessments of the 
quality of the scholarship that does occur. In general, it is neither 
"very significant ... nor regarded very highly by practitioners" 
(Griffiths, 1965, p. 28). Because of serious limitations in their own 
training, many professors "are not qualified to supervise research" 
(Hawley, 1988, p. 85). Coupling this d~ficiency in ability with the 
previously noted lack of effort results in a s ituation in which "very 
little good research is being conducted by [educational administra
tion) faculty and students" (Hawley, 1988, p. 85) and in which 
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students develop a truncated, academic view of scholarly inquiry 
(Immegart, 1990). 

It would be nice to be able to report that the professoriate in 
educational administration was channeling energy uninvested in 
scholarship into efforts to forge better connections with the field and 
to _at!ack the problems that infest training programs. Unfortunately, 
th1~ 1s not the case. Faculty linkages to s,chools have actually atro
phied over the last two generations. And, as Griffiths and his col
leagues (1988b) h ave noted, professors are not seriously engaged in 
the work of strengthening preparation programs: 

In 1973 the authors of a major study of professors of educational 
~dministration were perplexed by the complacence of professors 
1~ the face of recognized problems with administrator prepara
tion . ... Today these professors continue to be complacent. ... Fewer 
and older, these professors are faced with insufficient resources 
and small enrollments; they are less able and probably less dis
posed to improve administrator preparation now than they were 
in 1973. (p. 298) 

Thus we find that most professors are adrift in roles that are es
teemed neither by their peers in the university (the second-class 
~itizenship syndrome) nor by their colleagues in the schools (the 
ivory tower syndrome). 

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES 

The predominance of traditional instructional modes might be 
some concern to those who seek improvement of preparation pro
gram~ .. : . ~ traditionalism in instruction . .. is particularly prob
lematic m a field that purports to emphasize educationa l leader
ship. (Silver, 1978a, p. 205) 

It is_ probably not surprising, although it is distressing, that inap
pro_pnate content ineffectively packaged should also be so poorly 
deh~ered in many training institutions. It is also disheartening that 
so httle progress has been made in an area that has been so thor
oughly critiqued (AASA, 1960; Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971c; 
Erlandson & Witters-Churchill, 1988; Farquhar & Piele, 1972; Hall & 
McIntyre, 1957; J. Murphy & Hallinger, 1987; Silver, 1978a) and 
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about which we have learned so much over the last quarter century. 
In 1960, the AASA reported: 

The mediocrity of programs of preparation-comes from the sterility 
of methods reported. Instruction is classroom bound; administra
tion is talked about rather than observed, felt, and in these and 
other ways actually experienced. (p. 83) 

Teaching methods in general provided excellent demonstrations 
of what the students had been advised 1101 to do in their previous 
education courses. (p. 178) 

Thirty years later, "the dominant mode of instruction continues to 
be lecture and discussion in a classroom setting based on the use of 
a textbook" (Mulkeen & Tetenbaum, 1990, p. 20), even though such 
a method is "regarded unfavorably in the literature and by the stu
dents" (Miklos, 1983, p. 165). As we saw in Chapter3,although some 
progress w as made during the behavioral science era to infuse 
reality-oriented instructional strategies into preparation programs, 
the change has hardly been revolutionary and the use of innovative 
pedagogical methods is not prevalent. For example, in the Texas 
NASSP study (Erlandson & Witters-Churchill, 1988), principals re
port "lecture and discussion" to be the primary instructional mode 
used for eight of nine skill areas examined-and the ninth skill, 
written communication, is a dose second! Mulkeen and Tetenbaum 
(199Q) remind us that this approach not only is often sterile, but also 
assumes a fixed knowledge base-an assumption that is inconsis
tent with the realities of knowledge production in a postindustrial 
world CT. Murphy, 1991b). 

Standards of Performance 

Most schools of education are embarrassed by the academic per
formance of the doctoral students in educational administration. 
The model grade given to students is an" A"; not because we have 
criterion referenced performance standards that all could ultimately 
meet but because we have given up on holding tired, end-of-the
day students to graduate level performance. (Clark, 1988, p. 4) 
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The lack of rigorous standards is a serious problem that touches 
almost every aspect of educational administration. Previously, we 
noted the general absence of standards at the point of entry into prep
aration programs: "If entrance requirements exist at all, they are not 
very competitive and most applicants are accepted" (Peterson & 
Finn, 1985, p. 51). Once students enter preparation programs, the 
situation does not improve: "The quality of [their] experiences is 
often abysmally low" (Mulkeen & Cooper, 1989, p . 1). They are not 
exposed to rigorous coursework: "Students move through the pro
gram without ever seeing a current research study (other than a local 
dissertation), without ever having read an article in ASQ or EAQ or 
AJS [Adminislrative Science Quarterly, Educational Administration Quar
terly, and American Journal of Sociology, respectively]. They are func
tionally illiterate in the basic knowledge of our field" (Clark, 1988, 
pp. 4-5; see also AACTE, 1988). Because performance criteria are ill
defined and "vary considerably in how rigorously they are applied" 
(Nagle & Nagle, 1978, p. 123), there is also very little monitoring of 
student progress (Hawley, 1988). Not surprisingly, very few en
trants to certification programs fail to complete their programs for 
academic reasons (Gerritz et al., 1984). Most former students indi
cate that their graduate training was not very rigorous (Jacobson, 
1990; Muth, 1989). The delivery system most commonly employed 
-part-time study in the evening or on weekends-results in stu
dents who come to their "studies worn-out, distracted, and harried" 
(Mann, 1975, p . 143) and contributes to the evolution and acceptance 
of low standards (Goldhammer, 1963; Hawley, 1988; Mann, 1975). 
McIntyre (1966) has pointed out that: 

the organization, content, and methods characteristic of our prep
aration programs are not conducive to performance assessment
except for the performance of the professor. The typical three
semester-hour course, especially one meeting two or three times 
weekly, hardly provides a setting for the study of student behavior 
that might be relevant to effectiveness in school administration. 
(p. 12) . 

Exit requirements in turn are often "slack and unrelated to the work 
of the profession" (Peterson & Finn, 1985, p. 54). Compounding the 
lack of standards at almost every phase of preparation programs are 
university faculty who are unable or unwilling to improve the 
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situation (Hawley, 1988; McCarthy et al., ll988). An even greater 
obstacle to improving standards are the bargains, compromises, and 
treaties that operate in preparation pro~ams-the lowering of stan
dards in exchange for high enrollments and compliant student 
behavior: 

The solution is often to conclude a treaty of mutual non-aggression 
with one's students. The terms of the treaty are usually that the 
professor won't plague the students with "irrelevant" ideas if the 
students will keep quiet about that professorial non-performance. 
The glue on the agreement is high grades based on low or no 
performance, which is traded for silence. (Mann, 1975, p. 144)19 

The NCEEA (1987) and the NPBEA (1989a) have concluded that the 
time has come to elevate markedly standards in school administration. 

Certification and Employment 

CERTIFICATION 

Whether few or many, these requirements are nearly always stated 
in terms of paper credentials supplied by colleges of education
transcripts and credit hours that must parallel those on a list 
maintained by the certification bureau or the state education de

_partment. License-seekers rarely have to pass any sort of test or 
examination analogous to a bar exam or to medicine's "national 
boards," nor does the education profession enforce any substantial 
standards for those seeking administrative certification. (Peterson 
& Finn, 1985, p. 44) 

Suggestions for the reform of educational administration extend 
beyond preparation programs lo address problems with the certifi
cation and employment of principals and superintendents.- ·Toe 
major criticisms of certification and accreditation processes are: they 
are unduly costly and cumbersome (Goodlad, 1984); they focus on 
requirements and skills different than those that administrators 
need to be successful on the job (National Commission for the Prin
cipalship, 1990); they reduce the pool of potential leaders to only 
those applicants who have worked in public schools (Bennett, 1986); 
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they operate at only one period of time, for example, at the comple
tion of preparation programs (NCEEA, 1987); and, in tota~ they do 
not promote excellence in the profession (NCEEA, 1987).2 

Advocates for reform have proposed a number of solutions for 
these problems. Perhaps. the most controversial are those that estab
lish alternative routes to certification, thus allowing prospective 
administrators to maneuver around educational administration 
programs altogether. Such proposals are designed "to encourage 
service in the public schools by qualified persons from business, in
dustry, the scientific and technical communities and institutions of 
higher learning" (Education Commission of the Sta tes, 1983, p . 39; 
see also Bennett, 1986; Clinton, 1987). Other proposals ca ll for bring
ing greater coherence to the licensing process by eliminating the 
piecemeal methods by which certification can be gained (Peterson 
& Finn, 1985) and by establishing a tighter coupling between certi
fication requirements and the skills prospective administra tors need 
in order to be effective (National Commission for the Principalship, 
1990; NGA, 1986). A few influential reports have suggested the use 
of multiple levels of licensure. For example, the National Governors' 
Association (Clinton, 1987) and the NCEEA (1987) h ave both called 
for provisional or entry-level certification of new administrators to 
be followed by full certification after the documenta tion of success
ful performance. Coupled with these suggestions are proposals for 
recertification every few years "on the basis of successful perfor
mance and continuing professional development" (NCEEA, 1987, 
p. 27). Harking back to an early proposal by Grace (1946), some recent 
reports have called for a connection to be drawn between licensure 
and successful performance on a post-training examination (Gerritz 
et al., 1984; NPBEA, 1989a). 

EMPLOYMENT 

Localisrn, limited esteem, and a baronial system of career manage
ment are not conducive to the innovative leadership that we are 
regula~ly advised is required in education. Quite the contrary. They 
seem hkely to encourage the recruitment of individuals who are 
relatively uncreative and to extinguish administrative creativity if 
it should arise. (March, 1974, p. 22) 
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Observation leads me to conclude that the two most prevalent fac
tors in selection of superintendents are seniority and political patron
age. I am not sure which ranks first, but [ regret that at the present 
time I must put both ahead of competency based on formal profes
sional pre·paration. Other unsubstantiated observations convince 
me that a man has a better chance for promotion than a woman; a 
handsome man wins over a homely one; and an extrovert out
classes an introvert. It is common knowledge that racial, religious, 
fra temal, and political ties are fundamental in ruling on candidates 
for administrative posts. (Campbell et al., 1960, p. 186) 

The firs t major problem in the area of employment deals with the 
processes used to select new administrators. Although "remarkably 
little is known about just how these critical educational leaders are 
chosen" (Baltzell & Dentler, 1983, p. 1), tentative evidence suggests 
that selection procedures are cloudy and quixotic (Boyer, 1983), ran
dom (Achilles, 1984), byzantine (Barth, 1988), chance-ridden (Baltzell 
& Den tler, 1983; Hall & McIntyre, 1957), and only distally connected 
to the ability to perform (Campbell et al., 1960, p. 178): "Access to 
the chance to perform still depend[s] on personality, presentability, 
'street sense,' carefully cultivated connections, power and blind, 
dum~ luc~" (Mann, 1975, pp. 141-142); "The process [of principal 
selection] itself cannot be characterized as merit-based or equity
centered" (Baltzell & Dentler, 1983, p. 19). There is little evidence 
that educational leadership is either demanded of or sought in candi
dates. In general, the lack of criteria! specificity-"refatively few 
school districts have written policies for recruiting and selecting 
administrators" (Miklos, in press)-

opens the way for widespread reliance on localistic notions of "fit" 
or "image" which emerged as centrally important. .. . However, 
time_ and time aga~n, this "fit" seemed to rest on interpersonal per
ceptions of a candidate's physical presence, projection of a certain 
self-confidence and assertiveness, and embodiment of community 
values and methods of operation. (Baltzell & Dentler, 1983, p. 7) 

The entire process is characterized by "limited resources" and "in
adequate preparation" (Miklos, in press) and a bias toward local 
candidates (Miklos, 1988). 
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The most clearly developed proposal for reform in this area has:\ 
been articulated by Baltzell and Dentler (1983, pp. 42-44). They sug•;~::; 
gest, among other things, the use of more highly focused selection(~ 
criteria wjth better linkage to merit standards, a layered screenlng[f 
process, greater reliance on data and less on interpersonal judg-: 
ments, and more direct attention to equity issues. On the matter of 
equity, Clark (1988) has examined the role that departments of edu~-: 
cational administration have played in the selection process and~ 
found that they" are part of the problem, not the solution, in increa,.: 
ing the placement of women and minority groups in positions of,:· 
educational leadership" (p. 8). He suggests renewed attention to" 
equity issues in colleges of education. Finally, relevant reform ~ -\ 
ports consistent! y recommend that selection criteria be more heavily: 
weighted in favor of educational leadership skills (Clinton, 1987; see~ 
J. Murphy, 1990c, for a review). '!!ii• 

A second employment problem noted in recent reform reports~ (1;~ 

the lack of quality postem ployment training opportunities for prin,;f~ 
cipals and superintendents. Three facets of the problem have been '..t:. 
identified. To begin with, there is a virtual absence of induction PW: .. t 
grams for newly appointed administrators (Peterson & Finn, 1985)~}:: 
Nor are experiences in the assistant principalship being deliberately ;
structured to nurture administrators for the principalship (Weindling 
& Earley, 1987); if anything, the assistant principal experience may. 
be providing dysfunctional training (W. Greenfield, Marshall, ~ 
Reed, 1986). In addition, continued professional growth opport~ 
ties for administrators are limited, and these experiences often ac; 
cumulate in an unsystematic manner (Daresh & LaPlant, 1984; 
Hallinger & Murphy, 1991; NCEEA, 1987). As difficult as it may be~ 
to believe after reading the rest of this chapter, continuing educa tion· 
programs in educational administration seem to be in even worse· 
shape than preparation programs (Hallinger & Murphy, 1991). Re,;' 
form proposals call for increased attention to ongoing profession.a\ 
development for administrators. Mentorships

21 
and enhanced peer 

interactions are often emphasized in these proposals (U.S. Depart; 
ment of Education, 1987). The content foci are both educational and 
managerial skills, and, contrary to the thrust of a quarter century 
ago (Farquhar & Piele, 1972), the preferred delivery structures are 
networks and centers outside the control of colleges of education 
and educational administration faculty (Boyer, 1983; Education Com: 
mission of the States, 1983; J. Murphy & Hallinger, 1987). f 

Part III 

The Future 

One can never know certainly where one stands in history or society. 
Estimates of historical position and social situation are imprecise 
at best, and often contested. But we make estimates, thoughtful or 
not, and often act accordingly. Different estimates of where one stands 
in history-even among those who agree on where it is headed

:! , can yield very different conceptions of what is possible, and what 
: Is to be done. (D. Cohen, 1988, p. 21) 

' :i Unfortunately, there are no research findings to describe the future. 
{ Lacking a crystal ball, the best one can do is to discern in current de
:·/ velopments some portents of tomorrow. It may not even be possi

: ble to document with much finality the existence of the trends from 
• i. which one extrapolates. One must use whatever evidence is avail
f' able, whether or not it is conclusive. Further, when one has con
t. jured up a number of these forces for change, several organizational 
J responses to these forces are always possible, and a choice from 
f among them necessarily reflects one's own v.alues. (Erickson, 1964, 
£ P· 57) . 
i}~ 
_~i We construct our own system of thought and value, and then live 
};~as if" reality conformed to it. (Shattuck, 1960) 
- :-
;"~ 

We must somehow get hold of some kind of eye-bath-something 
: to cleanse our eyes of an accumulated grit of cliches, slogans, and 
'. meaningless words. (Halpin, 1960, p. 17) 
·! 
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Preparing Leaders for Tomorrow's Schools 

Undergirding these continuing reports, conversations and critical 
exchanges is the inescapable conclusion that substantive changes 
are needed in educational administration programs. (Prestine & 
LeGrand, 1990, p. 1) 

To culti~ate and develop school leaders who can meet the challenges 
of creating new structures and reforming schooling practices will 
require a dismantling and restructuring of the ways in which such 
leaders are prepared and trained. (Roberts, 1990, p. 135) 

We cannot advocate practices for ... schools that we are not will
ing to advocate and practise ourselves. (Pullan, 1991, p . 3) 

This final chapter sketches a design for transforming preparation 
programs to meet the challenges of educating leaders for to

morrow's schools. Because, as Cuban (1988) says, "defining prob
lems carefully at the outset is far more important than generating 
clever solutions to ill-defined problems" (p. 343), and as Reyes and 
Capper (1991) report, "how a problem is defined can determine if 

. a~d how the problem is addressed" (p. 551), considerable effort has 
been d e:'ot~d in earlier chapters to framing the nature of the prob
lem. Bmldmg on that work, the guidelines presented here are 
grounded upon three propositions: (a) that the "proper means for 
reconstructuring our social institutions are best suggested by a 
careful accu~ulation and analysis of our institutional experience 
and [that a] wider accumulation and saner interpretation of the facts 
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of our educational history" (Cubberly, cited in Culbertson, 1988a, 
p. 9) can help establish a framework for the transformation of lead
ership preparation programs; (b) that new training models must 
unequivocally address the weaknesses that plague current pro
g·rams; and (c) that the transformation must fit our vision of society, 
schooling, learning, and leadership for the twenty-first century. The 
guidelines themselves are presented in two sections. The first sec
tion examines the objectives of proposed reconstructed preparation 
programs. We d iscuss values, education, inquiry, and knowledge of 
the human condition. The second half of the chapter develops a set 
of principles to shape the knowledge base, delivery systems, and 
support structures that would comprise these alternative educa
tional programs for school administrators. 

It is difficult to analyze the s tate of affairs in administration pro
grams without becoming despondent. Indeed, the fundamental tenet 
of this volume is that we must be about the business of improving 
things dramatically. At the same time, however, we must avoid the 
sins of past reforms, especially that of zealotry. We need to examine 
alternative perspectives critically. The history of shifts from the 
ideological to the prescriptive era and from the prescriptive to the 
social science era reveals three types of overzealousness: excessive 
criticism-the demand "that aimost everything that had been done 
in the past ... be changed" (Callahan, 1962, p. 191); a belief that one 
true path had been discovered (e.g., scientific management, behav
ioral science research); and a virtual absence, especially in the yeasty 
time of ferment, of dose scrutiny of the "new" model. 

Caveats introduced in Chapter 1 are also worth revisiting, espe
cially a warning against March's (1974, 1978) ideology of adminis
tration-the rational,1 linear "conceit" (1974, p. 21) that training will 
noticeably enhance leadership, which in tum will significantly im
prove education and schools, resulting in solutions for the complex 
problems confronting society. As previously documented, all the 
links in this chain have been subject to fairly persuasive criticism . 
Particularly_ troublesome in this discussion is the first coupling-im
proved training to better leadership.2 Because "grad~ate training 
[is] a low-gain enterprise" (Tyack & Cummings, 1977, p. 59), "it is 
important to have a realistic understanding of possible reform of 
educational leadership through improved training" (p. 63). 

It is also useful to remind ourselves that nearly every dimension 
of preparation programs treated below (e.g., emphasis on training 
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the person versus training for organizational roles, generic versus 
specialized training content) has been debated throughout our field's 
short history (Campbell et al., 1987). Different answers have found 
acceptance in various eras..3 Therefore, it may be naive to assume 
that the resolutions proposed here for recurring issues will hold over 
time. It is perhaps unrealistic even to believe that they will take root.4 

As D. Cohen (1988), Cuban (1984, 1988), Elmore (1987), and other 
scholars have shown, fundamental change in educational institu
tions is rare indeed. Changes in programs of educational adminis
tration may be even more problematic O. Murphy, 1989b, 1991a). Al
though Milstein (1990) argues persuasively that "it is clearly to our 
advantage to take the leadership" (p. 130) in the effort to improve 
preparation, we have been reluctant to do so (Griffiths et aJ., 1988b; 
McCarthy et al., 1988). Furthermore, because institutions of higher 
education are characterized by a good deal of "organizational sed
iment" and inherited "instructional guidance" (D. Cohen, 1989, 
pp. 6, 8) most changes in preparation programs have been "super
ficial, reactive, and cosmetic" (Griffiths et a~., 1988b, p. 299) or at best 
evolutionary in nature (Miklos, 1983). 

Campbell and Miklos also add some cautionary comments to our 
discussion. Campbell and his colleagues (1960) reinforce a point 
made in Chapter 4-that a clear path of what needs to be done is far 
from obvious: 

I see us in a forest replete with trees, vines, and brambles, with a 
number of open spaces generally scattered. There are few clearly 
marked trails or signposts-worst of all, we administrators are not 
quite sure from which side of the woods we hope to emerge. 
(pp. 188-189) 

Miklos (in press) in tum maintains that the knowledge base neces
sary to inform change efforts is far from robust: 

Not only is there an uncertain knowledge base for administrator 
preparation, there is also an inadequate research base for efforts to 
improve programs. Most of the current proposals for reform
even though they may be persuasive-are not grounded in an 
extensive body of research. If there is to be a sound base for future 
reforms, various aspects of administrator preparation must be 
subjected to more intensive research than has occurred in the past. 
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Shaping the character and the scope of ~very preparatory program 
is a set of educational goals. Sometimes relatively implicit and some
times more explicit, these goals reflect the irmage of the adminis
trator which a given program would produce. Defining the desired 
facets of the image is the most fundamental of all acts in program 
development; the definition attained will and should affect every 
major aspect of preparation. (Culbertson, 1962, pp. 151-152) 

Material for the design of preparation programs presented herein 
is drawn from the three areas described in Chapters 2 through 5: a 
deep understanding of our history; analysis of current conditions in 
training programs; and a vision of the future of society, education, 
and leadership. Given our understanding of that material, the fol
lowing purpose of training programs for school leaders emerges: to 
provide leadership to communities so that children and young adults 
are well educated, in the deepest sense of the term. The key words 
here are leadersltip and education. Yet the sad fact is, as we have dis
covered repeatedly throughout this volume, that current prepara
tion programs have little to do with either of these core dimensions 
of school administration: "Much .. . training is at best tangential 
and often merely conjectural with respect to the goals our institu
tions strive to achieve" (Erickson, 1977, p. 125). Taking this purpose 
seriously, then, will require a quite different set of goals for training 
programs than those currently driving the education of prospective 
administrators. 

PROGRAM GOALS 

[A] critical challenge facing those involved in preparation· and 
training programs for school leaders is to help these potential leaders 
purposefully shape their own leadership paradigms in ways that 
enable them to take on the role of school leadership with vision
driven, action-oriented, and reflective confidence in their ability to 
instigate reform and stimulate success. (Roberts, 1990, p. 136) 
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As we have seen throughout earlier chapters, the implicit-if not 
explicit-goal of most preparation programs has been to help stu
dents of administration master a body of knowledge, often for a spec
ific role (Campbell et al., 1987). For approximately the first 50 years 
of this century, that content consisted of rough-hewn principles of 
practice couched in terms of prescriptions. Since the end of World 
War II, the focus has been on knowledge from the social science 
disciplines. In both eras, administrators were to apply the knowl
edge acquired at the university to the problems they confronted at 
the school or district site. Thus, throughout its brief history, the field 
of school administration in general, and preparation programs in 
particular, have been defined primarily by reference to a body of 
knowledge. This is not a particularly surprising finding give~ the 
drive to professionalize administration and anoint it as an area of 
study (applied or otherwise). Although it is perhaps inappropriate 
to argue that this was the wrong way to define the field and to 
establish goals for school administration training programs, it is fair 
to suggest that it was not the most appropriate method of proceed
ing (Sergiovanni, 1991b). Indeed, as Evans (1991) correctly con
cludes, the attempt in educational administration " to construct a 
field of study on a 'body of-knowledge' or a set of propositional 
findings ... diverts our thinking onto the wrong p ath" (p. 19). It 
seems more useful to suggest that the content in training programs 
should backward map from the goals of preparation, rather than 
vice versa,5 or, as Culbertson and Farquhar (1971a) captured it 
nearly a quarter of a century ago, "the search for more effective struc
ture must be based upon the search for more clearly defined pro
gram goals" (p. 12).6 Four such goals for preparation p rograms for 
practitioners7 are discussed below: helping prospective leaders to 
become moral agents, educators, inquirers, and students of the 
human condition. The discussion is based on the belief that tomor
row's preparation programs should highlight "the centrality of 
ethical and intellectual qualities" as opposed to administrative roles, 
and that their goal is to "prepare the person" rather than to prepare 
the person for the role (Campbell et al., 1987, p . 192). 

Values 

It therefore follows necessarily that one of the principal emphases 
in the training of educational administrators-possibly the critical 
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~mphasis-must be placed on _training in educational purpose and 
m the processes through which such purposes are defined. No 
amount of empirical description of schools or management, re
gardless of frame of reference, can supply the insights necessary 
for this task. (Harlow, 1962✓ p. 63) 

If preparation programmes for school administrators are to ac
~owledge the _surfing characteristics of administrative life they 
will need to give far more emphasis to a concern for values. 
(Sergiovanni, 1989a, p. 11) 

~he first goal o~ I;>reparation programs should be to help students 
arhcula tea n exphc1 t set of values and beliefs to guide their actions
to become moral agents (Beck & Murphy✓ in press-b), or what C. 
Hodgkinson {1975) calls "valuationists" (p. 16). This goal is based 
on the beli~f that "~h~ specific things (answers) that can be taught 
to prospective adrrumstrators may be less useful in many ways than 
a set of values behind the answers" (Crowson & McPherson, 1987, 
pp. 50-51). This is a radically different starting point for program 
development than the one that has been used for the past 90 years 
(E_v~ns,. 1991; Se~giovanni, 1989a). Because "acts of leadership at 
critical Junctures m human events seldom involve choices in which 
the implications are dearly evident" (Popper, 1982, p. 16), and there
fore "one cannot act on the basis of knowledge alone" (Hills, 1975, 
P· 17), values may well be the appropriate starting point. Behavior 
m the absen ce of these values is little more than "artificial postur
ing" (Hills, 1975, p. 16). 

Beca~se administrators are "representatives of values" (T. 
Greenf1el~J 1?88, p. 152)-that is, "since administrators occupy and 
operate wrthm a value-saturated universe" (C. Hodgkinson, 1975, 
p .17; Starratt, 1991}-and "because administrators perform acts which 
flow from value judgments" (Carlson, 1963, p. 25), the focus on "de
liberate moral choice" (Willower, 1988, p . 737), the "ethics of admin
istration" (Watson, 1977, p. 91; Farquhar, 1981), "ethical inquiry" 
(Starratt, 1991, p. 186), and purposing (Carlson, 1963; Culbertson, 
1963, 1964; Harlow, 1962) must be conscious goals of preparation 
programs (Carlson, 1963; Culbertson, 1962; Farquhar, 1968; Harlow, 
1962; Wengert, 1962). Adherence to this goal shifts the focus in 
training programs from characteristics of administration to the 
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character of administrators and from "administration as a science" 
to administration as a "moral act" (T. Greenfield, 1988, p. 137): 

[T]he determination of ed uca tiona l purposes is not a matter simply 
for an exercise in group dynamics. Neither is it a platform for the 
exhibition of a persuasive and charismatic personality. It is a matter 
for the most carefully reasoned, most carefully disciplined intel
lectual effort. It is in this fact that there is to be found an opportu
nity for the improvement of training programs for prospective 
educational administrators. (Harlow, 1962, p. 68) 

Education 

[I]t must be asserted with some force that educational administra
tion must derive its position and principles from more general 
assumptions about the nature of education in our society. (Foster, 
1988, p. 69) 

The changing context in which we'll operate during the twenty
first century will place an even greater obligation on the principal 
to possess broader knowledge about teaching, learning, and cur
riculum . ... What is involved here is more than the acquisition of 
recent research. It is an attitude of not only becoming expertly 
informed but of remaining informed and of preserving a habit of 
inquiry and reflection about the teaching and learning processes. 
(NAESP, 1990, pp. 13, 26) 

Helping students become educators should be the second goal of 
restructured preparation programs. Earlier we cited the work of 
Bates (1984), Callahan (1962), Evans (1991), Foster (1988, 1989), and 
J. Murphy (1990d, 1990e, 1990£) and his colleagues 0- Murphy et al., 
1983; J. Murphy, Hallinger, Lotto, & Miller, 1987) which reveals that 
school administration became "conceived as a special field within 
a larger field of Administration" rather than as "a special field with
in the larger field of Education" (Boyan, 1963, p. 12). We saw how 
the focus in preparation programs-first on scientific management 
and then on the social sciences-and the desire to create a prof es
sion separate from teaching (Goldhammer, 1983) contributed to: (a) 
the institutionalization of administration qua administration (Boyan, 
1963); (b) the "separation of problems in administration from prob
lems in education" (T. Greenfield, 1988, p . 144) in general; and (c) a 
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heavy "accent on administrative and maintenance functions" 
(Watson, 1977, p. 89) in preparation programs in particular. 

Because this approach to the field produces men and women who, 
in Hills's (1975} eyes, are little more than spectators in their own 
schools, we now know that "there is room for, and need for, dramatic 
changes in how principals understand their vocation" (Miklos, 1990, 
p. 339). The organizing framework for school administration as a 
field of activity is student learning, the effects of schooling on 
children and young adults (Erickson, 1977, 1979). Or, as Evans (1991) 
puts it, "the deep significance of the task of school administration 
is to be found in the pedagogkal ground of its vocation"; it is, in 
fact, " the notion of education that gives the idea of leadership its 
whole purpose" (pp. 17, 3). Therefore, "the first quality ... educa
tional leaders of the future sho uld have is a deep, empirically 
grounded, and unsentimental understanding of some aspect of 
teaching and learning" (Elmore, 1990, p. 64). The school admini
strator of the future "needs to be reasonably well grounded in de
velopmental psychology, learning s ituations, socialization, cultural 
variation, ins tructional methods and materials, and curricular 
d evelopment" (Hills, 1975, p. 13). Programs for tomorrow's leaders 
need to restore " to educational administration what belongs to it, 
namely a deeply educative and pedagogic interest in the lives of 
children and young people" (Evans, 1991, p. 17). This shift in goals 
leads to a redirection in training programs from management to 
education by reconnecting adminis tration with its original roots in 
teaching (Goldhammer, 1983). 

Inquiry 

(W]e need to reconceptualize our research training [for profes
sional educators] so that the process of inquiry becomes central. 
(Muth, 1989, p. 5) 

Facilitating the development of inquiry skills, or enhancing the 
thinking abilities of students, should be the third goal of reconstruc
tured preparation programs. Consistent with the tenets of the be
havioral psychology approach to learning that undergirds existing 
preparation programs (see Chapter S), the operant goal in training 
programs is the transfer of knowledge from faculty to students . 
Furthermore, "most programs have emphasized the solutions to 
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algorit~~ic tasks as opposed to heuristic ones" (Bryant, 1988, p . 10). 
I~ add1ho~ to the weaknesses of the transmission model of learning 
discussed m Chapter 5, knowledge transfer is an inappropriate pri
mary goal_for a variety of reasons. To begin with, as we have noted 
repeat_ed~y, the process of defining educational administration by 
est~bhshmg a knowledge base and then backward mapping prepa
ration from this content leads to distortions and dysfunctions in 
training programs. Furthermore, since it is becoming more obvious 
that there is not a codifiable knowledge base in educational admin
i~tra tion ~nd that ~fforts to develop one are not likely to be espe
cially fruitful, makmg the transfer of predefined chunks of informa
tion the center of preparation seems counterproductive.8 Such a 
process is also inconsistent with the dynamics of the administrative 
environment, a "scruffy" world (Sergiovanni, 1991b, p . 4) "full of 
u~~nowns where creative problem solving is likely to pay more 
d1v1dends over the long run than superficial answers in the short 
run" (Bryant, 1988, pp. 13-14). Finally, as: Culbertson (1964) reminds 
us, inquiry is central to the moral and educational goals d iscussed 
earlier, especially "in updating the meaning of educational pur
poses" (p. 321) . 
. In programs to pr~pare tomorrow's leaders, it is important that 
mquiry occupy the high ground- that our students "acquire, above 
all else, the attitudes and skills of inquiry" (Erickson, 1964, p. 60). 
The focus should be less on acquiring information and discrete 
techn~cal skills than on "cognitive and metacognitive processes" 
(Prestme & LeGrand, 1990, p. 13) and on learning the skills and habits 
of" conceptual literacy" (Giroux, 1988, p. 8) and "clinical reasoning" 
(Copel~nd, 1989, p. 10). Within the context of values, and based 
upon firm pedagogical foundations, process issues should d isplace 
c?~tent coverage at center stage (Hills, 1975). Procedural knowledge 
- knowledge about how to perform various cognitive activities" 
a. Anderson, 1990, p. 219)- rather than declarative knowledge-
knowledge about facts, things, and associations-becomes the pri
mary focus (Ohde & Murphy, in press). Construction of knowledge 
should move to the foreground, the dissemination of information to 
the ba:,kground (Bransford, 1991; Fisher, 1990; Stigler & Stevenson, 
1991); Course content becomes a part of the process rather than an 
end in itself" (Prestine & LeGrand, 1990, p. 15). The spotlight should 
be on "those thought processes that precede purposeful ... action" 
(Copeland, 1989, p. 10), on the construction of knowledge, and on 
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understanding: "A preparation program with an inquiry orienta
tion ... would have the virtue of producing seekers of knowledge 
rather than the providers of answers" (Bryant, 1988, pp. 14-15). 
Specific inquiry foci that would shape· educational experiences
within the framework of practice-driven, problem-based activities 
- include ways of perceiving and knowing9 (e.g., seeing issues from 
multiple perspectives, reading situations), interpreting (e.g., critical 
analysis and reflection, including unpacking the concepts, lan
guage, and values of daily life10), and shaping activity (e.g., problem 
framing). "The common language and skills developed in such pro
grams would be those [of] inquiry, problem finding, problem defin
ing, and problem solving" (Muth, 1989, p. 12). The paradigmatic 
shift here is from behavioral psychology to cognitive constructivist 
approaches to learning. 

Tlte Human Condition 

The significant influence of study comes .. . through altering the 
conceptioris . . . of the human being and of human behavior which 
serve as the context for administrative practice. (Hills, 1975, p. 3) 

The final major goal of preparation programs for the future is to 
help our students learn to work productively with people, to lead 
in the broadest sense of the term. Although we have known for some 
time now "that the crucial task of the school administrator is that of 
helping people make good decisions" (AASA, 1960, p. 176), we have 
not approached this goal with much reflection or imagination in our 
training programs. As we saw in Chapter 5, the bureaucratic con
ception of management has focused on people as means rather than 
as ends. If Hills (1975) is right, and I think he is, that "the heart of 
the matter [educational leadership} seems to be how one behaves to
ward people," and that it is ufar more important .. . that [the leader} 
have a reasonably adequate conception of the human condition than 
he have at his fingertips the most recent work in -' the politics of 
education,' 'the economics of education,' or 'organizational change' " 
(p. 12), then we need to rethink strategies to ensure that our prepa
ration programs more effectively promote understanding of the 
human condition and more systematically provide a context for 
bringing that knowledge to bear on problems of education. Changes 
required in preparation programs in order to highlight this goal 
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include: the creation of learning communities that incorporate un
derstandings of the human condition; the infusion of content from 
a greater variety of areas, especially the humanities; and the use of 
instructional approaches that promote cooperative effort, dialogue, 
and reflection. 

Principles for Developing New Programs 

The paradigm shift and the presence of alternative perspectives in 
administrative theory suggest that the time is right for allowing 
administrator preparation programs to reconsider their standard 
coursework and to try out different training models. (Foster, 1988, 
p. 78) 

Perhaps the day may come when entire preparation programs in 
educational administration are focused on the development of ethkal 
competence, with the selection of social science and humanistic 
content and of instructional mate.rials and field experiences being 
determined by the nature of a few crucial ethical problems around 
which the programs are 'built. (Farquhar, 1968, p. 203) 

As with the issue of goals, the essential problem in defining prin
ciples consists of dearly identifyinig a few broad areas. In educa
tional administration, we have invested considerable energy in trying 
to develop analogs to the periodic table--especially lists of func
tions, competencies, skills, courses, and so forth. Similar efforts at 
this juncture in our history may not present us ·with an especially 
clear path. What the field lacks is not lists but "over-arching gestalt 
conceptions shaping preparation programs" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 
1971a, p. 11). Perhaps it makes most sense at this transition period 
to develop a relatively short but robust set of principles that com
prise a gestalt of preparation and then to orient the education of 
school administrators toward these ideas. This strategy is both 
different from the catalog development procedures currently em
ployed and consistent with the emerging views of knowledge con
struction presen ted in Chapters S and 6. For organizational pur
poses only, 11 essential principles for the development of preparation 
programs for leaders of tomorrow's schools are divided into two 
sections-curricular and instructional revisions. 
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More of the same--more courses, more requirements, more pro
grams-may not be the best way to improve training and prepare 
administrators for the 1990s and beyond. (Mulkeen & Cooper, 
1989, p. 10) 

The curriculum in reconstructed preparation programs should be 
characterized by authenticity, complexity, and interrelatedness. The 
following principles appear particularly appropriate for the rede
sign work: 

1. The program should be designed to help students develop the 
capacity to learn (as opposed to accumulating information). 

2. The program should feature multisource, interrelated content (as 
opposed to a single-source, multidisciplinary approach). 

3. The curriculum should be constructed "out of generative topics" 
(Perkins, 1991, p. 6), "essential questions" (Wasley, 1991, p. 42), or 
around authentic problems of practice (as opposed to being based 
on roles or academic disciplines). 

4. The emphasis should be on depth of experiences (as opposed to 
content coverage). 

s. The program should use original source documents (as opposed 
to textbooks). 

6. The program should feature a single core curriculum (as opposed 
to specialized programs). 

7. Professor choice is a key to developing good curricular experi-
ences (as opposed to prescribed learning sequences). 

Implicit in these principles is a rejection of the followi~g norms ~at 
characterize current preparation programs: {a) t~~ belief the admu~
istrators can be prepared to deal with the spec1f1c content of thetr 
jobs, and that we can do this better by prepar_ing people fo~ e~er 
more discrete roles; (b) equating preparation with the transmission 
of a "systematized body of knowledge" (Gregg, 1969, p. 997)
either dis·crete technical ski1Is12 or discipline-based content; (c) the 
separation of administration from ed_ucation and values; and (d) 
distinctions between theory and practice. 
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In the stead of the above norms s tand a variety of new conceptions 
about preparation content. At the most fundamental level, the prin
ciples lis ted above portray a dramatic shift in our understanding of 
knowledge. Knowledge is .a tool, not a product. Starting from this 
viewpoint, 

whether or not one finds specific applications for spedfic learn
ings, is less important than the general orientation, world view, or 
whatever, that one constructs out of the variety of things experi
enced and learned. (Hills, 1975, p. 15) 

At the same time, we are experiencing a shift in the nature of 
knowledge-to "a kind of knowledge that is rooted in action rather 
than cognition" (Petrie, 1990, p. 20; see also Perkins, 1991). The 
principles that should guide the restructuring of program content 
are grounded in the belief tha t the type of "knowledge needed to act 
competently as a principal relies more on the capacity to grasp mean
ing (a hermeneutic activity) than it relies on the possession of an 
abstract body of empirically derived skills and knowledge" (Evans, 
1991, p . 7). Because administrative behavior in reality is "governed 
to a considerable degree by a rather generalized, closely interrelated 
m ixture of empirical beliefs and values" (Hills, 1975, p. 2), they also 
acknowledge the fact that m eaning is best nurtured in a context that 
underscores the development and use of three types of knowledge 
-craft, scientific, and moral. The design principles also reveal that 
educational administration needs to be studied as" a field of practice 
on its own turf and in terms of its own dynamics" (Immegart, 1990, 
p. 6; see also Cunningham, 1990a; Miklos, 1990). Finally, founded 

. on the belief that the theory-practice dichotomy is largely an artifact 
of perspective and that efforts to bridge this perceived gap will fail 
as long as we continue attempting to map one domain onto the 
other, the view of knowledge contained in the seven principles 
outlined above is based on a model of integrated spirals of ways of 
knowing and acting. This mindscape both rejects out of hand the 
separation of theory from practice (and practice from theory) and, 
within the context of preparation, links these two formerly discrete 
concepts in such a way as to render meaningless a discussion of one 
without the other (Prestine & LeGrand, 1990). 
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These principles differentiate content in the new preparation 
programs from more traditional ones in other ways as w ell. To begin 
with, they require a multisource approach to providing s tudents 
with educational experiences. Such an approach stands in stark 
contrast to earlier attempts to identify the one most appropriate con
tent base for preparation programs. Equally important, the "multi
source approach suggests abandoning the practice of simplification 
by isolation and adopting the strategy of simplification by integra
tion" (lrart-Nejad, McKeachie, & Berliner, 1990, p. 513). The multi
source strategy, developed "out of the vastness of organized knowl
edge ... that appears most relevant to the practitioner's tasks" 
(Walton, 1962, p. 93), focuses attention on three broad areas or ways 
of knowing: philosophy (Culbertson, 1962; C. Hodgkinson, 1975) 
and the humanities (Culbertson, 1964; Farquhar, 1968; Halpin, 1960; 
Harlow, 1962; Popper, 1982, 1987); the social and behavioral sciences 
(see Chapters 3 and 4); and other professions (Soder, 1988), espe
cially the helping professions (Cwmingham, 1990a; Harbaugh, Casto, 
& Burgess-Ellison, 1987). It is humanities-oriented, scientifically 
grounded, and interprofessional in conception. It focuses on values, 
on education broadly defined, and on " the uniqueness of admini
strative functions in education" (Miklos, 1983, p. 164). In tenns of 
integration, the new design encompasses two changes. The con
struction principles facilitate the fusing of knowledge from the three 
sources noted above by situating learning in context. Establishing 
interconnectedness through simplification also means a shift from 
macro-level integration strategies that focus on developing multi
disciplinary expertise, often at high levels of abstraction, to micro
level strategies that highlight an "ongoing process that brings to
gether diverse influences of many sources bearing on the solution 
to a complex problem" (Iran-Nejad et al., 1990, p. 511) of practice. 
Separate disciplines are accepted for what they a re: "artificial parti
tions with historical roots of limited contemporary significance" 
(Perkins, 1991, p. 7). 

These prin_ciples signal a fairly substantial shift in the way we 
think about the content that shapes learning experiences. At the 
structural level, the design acknowledges "the inadequacies of the 
usual course-added-to-course approach to the preparation of school 
administrators" (McIntyre, 1957, p. 4). It also makes clear that 
"departments which undertake to nurture educational vision will 
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also have to eliminate content from established programs" (Culbert
son, 1988b, p. 30) and that developers will need to value the depth 
of learning experiences more highly than the number of courses com
pleted. A~ the heart of the new structure is a substantive change in 
the conception of program content, a shift from the nearly exclusive 
focus on the liberal arts/ philosophy of the ideological era, from the 
folklore base of the prescriptive era, and from the behavioral science 
methods of the scientific era. The change is to a "'learning-in-action' 
context for graduate education" (Silver, 1978a, p. 205), or what are 
becoming known as "real people, real life" (Willower, 1988, p. 731), 
clinically based (Griffiths, 1977), and problem-based strategies 
(Bridges & Hallinger, 1991).13 The "alternative model ... recognizes 
the legitimacy of, and addresses, the practitioner .orientation" (Muth, 
1989, p . 9). It locates the development of needed knowledge and 
"research skills in the problems and contexts with which practition
ers must contend" (p. 9). The seven design principles address the 
calls of both humanities-oriented and social science-oriented pro
fessors for a more inductive approach to preparation-one that "starts 
with a primary focus on real, contemporary ethical problems con
fronting educational administrators and then delves selectively into 
humanistic content from time to time as circumstances dictate" 
(Farquhar, 1981, p. 200), and one that begins "with a specification of 
the substance of administration and attempt[s] to identify the areas 
in which this overlaps with the substance of the various social 
sciences" (Cunningham et al., 1963, p. 97).14 

The problem-based framework draws upon a variety of forces. To 
begin with, this approach recognizes "that attention to administra
tive functions such as budgeting, finance, school law, organizational 

. theory, curriculum development, and supervision lacks transforma
tive power'' (Cm1ningharn, 1990a, p. 5) and is consistent with a 
growing recognition of the need for the development of a "knowl
edge base organized around problems of practice" (Griffiths et al., 
1988b, p. 301; see also J. Murphy, 1990h; Silver, 1986, 1987). It re
orients preparation in such a way that the "distinctive quality" of 
the knowledge base becomes its "relevance to the problems faced by 
practitioners" (Lortie, 1962, p. 78). At the same time, there is a de
veloping belief in the field that this approach is particularly useful 
in meeting the four program goals discussed earlier 0- Murphy, 
1990h). For example, because many "of the past findings have 
simply shown that our approaches to direct teaching of values or 
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teaching by example have been dysfunctional" (C. Hodgkinson, 1975, 
p. 13), Farquhar (1981) suggests that "ethical competence . .. should 
be approached inductively in an educational administration prob
lem solving way" (p. 203). Evans (1991) makes a similar claim when 
he argues that "questions of meaning cannot be addressed in the 
abstract but must be referred to the practical world of the here and 
now, the experienced and experienceable world of concrete acts and 
real events" (p. 5). Similar arguments for mastery of the other prep
aration goals-education, inquiry, and knowledge of the human 
condition-have been drawn by J. Murphy and Hallinger (1987), Muth 
(1989), and Hills (1975), respectively. 

Considerable support is also being generated for the propositions 
that: (a) anchoring learning in "macrocontexts" or "complex prob
lem spaces" {Cognition and Technology Group, 1990, p. 3) for ex
tended periods facilitates learning to learn or the construction of 
meaning (Bransford, 1991; Brown et al, 1989; A. Collins et al, 1991); 
(b) "the most important goal of education is to prepare students for 
action ... and that the best way to do this is, presumably, to provide 
students with problem-solving experiences that are similar to situ
ations that they will encounter later on" (Bransford et al., 1989, p. 493); 
and (c) "problem-oriented learning environments" (p. 470) that focus 
on "complex, meaningful task[s)" (Means & Knapp, 1991, p. 9) and 
"situated cognition" (Brown et al., 1989, p. 32) promote clinical reason
ing and the use and transfer of knowledge more effectively than do 
more traditional learning formats (Cognition and Technology Group, 
1990; Copeland, 1989; Stigler & Stevenson, 1991). 

Finally, the practice-oriented, problem-based approach is draw
ing momentum from the fact that it provides a learning context more 
consistent with the context that students fac,e on the job (Bridges & 
Hallinger, 1991). In an influential 1974 essay, March reminded us 
that one 

of the persistent difficulties with programs for reform in the train
ing of administrators is the tendency to try to improve managerial 
behaviour in ways that are far removed from the ordinary organi
zation of managerial life. Unless we start from an awareness of 
what administrators do and some idea of why they organize their 
lives in the way that they do, we are likely to generate recommen• 
dations that are naive. (p. 25) 
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The real-life, real-people model p roposed to prepare leaders for to
morrow's schools confronts this issue directly. Its framework re
flects the beliefs: "that the most obvious characteristic of school 
administr~Hon is the job's tincompromising insistence that a host of 
things get done" (AASA, 1960, p. 175); that "understanding practice 
is the single most important precondition for improving practice" 
(Levine et al., 1987, p. 160); and that this understanding is best forged 
in an environment-one more disorderly than orderly (Erickson, 
1977; Sergiovanni, 1991b)-that matches the one confronting ad
ministrators. Underlying these beliefs is the tenet that "clinical reason
ing .. . appears to develop as a consequence of experiences w ith 
clinical environments" (Copeland, 1989, p. 12). Implicit in the de
sign is recognition of T. Greenfield's (1988) admonition that "admin
istrators know administratiQn, scientists don't" (p. 155). The 
focus of attention is thus on real issues in the field (Crowson & 
McPherson, 1987; Muth, 1'989). 

How would a curricular program based on the ideas and princi
ples noted above differ from current practice?15 To begin with, most 
discrete courses in preparation programs would disappear. There 
would be no courses in school law, politics of education, administra
tive theory, statistics, or any of the other titles that combine to create 
the curriculum in most preparation programs. Specialized courses 
designed to prepare learners for roles such as the principalship, the 
superintendency, the department chair, and so forth, would be elimi
nated as well. The somewhat confusing segregation of inquiry skills 
into separate research methods courses would cease (Muth, 1989). 
The function of preparation programs-having students cover 8, 10, 
or 12 essential blocks of knowledge (i.e., separate courses) that they 
need to be certified and/ or to graduate-would change. The goal 
would be to help students develop the capacity to learn, a founda
tion from which they can acquire information and develop under
standing. 

What, then, would a restructured curriculum in these preparation 
programs look like? Something like this makes sense: During the 
course of their tenure at the university, students would grapple with 
a select number of authentic and significant educational problems. 
Because this plan acknowledges that no particular discipline is 
essential, the particular nature of the problem is less critical than the 
extent to which it promotes the development of the four program 
objectives discussed earlier. In addition, the issue selected should 
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be an authentic aspect of practice rather than discipline-focused 
concern. That is, the design is both practice-driven and problem
based. Discipline-based knowledge can.then be brought to bear on 
the problem as appropriate and needed. Knowledge would be linked 
to problems and the disciplines would be employed in the service 
of the profession, which, as we have seen, is a reverse of the current 
order. The opportunity is also created for the humanities to become 
an integral and integrated aspect of preparation programs. What 
students learn about the particular problem under study would be 
much less important than their ability to employ the solution strat
egies in dea ling with future problems (Hills, _1?75). The goal ~s to 
allow students "to construct their own cogmhve understandings 
which could then be used for future clinical reasoning" (Copeland, 
1989, p. 14). 

How might this type of curriculum unfold in the real world? A 
cohort of students would matriculate in the fall. During their first 
year in the program they would tackle a real problem, similar to th_e 
following, for which they would receive 12, 15, or 18 hours of tradi
tional course credit: 

The Cleveland City Schools are seriously considering "restructur
ing" their schools. We have been asked by the superintendent to 
work with her and her staff to study the issue and develop a plan 
of operation. Your responsibility is to conduct the study and de
velop the p lan. 

The learning activity would be shaped, facilitated, and evaluated by 
a core team of instructors working cooperatively. It is critical that 
the team be interdisciplinary in nature and include instructors from 
both the university and the field. The interdisciplinary (and/or in
terprofessional) team might includ~ univer~ity ~acuity with. int.er
ests in organizational theory, educational ethics, fmance, quahtahve 
research methods, and the principalship, as well as full-time adjunct 
professors from the field who have additional expertise (especially 
craft knowledge) to offer on this particular topic. If thoughtfully 
planned and guided by the faculty team, ~he learning activity would 
form a tapestry in which practice and theory could be inexorably 
linked, and in which the individual disciplinary threads and under
standings from philosophy and the humanities would be tightly 
iinterwoven. Comprehensive contact with a small number of issues 
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(depth) would be the focus, rather than maximum exposure to a 
vanety of knowledge domains (breadth). Original sources-such as 
reports of original studies, analyses of major theoretical constructs 
as first developed by their authors, and studies conducted (by 
students and others) in service of the problem under investigation
would be used. The hodgepodge of textbooks common to most 
preparation programs would be conspicuous by its absence. Much 
of what would be needed to solve this problem could be anticipated 
an~ structured for students (for example, readings about attempts 
to implement school-based management in other localities, site 
visits to districts/schools that are pioneering restructuring efforts, 
a sourcebook of both poor and excellent qualitative studies, and so 
forth). A good deal of the work plan, however, would need to be 
created as the investigation unfolded. The students would contrib
ut~ n:uch more of the developmental work in this type of revised 
trammg program than they do in traditional preparation settings. 

CHANGES IN THE DELIVERY SYSTEM16 

~f cr~ativity is to be fostered, responsibility for much of the learn
mg m preparatory programs will need to be shifted to trainees. 
(Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971c, p. 14) · 

Preparation programs designed to prepare tomorrow's leaders 
will also employ dramatically different instructional strategies. In 
many ways, these new approaches will be so tightly interwoven 
with issues of program content that it will be impossible to pull them 
apart. The following principles appear appropriate for rethinking 
the current instructional II delivery system II in preparation programs 
for school leaders: 

1. Learning should be student-centered (as opposed to professor
centered). 

2. Active learning should be stressed (as opposed to passive con
sumption). 

3. Personalized learning should be emphasized (as opposed to col
lective consumption). 

4. A ba~ance of instructional approaches is needed (as opposed to 
dominant reHance on the lecture-dis,cussion model). 
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5. Cooperative approaches to learning and teaching should be un
derscored (as opposed to individualistic competitive strategies). 

6. Outcome-based (or mastery-based) learning should be stressed 
(as opposed to process-based learning). 

7. Delivery structures should be built on developmentally based lea m
ing principles (as opposed to universally applicable principles). 

At the heart of these principles is a shift that would make instruc
tion increasingly less teacher (professor)-centered and increasingly 
more student (learrter)-centered. Currently, as reported in Chapter 
4, instructiona\ methods in preparation programs mirror teaching 
approaches in elementary and secondary schools. Professors are 
jugs of knowledge whose job it is to pour information into empty 
mugs (i.e., students). In the future, professors will need to be seen 
as managers of learning activities and students will need to be 
viewed as producers of kno~ledge: "The instructional program 
should stress 'doing' rather than passive listening" (Griffiths, 1977, 
p. 433). The notion of student-as-worker that is at the core of this 
change ij. Murphy, 1991b) will need to be institutionalized in train
ing programs. The current focus on acquiring information will be 
replaced by a concern for students' abilities to use knowledge and 
to learn how to learn. Professors will act less as founts of knowledge 
and more as facilitators, modelers, and coaches who invest students 
with responsibility for their own learning and then guide them in a 
highly personalized process of developing understanding (Bridges 
& Hallinger1 1991; Prestine & LeGrand, 1990). 

The lecture-discussion (teaching is telling) model that dominates 
instruction in traditional preparation programs gives way to "meth
odological flexibility" (Culbertson & Farquhar, 1971c, p. 14) and to 
a greater variety of approaches when teaching for meaningful un
derstanding replaces content coverage as a goal. Since what "the in
dividual learns about liimself could well be the most important 
learning that he experiences ... [and since] the mass-produced grad
uating class is a crime against human dignity and intelligence" 
(McIntyre, 1957, p. 21), instruction in restructured programs becomes 
less generk and more personalized. 

There is a dramatic shift in the primary learning mode in these 
programs. Because "learning and planning together to create change 
in education is probably the best way for a person to develop as a 
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leader" (Egan, 1990, p. 59), the "process of collaborative inquiry 
serves as a model" for instruction (Rogers & Polkinghorn, in press). 
Stable "teams of learners," or cohorts, within the framework of a 
learning c,;Hnmunity, systematically engage in "the social construc
tion of knowledge" (Achilles et al., 1990, pp. 8, 9). Cooperative 
learning activities based on psycho-sociological models of under
standing replace many of the individually competitive activities 
that are grounded upon traditional psychological views of learning. 
Instruction in restructured training programs becomes more coop
erative for students and more collegial for professors. Professors act 
less like individual discipline-based entrepreneurs and more like 
colleagues engaged in a cooperative interdisciplinary endeavor 
(Fullan, 1991). More responsibility for learning will be passed to their 
colleagues, with whom they plan, and to their students, who play a 
stronger part in helping to chart their paths, and who have a much 
more active role in their quest for understanding.17 Like the curric
ulum, instruction becomes both more complex and more cohesive. 

Revisions in instructional format are designed to underscore the 
centrality of human relations in training programs, to reduce pro
gram segmentation, and to emphasize demonstration of skills and 
knowledge. At the core of these alterations is a shift away from im
personal, certification-based, calendar-based, and discipline-based 
arrangements. There is a movement away from the current empha
sis on seat time and units completed. Structures in the reformed 
training programs are based more on learning theory and exhibits 
or demonstrations of learning than on administrative convenience. 

One major change is the enhanced use of outcome-based ed uca
tion. Under this approach, it is the expected outcomes, "not the 
calendar, that determine credit and, in tum, define what constitute 
a 'course' and the content needed in tha t course" (Spady, 1988, p. 5). 
In restructured preparation programs, different students (and groups 
of students) will demonstrate mastery at different times depending 
on the order in which they tackle issues, the paths they select (with 
professorial guidance) to reach an outcome, and the capacity they 
bring and the amount of effort they devote to the endeavor. Mastery 
can be exhibited in a greater variety of ways than is currently the 
case. For example, assessment of a videotape of a student con
ducting a small group meeting makes more sense than evaluation 
of a written exam if one is trying to judge competency in running 
meetings. 
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Emphasis on the principles of adult cogniti~n is co~sistent _with 
a mastery approach to learning, as well as with _the mstruc_honal 
strategies noted earlier. Developmentally appropriate strategi~s f?r 
a<lults are those that allow individuals and small groups to assist m 
defining problems and charting solution.s trategies, to work_ at their 
own rates, and to bring craft knowledge to the problem-solvmg pro
cess (J. Murphy & Hallinger, 1987). The use of developmentally 
appropriate strategies helps nurture the formation _of a c~mmunity 
of student and p rofessor learners who are engaged m achve pursmt 
of a serious academic task. 

Central to changes in the core technology of prepa~ation J:>ro
grams is a more serious engagement by students m their leammg. 
The goal here is to break the highly dy~fun~tional SY_Stem of bar
gains, compromises, trade-offs, and treaties discussed m Chapter ~
in which professors, in return for continued enr~ll?'ent and comf'.h
ant behavior, ask little of their students. By prov1dmg students w ith 
meaningful content, while turning them loose on the quest for un
derstanding, by providing direction, by holding students acc_ount
able for results, and by creating a learning structure supportive of 
this type of curriculum and instruction, the restructured prepara
tion program fosters the type of sustained personal engagement that 
promotes both understanding and learning to learn. It leads to the 
development of what Culbertson (1964) has labeled "the perceptive 
generalist" (p. 54)-a leader who is "a sophisticated analyst and a 
vigorous actor" (Culbertson, 1962, p. 154), an administrator who is 
seen "as a champion of values, as a proponent of change, [and] as a 
messenger of participation" (Foster, 1988, p. 78). 

STRUCTURAL ISSUES
18 

Without belaboring the point further, it is suggested that unless 
legislatures, professional associations, certifying officers, colle~e 
administrators, and professors are willing to put more emphasis 
on quality and less on numbe~s, lhe quality o~ school ad.ministra
tion in this country will conhnue to be a maior educational and 
social problem. (Hall & McIntyre, 1957, p. 398) 

Supporters of alternative models believe that until the b~sic struc
tu.re of the prevailing model is changed the result will not be 
appreciably improved. (Cooper & Boyd, 1987, p. 16) 
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Throughout the history of education in general and of school 
administration in particular, we have often allowed structural issues 
to determine our goals and actions. Thus, in many ways, structural 
matters <;lefine our views of schooling and education. It is for that 
reason that I have deliberately kept discussion of program structure 
to a minimum and to the end. It is my belief that structural decisions 
should backward map from-rather than establish-goals and pro
gram principles (J. Murphy, 1991b). The specific objectives and design 
principles discussed earlier may be used to construct programs in a 
variety of ways; different structures will work best at different times 
in different places. Consistency and coordina t-ion of effort within an 
institution around an appropriate vision of preparation will go a 
long way toward ensuring the creation of a strong program. 
. Sta~ting with goals and principles helps us see persis tent ques

tions m new ways. For example, one long-standing issue in prepa
ration programs is the amount of choice students should have in 
building their individual program of studies-what Farquhar (1977) 
calls the "freedom-control" issue (p. 348). Under current arrange
ments, freedom means the ability to select a number of individual 
courses. Given the part-time nature and well-documented lack of 
coherence of most programs, choice has produced a s ituation of 
"academic drift and curricular debris" ij. Murphy, Hull, & Walker, 
1987, p . 341). However, within the alternative framework presented 
in this chapter, choice means deciding how to work with colleagues 
and how to proceed in constructing meaning. It is not something 
that needs to be balanced-some point on a continuum that needs 
to be established-but, within the context of a situated learning 
problem, something that is desirable. 

Nonetheless, it still appears that the resolution of s tructural deci
sions in certain directions is more likely to facilitate the evolution of 
programs that more easily accommodate the design principles pre
sented earlier. For example, a number of thoughtful scholars have 
argued recently that the vision of preparation described in this vol
ume will require a movement away from our infatuation with the 
arts and sciences (Clifford & Guthrie, 1988; Griffiths, 1988b; NPBEA, 
1989a), that the "school of education [that] has been cast in the role 
of the ugly stepsister of arts and sciences instead ... [must take] its 
place with the other professional schools housed in the university" 
(Griffiths et al., 1988b, p . 291). As noted in Chapter 4, some of the 
most ingrained problems in our field can be traced to programs that 
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dis tance themselves from the professional dimensions of school 
leadership. The development of a new structure to house prepara
tion, that is, the movement to a "professional preparation model" 
(Miklos, in press), will help address two specific problems that hinder 
our capacity and effort to develop alternative training frameworks. 
It will provide the context in which reward systems in universities 
can be restructured (Clifford & Guthrie, 1988; Griffiths et al., 1988b). 
It will also allow the profession to gain control over the occupation 
of school administration, thus reversing the current situation. Ab
sent some progress on both of these issues, our best efforts at reform 
are likely to be ineffectual. 

A corollary of the move to a professional model is the need to 
develop structures that create "greater tie[s) between universities 
and schools" (Spaedy, 1990, p. 158). To bring the goals and principles 
of this chapter to life, "[d)epartments of administration need to de
velop s trong cooperative relations with local school systems" (Wynn, 
1957, p. 474). In the future, "the responsibility for preparing educa
tional adminis trators should be shared with the profession and the 
public schools" (Griffiths et al., 1988b, p. 293). Alternative designs 
. that capture a rich mix of ingredients from both arms of the profes
sion are likely to prove necessary to help prospective administratoi:s 
meet the four program goals discussed earlier (NCEEA, 1987; NPBEA, 
1989a). Coopet and Boyd (1987) maintain that one way to break the 
current model is to establish an alternative structure in which "pro
grams [are] sponsored jointly by school districts, universities, and 
professional associations" (p. 19; see also NAESP, 1990). 

Throughout our history it "has been assumed tacitly that the same 
p rogram that prepares administrators can prepare professors of 
ad min istration" (Wynn, 1957, p. 493). That solution to what Miklos 
(1983) labels one of the profession's "long-standing questions" (p. 
168) appears to be less than ideal. .The goal framework underlying 
the alternative perspective proposed above acknowledges that the 
responsibilities of professors of administration and of practitioners 
of administration differ and that "the kind of people who are good 
at one may not be good at the other" (Walton, 1962, p. 92). I concur 
with Wynn (1957), and others (Clifford & Guthrie, 1988; Culbertson 
& Farquhar, 1971b; Griffiths, 1977; NPBEA, 1989a; Prestine & 
LeGrand, 1990), who have argued for 35 years that "the two func
tions be differentiated and an educational program be designed for 
each" (p. 468). "The functionally appropriate vehicle for professional 
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educators is the doctor of education degree" (Clifford & Guthrie, 
1988, p. 359). Like Griffiths (1977), however, I believe that the devel
opment o.f distinct programs does not require that they be totally 
separate. As a matter of fact, paths where programs intersect will 
need to be carefully developed or we will be likely to develop profes
sors who are nnable to work effectively in the proposed alternative 
program design. These points of intersection should be created in 
many places throughout the two programs.19 

At the same time, given the importance of educational matters 
and situated learning in the framework we have developed, it seems 
reasonable to suggest that a structure be created that allows for con
siderably more overlap between the education of teachers and that 
of administra tors than has been the case throughout the 20th cen
tury.20 If the future is anything like the picture drawn in Chapter 5, 
then the notion of a more unified profession becomes a distinct pos
sibility O. Murphy, 1991b; Sergiovanni, 1991a), both at the macro 
level of the profession and at the micro level of the individual 
school. It can be argued that the knowledge work of tomorrow's 
leaders will have more in common with teachers than with profes
sors of educational administration. The structure of preparation 
should evolve to reflect these realities. 

Finally, a framework for the program that provides sufficient ti me 
for students to engage seriously with real problems in a sustained 
fashion appears necessary. In short, "[r]esidency requirements in 
preparation programs will also have to undergo important changes" 
(Culbertson, 1963, p. 58). I agree with both earlier (Callahan, 1962; 
Culbertson, 1963; Goldhammer, 1963; Gregg, 1969) and more recent 
(Griffiths et al., 1988b; NPBEA, 1989a) assessments that, if "quality 
instruction and learning are to be achieved it appears necessary that 
able, career-committed students should have the opportunity to 
devote themselves to full-time study for a prolonged period of time" 
(Gregg, 1969, p . 998). As a matter of fact, the design principles at the 
heart of the preparation framework discussed in this volume make 
the need for large blocks of time even more imperative (see McIn
tyre, 1957; Prestine & LeGrand, 1990; Reed, 1991). Thus I concur with 
the NPBEA (1989) that, although a number of difficulties are in
volved, for tomorrow's leaders "the study of educational adminis
tration should be a full-time endeavor" and, "if the difficulties are 
too great, alternatives to full-time study should be developed that 
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will guarantee the benefits available to full-time students" (Griffiths 
et al., 1988b, pp. 292-293). -

In closing, it might be helpful to say a few words about the faculty 
who will work in these reconstructed programs.21 What knowledge 
should they possess? What frames of reference or specializations 
make most sense? These are complex questions and there are differ
ences of opinion on how to proceed to answer them (see Burlin
game, 1990, and Campbell et al., 1960, for views different from the 
one presented herein). We know that to date faculty interests have 
concentrated on issues of the field or on matters of the university. In 
the former case, there has been specialization by administrative tasks, 
functions, and/or roles (Farquhar & Piele, 1972). In the latter case, 
specialization has occurred on the basis of academic roles (researcher, 
teacher, developer) or of disciplinary interest. 

As we look to the future, it is likely that our infatuation with 
specialization of any variety may prove connterproductive. The 
principle of integration through simplification (as opposed to inte
gration through isolation) discussed in our review of program con
tent appears to be applicable here as well.22 That is, the "ideal pro
fessor of educational administration ought to be a competent scholar, 
teacher, counselor, researcher, field worker, and professional leader" 
(Wynn, 1957, p. 493). The analog is to the perceptive generalist at 
the school site. The objective here is not to deny the importance of 
expertise but to embed it within a more integrative approach to 
preparing leaders for tomorrow's schools. A fallback position from 
the ideal is to develop faculty who, although they cannot be all 
things to all students, do nevertheless define their roles more broadly 
than many of us do now. Teams of these faculty could then shape 
preparation programs. What seems clear under this scenario is 
that a part of the faculty will need to be able to bring recent craft 
knowledge to the preparation mix (Hills, 1975; Pepper, 1988). For 
this to work, it is important that these members of the team be 
full-time professors, not be seen as adjnncts, and "be provided with 
significant status within the university commnnity" (M~th, 1989, 
p. 14)-the same types of status afforded to those occupymg more 
traditional professorial roles. 
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The Return of the Mayflower: 
British Alternatives to 
American Pr3:ctice 

Paul A. Pohland 

Introduction 

One of the predictable manifestations of the current school reform move
ment is the resurgence of interest in administrator preparation programs. 
Such interest is signaled in "state-of-the-art" reviews, (Pitner, 1982), in 
scholarly attempts to predict future demands (University Council for Educa
tional Administration, 1983-1984), in the p reparation of training guidelines 
and proposals by professional organizations (Hoyle, 1975, 1986). in revised 
certification requirements, and in the search fo r alternatives to existing pre
and in-service training models (March, 1976). :n short, the field of educa
tional administration is once ~gain in a s tate of ferment. 

Ferment is not altogether a bad thing. While it may be discomfiting, it 
also provides a legitimate opportunity to examine alternatives. Ferment in 
school administrator preparation allows for exploring alternatives generated 
without as well as within the boundaries of the United States. Canada and 
Australia, for example, have well-established administrator preparation 
programs, and more recently rich and varied approaches have been institu
tionalized fn most countries of Western Europe (Buckley, 1985). It is the 
intent of this paper to examine one of the more developed European 
models-the British-with the intent of determining what mjght be learned 
that could inform and enrich pre- and in-service administrator training in the 
United States. 

448 
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At the outset, however, I will state explicitly my basic assumptions and 
their corollaries as they guided my inquiry. In unranked order they were: 

Assumption # I. No compelling evidence exists to support the claim of "one 
best way" of training school adminis trators. 

Corollary# J. Almost any program can be rationalized, but some rationaliza-
tions are more compelling than others. 

Assumption # 2. Viable alternatives to current practices exist. 
Corollary# 2. To a closed mind no alternative is viable. 
Assumption #3. Learning from one another is possible given contextual and 

functiona l similarities. 
Corollary # 3. Learning is not aping. Recall the U.S. experience with the 

British " open classroom." 
Assumption #4. Change is threatening. 
Corollary # 4. Failure to change may be more threat!ning. 
Assumption # 5. History is both bane and blessing. 
Corollary # 5. It helps to be able to tell the difference. 

Finally, a few words about the genesis and structure of this paper are in 
order. I have been a professor of educational administration for the past 
sixteen years and a department chair for eight of them. During that period of 
time I have been involved in a variety of program design activities. F urther, 
d uring the fall of 1985 I spent three months in the United Kingdom focusing 
to a large extent on the question, " What's the nature of school administrator 
training here?" I gained an initial purchase on that question by a ttending the 
annual meeting of the British Educational Management and Administration 
Society and subsequently through immersion in the British literature on 
school administration, visiting campuses, attending a variety of other meet
ings, and, most important, engaging in dialogue with a considerable number 
of faculty colleagues in the United Kingdom. From these activities partial 
answers to the " What's the nature of . .. ' and "What can be learned .. . ' 
questions were derived. 

The first part of this paper briefly presents my understanding of the 
historic and contemporary social forces that have shaped and conti nue to 
shape the training of schoul administrators in the United Kingdom. The 
second part answers the "What's the nature of ... " question directly but 
incompletely by describing selected facets of such programs. Three things 
should be borne in mind, however: (I) the variation in administrator training 
programs is extraordinarily wide and rich; (2) systematic administrator 
training as a recent development is marked by fluidity and "conflicting 
tendencies and unresolved issues" (Hughes, 1986); and (3) program charac
teristics presented for discussion were selected largely on the basis of their 
contrast with their U .S. counterparts and hence their capacity to generate 
alternatives. The latter issue is the focus of the third part of this paper, in 
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which the "What can be learned . . . " question is addressed through a series 
of " Wha t if .. . " questions. T he paper concludes by presenting four choices 
available to the field of educational administration in the United States. 

The Social Con text of Administrator Training in the United 
Kingdom 

The major premise of structural contingency theory is that there is no one 
best way of structuring an organization, but given a set of contingencies (for 
example, technology, history, environmental press, goals, and norms) there 
may be an optimal way of doing so. Minor premises include assumptions 
about the press for effectiveness, agreement on the dimensions and measura
bility of dfectiveness, and the presence of sufficient organizational authority 
to secure coordinated, goal-oriented activity. Contingency theory, however, 
is not limited to organizational design: It is equally applicable to program 
d esign. This part of the paper attempts to identify those historic and 
contemporary contingencies that have been instrumental in shaping admin
istrator training in the United Kingdom. Contingent similarities and differ
ences between the United Kingdom and the United Scates will be described. 

Similariries 

An American observer of the contemporary educational scene in Great 
Britain is struck by a set of similarities between the countries. Headlines 
trumpet, for example, "Teachers' Union in New Strike Threat"; " W ell-paid 
Staff Seen as Key to Quality in Schools as Support for Action Hardens" ; and 
" Teacher Union will Oppose Appraisal."1 Articles on pay disputes, curricu
lum reform, cuts in funding, student test performance, merit pay, the length 
of the school day, multicultural education, declining enrollments ("falling 

rolls"), white flight, and the plight of inner-city schools are part of the daily 
fare. Professional associations and professional politicians alike a re cogni
zant of such issues. For example, the theme for the 1985 Annual Conference 
of the British Management and Administration Society was "Education and 
the M arket Place: The C hanging Roles of Resources, Producers, and Con
sumers," and the keynote speaker for the conference, the Rt. H on. Neil 
Kinnoch, M.P., developed his remarks around the issues of parental choice 
(vouchers and choice of school included), curri culum reform, and standards 
(the decline in standardized test scores). Finally, there has been increased 
concern "for standards of efficiency and effectiveness" and the concomitant 
p ress for educa tional administrators a t a ll institutional levels to d raw on the 

1 The T imes Educational Supplement is the best single source for determining the most 
pressing current issues. 
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accumulated wisdom of industrial and commercial managers (Department of 
Education and Science, 1985c). As T aylor (1976) wryly observes, there is a 
high positive correlation between the public's demand for efficiency and the 
fiscal resources required to support the enterprise. These issues sound all too 
familiar. 

And Differences 

Despite the above contextual similarities a set of contingencies has made 
the British experience in educational administration unique. Among the 
most significant historically have been social stratification based on birth, the 
headmaster tradition, and the governance structure of education. Among 
these three, the most powerful has been " ... 1he self-conscious stratification 
of English society [in which] processes such as leadership, management, and 
decision-making can be seen more as properties of behavior of certain classes 
than as actions associated with the performance of particular casks"(Hoyles, 
1968). 

The belief system embedded in that "self-concious stratification" gave rise 
to the great nineteenth century English "pub:ic" (that is, private) schools, 
and it was in those boarding schools that the behaviors of "certain social 
classes" were nurtured over extended periods of time. 

Intimately related to and derived from the public schools was the head
master tradition, the principal factor in shaping the twentieth-century 
"maintained" secondary school headmastersh:p (Baron, 1956). Briefly, the 
early-nineteenth-century head was likely to be an Oxbridge- (Oxford
Cambridge) educated gentleman and clergyman whose essential task was to 
run a custodial institution (Bernbaum, 1976). Over time the definition of the 
role came to include: ( I) a highly personal and charismatic leadership style; 
(2) high paternalism (the "pater pattern") (Ree, 1968): expressive rather 
than instrumental leadership;2 high autonomy and autocracy;3 and ama
teurism in administration. As Bernbaum {1976, p. 25) observed, " It has 
often been a source of pride to profess one's lack of expertise in the business of 
organization and administration. A concern for skill in management has 
been something to disown since it is felt that it affects one's profession as an 
ed ucator." Further, until very recently this sentiment has been pervasive. 

2 The classic statement about the primacy of expressive leadership was attributed to 
Thomas Arnold, Headmaster at Rugby: "My object will be to form Christian men, 
for Christian boys I can scarcely hope to make" (cited in Peters, 1976a). 
3 The classic statement on this point is from the Headmaster of Uppenham, Dr. 
Thring: "I am supreme here and will brook no interference" (cited in Peters, 1976b, 
p.2). 
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According to Taylor (1976, p. 46), "It is likely that as yet only a minority of 
serving heads and senior staff have had opportunities to experience any form 
of systematic in-service training in school administration, and fewer still have 
been exposed to courses that embody a thorough-going management 
approach. " 4 

Clearly, both the historic British attitude toward management training 
and the consequences of that attitude are at marked variance with the 
American experience. At a minimum, since the days of Cubberley and 
scientific management, American school administrators have in the main 
embraced "the cult of efficiency" embodied in management training (Calla
han, 1962). Further, belief in the efficacy of such training has been instru
mental in formulating licensure requirements, which have ensured that only 
individuals managerially trained have been appointed as school administra
tors. 

More recently, however, the British perspective on headship and thus on 
the· training of heads has changed significantly. Major factors affecting the 
change have been the 1944 Education Act, sch?ol reform and reorganization 
during the l 960s and l 970s, national debat~ focusing on education, the 
emergent "extended professionality" of teachers combined with strong trade 
unionism (Hoyles, 1973), societal incursions into once sacrosanct school 
boundaries, and consistent pressure from the Department of Education and 
Science to reconceptualize headship in terms of "consultation, team-work, 
and participation" (Department of Education and Science, 1977). All of 
these have combined to produce a less Dickensian conception of headship 
while simultaneously legitimating the need for managerial expertise formally 
acquired. In the latter regard change was clearly achieved. Buckley (1985) 
reports that by 1980, 1,600 students were enrolled in "long award-bearing 
courses" offered by twenty-two universiti<:5, thirteen polytechnics, and 
twenty-one other colleges of higher education (p. 86). In addition, over 
20,000 individuals were registered for short courses of three to five days 
duration in that same year (p. 87). In short, the growth rate of programs in 
education management in the United Kingdom has, since 1972, been noth
ing short of phenomenal. Some sense of that can be obtained by reviewing 
the developmental history of programs in educational administration at the 
Ulster Polytechnic: 

I 972 First short course in Education Management offered jointly by the 
Faculty of Education and Centre for Management Education. 

1977 Education Management option added to the in-service B.Ed. 

• The same observation could be made of European school administrators• training 
in general. Buckley suggests I 971 as the initiation date for France, 1972 for England, 
1974 for Norway, and 1976 for Sweden and the Netherlands. Sec Buckley, 1985. 
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1978 A part-time B.A. in Public Sector Studies introduced with a specialist 
option in Education. 

1979 A one-year, full-time diploma in Education Management introduced. 
1980 Approval process begun for a M.Sc. in Education Management.(Ulster 

Polytechnic, 1980, p. A 1). 

Finally, a brief description of the educational governance system in Great 
Britain seems important for understanding the context of administrator 
training::-Ed1,1~ational governance in England and Wales is, as the Cam
bridgeshire "-1ifif.cf.b_oo~J9r-Govem~rs puts it " ... a partnership in responsibil
ity, locally. planne!'i and administered, but set in a national context" (p. !). 
In essence;'there is a three-tiered governance struct"Jre-the central govern
ment represented by a Secretary of State heading :he Department of Edu
cation and Science (DES); the local education authorities (LEAs), of which 
there 104 in England and Wales and which operate functionally as subcom
mittees of the county (shire) or city councils; and the local "governing 
bodies," which are, in effect, individual schools' school boards. The DES 
establishes national priorities, allocates fiscal resources, establishes teachers' 
salaries and staffing formulas, and communicates its concerns to the LEAs. 
The LEAs, in consultation with the DES, build and equip schools, formally 
employ staff, and, in general have oversight over all schools within their 
jurisdictions, including college:; of "further and higher education" and 
polytechnics. Local governing bodies are charged with responding to com
munity needs, and, in general, "with exercising the general direction of the 
conduct and curriculum of the school" (p. 5 of the Handbook for Governors). 

Recent efforts to institutionalize administrator training provide a context 
for examining the tripartite governance arrangement. Following the debate 
on schools in the 1970s, Education Secretary Sir Keith Joseph announced a 
national initiative "to develop the (management] expertise needed to orga
nize schools and their curriculum, and to handle resources" (Buckley, 1985) . 
The. three explicit objectives of this key I 982 initiative were: ( 1) to encourage 
the development of basic short courses (minimum twenty days) in school 
management on a regional basis; (2) to create a National Development 
Centre designed to develop a national management training capacity; and 
(3) to release experienced heads and senior staff on "secondments" (leave 
with full pay) to attend one-term training programs addressed to particular 
aspects of school management. In the latter case a multiplier effect was 
sought as trainees were expected to become trainers in their respective LEAs. 
Subsequently, the DES funded the initiative at six million pounds (approxi
mately eleven million dollars) . Thereafter, LEAs, singly or in consort, 
directly or indirectly through LEA-controlled polytechnics and colleges of 
further and higher education or in collaboration with non-LEA-controlled 
institutions (for example, universities) were charged with conducting mana-
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gerial needs assessments, developing "courses" for DES approval, making 
funding applications, and approving secondments. Local governing bodies 
were held responsible for nominating heads or senior staff for secondments, 
securing staff replacements, identifying management issues for course inclu
sion, and approving the use of school facilities as training sites. In all of this 
the formal flow of influence was from top down, but in a historically 
conditioned way of heavily dependent on consultation with and receptivity to 
influence from below. 

To summarize, it has been suggested that the contemporary British 
educational scene would, in many respects, appear quite familiar to an 
American. Appearances, however, are frequently deceptive, and close in
spection would reveal some fundamental differences in attitudes toward and 
preparation for the role of school administrator. Ultimately such differences 
are rooted in social history and the evolution of social institutions. The 
twentieth-century conception of headship in !he United Kingdom could, 
until fairly recently, trace its evolution through an unbroken, two-hundred
year-old, elite, clergy-dominated, private school tradition. In the United 
States, in contrast, the contemporary conception and practice of school 
administration evolved from an eighty-year-old, egalitarian, lay-oriented, 
public school tradition. Only recently, and largely as a function of similar 
economic pressures, ha,·e those two traditions begun to merge. In the United 
Kingdom, headship is being leavened with management, and in the United 
States, management with headship.~ It is the blending of these two distinct 
traditions that makes mutual learning both possible and profitable. 

Initial Administrator Training in the United Kingdom 

Introduction 

This section identifies selected features of administrator training pro
grams in the United Kingdom that appear to have considerable potential for 
generating a lternatives in training programs in the United States. However, 
in order to provide a context for comparison, a generalized thumbnail sketch 
of initial (M.A./M.Ed.) administrator training programs in the United 
States will be presented first. 

~ Such melding appears to be taking place independently on both sides of the 
Atlantic; neither side appears conscious of the other. Yet much of the bes! current 
literature on effective schools, institutional leadership, and organizational culture has 
much in common with the best of headship. 
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U.S. Programs 

Students enrolled in initial (preservice) administrator training programs 
in the United States typically are tenured teachers who have five to ten years 
classroom experience but little or no adtninistrative experience. The motiva
tion for enrollment appears to be a combination of the desire for new 
challenges, professional advancement (out of the classroom and into the 
office!), and salary advancement. Part-time study is the norm, with students 
enrolled at their own expense for a course or so per semester over a period of 
three to five years. 

Programs of study tend to consist of ten to fifteen loosely linked three-hour 
courses, to be sensitive to state certification requiremen ts, and to be distrib
uted (unevenly) over intellectual and clinical training. Taught syllabuses 
and instrumental learning are the norm, and considerable choice exists 
vis-a-vis electives. Independent study tends to be minimized, and the thesis 
as the culminating experience for the master's degree is becoming increas- · 
ingly rare. 

Programs are typically under the jurisdiction of university graduate 
schools and are offered by departments of educational administration or 
larger units under which educational administration is subsumed. Programs 
are typically developed and taught by faculty largely independent of LEA 
input, and approved via internal university processes; external approval is 
secu red, if at all, for state or regional accreditation purposes. U niversity 
policies govern most administrative processes connected with the p rogram, 
and processes such as semi-annual admissions tend to become highly rou tin
ized. Given these characteristics of U.S. administrator training programs, 
British a lternatives can be examined. 

1. In-service/Professional Development Empha!:iis 

In part, the in-service professional development emphasis is a function of: 
( 1) the British assumption that heads need teaching experience before 
moving into administra tive roles; (2) the headmaster tradition; (3) the 
absence of unique administrator cer tification requirements; (4) school reform 
and reorganization, which created new organizational leadership demands; 
and ( 5) a pervasive sense of urgency to respond to societal demands for 
increased school efficiency and effectiveness. Clearly it was the latter factor 
that impelled the 1982 DES initiative. More recently that same sense of 
urgency within the context of fiscal austerity has been articulated by the DES 
in its expressed preference for LEA-sponsored "short and sharply focussed" 
non-award-bearing courses (Department of Education and Science, 1985a). 
Such courses, in contrast to long, generalized award-bearing courses, are 
perceived by the DES "to represent good value for [the] money" (Depart-
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ment of Education and Science, 1985a) in addition to being "more effective 
for many purposes." (Department of Education and Science, 1985b, p. 53) 
In order to implement this policy preference, the DES has also shifted to 

direct block grant funding to LEAs for in-service purposes. LEAs are 
nominally free to allocate funds as they see fit, but are equally constrained by 
DES "guidelines of priorities." All of this is to say that in Great Britain the 
in-service and professional development of school administrators is a matter 
of national import. It is clearly reflected in, for example, the "Rationale for 
the Diploma in Professional Studies in Education" offered by the Oxford 
Polytechnic (1984, p. 6): 

Proposals for the Diploma arose from the growing recognition of the need to 
provide those members of schools and colleges who exercise responsibility beyond 
that of the normal teaching function with the skill necessary to meet the organiza
tional and administrative demands of a complex and dynamic institution. 

Given the in-service and professional development focus, the target popula
tion is also specified as at the Ulster Polytechnic ( 1980, p. A 7): 

The course [M.Sc. in Education Management] is intended especially for princi
pals and senior staff in schools and colleges. 

Even more specifically: 

It is hoped that participants (in the 22-Day Management Course for Secondary 
Headteachers, 1986) wiU have had at least five years experience as a 
headteacher ... [Mid-Kent College of Higher and Further Education, 1986, p. 1.) 

There is ample evidence to suggest that the target audience has been 
reached. The University of Birmingham reports, for example, that the 
1985-86 School Organization and Management Course counted among its 
members one head, three deputy heads, one acting head, four department 
heads, two heads of year, three teachers, and one assistant teacher. Equally, 
the Scottish Centre for Studies in School Administration reported that 
sixty-four head teachers, sixty-nine deputy heads, fifty assistant head teach
ers, and nine principal teachers attended twelve courses offered under its 
auspices in 1984-85 (The Scottish Centre for Studies in School Administra
tion, 1984/85). Finally, Hughes, Carter, and Fidler report that 53 percent of 
the non-award-bearing primary management ·courses and 39 percent of the 
secondary management courses provided by LEAs were for heads only or for 
heads and senior staff (Hughes, Carter, and Fidler, 1981). Other indicators 
of the in-service and professional development focus are present. The Open 
University, for example, markets its programs as "Professional Development 
in Education." 

A second indicator of the in-service emphasis is the delivery of off-campus 
services. A publication of the Cambridge Institute of Education (CIE), for 
example, reads in part, "In addition to courses currently running in Bedford, 
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Colchester, and Ipswich, new part-time courses will start in SeDtember in 
Cambridge, Kings Lynn, and Letchworth (Cambridge Institute of Educa
tion, 1985, p. 2) . A third indicator, as implied in the above, is recognition of 
the full-time role of the professional in organizing part-time programs. As a 
matter of fact, full-time-only programs are rela tively rare, with part- time 
programs or parallel part-time and full-time programs the norm. Such 
par t-time programs may be variously organized- as "part-time day re
lease," as "block release," as evenings only, as weekends only, or in som·e 
combination of part-time and full-time study. A fourth indicator is that 
"course providers" are likely to identify themselves institutionally with 
in-service functions. The CIE, for example, defines itself as " . . . a centre for 
in-service education of teachers and research in education (Cambridge 
Institute of Education, 1985, p. 2). Further, the director of the CIE spoke of 
its ethos as "consciously parochi~l,'' that is, officially and in practice atten
dant to the particular needs of educators in its East Anglia service area. 

Parochialism is strongly associated with a fifth indicator of an in-service 
emphasis-strong LEA linkages. In part, such linkages are a function of the 
governance structure of higher education, which places colleges of further 
and higher education and the polytechnics under the jurisdiction of the 
LEAs. Those legally binding linkages are maintained through such adminis
trative devices as LEA-sanctioned "secondments" and institutional require
ments for "professional references" as part of the matriculation p rocess. But 
in much larger part, the course provider-consumer linkage is a function of 
institutional commitment to in-service and professional development pro
grams and a shared mission. 

2. Diploma Emphasis 

Closely related to the in-service emphasis is the award-bearing diploma 
emphasis. It is far more likely that persons currently enrolled in "long, 
award-bearing" courses in the United Kingdom will be working toward 
completion of a professional diploma equivalent to the Education Specialist 
or Certificate of Advanced Study than a graduate degree.6 In part this is 
accounted for by the location of diploma programs in the structure of higher 
education. On this point the Prospectus 1986-87 of the Institute of Education, 
University of London, reads: "In the Institutes 'progression of qualifications' 
diploma courses stand midway between initial training 'certificate courses' 
and the taught Master's courses and research degrees in education" (Insti
tute of Education, 1986, p. 91). Several explanatory comments may be in 

6 It is expected, however, that as the cadre ofB.Ed.persons increases, the shift will be 
away from the diploma and toward the M.A. This trend is already in evidence at, for 
example, the London Institute of Education. 
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order. First, the "progression of qualification" refers to the degree or pro
gram sequence, that is, certificate, bachelor's degree,. diploma, master's 
degree, doctorate. Note that the diploma precedes rather than follows the 
master's degree. This is crucial, as will be pointed out shortly. Second, the 
reference to " initial training ' certificate' courses" must be understood in 
relation to entry into teaching in the United Kingdom. There are three basic 
modes of entry: (1) via a three-year certificate program {the historic norm); 
(2) via completion of a four-year combined B.Ed. and professional training 
program (rare, but possible in selected fields at, for example, the West 
London Institute of Education and Brunel University), and (3) via a 
baccalaurate degree other than the B.Ed. plus a ]-year Post-graduate Certifi
cate in Education (PGCE). Third, and more relevant to understanding the 
emphasis on diploma rather than degree programs, the pattern of options for 
entry into teaching is also operative for admission to diploma and certificate 
programs. For example, and to draw again upon the University of London's 
Institute of Education to illustrate, six options are available for admission to 
the diploma program, only one of which requires the baccalaureate. Simi
larly, three options are available for entry to the master's program, including 
(roughly speaking) (I) a B.Ed. with honors, (2) a first degree plus an 
approved teaching qualification, and (3) an approved non-graduate certifi
cate in Education plus a Diploma in Education. In short, the diploma 
program provides a mechanism for non-degree-holding teachers (the major
ity) to engage in advanced study at a professional level. Further, it may be 
used as a screening mechanism for the master's ?rogram. In, for example, 
the M.Sc. or Diploma in Education Management ("linked scheme") offered 
by the Crewe and Alsager College of Higher Education, admission to the 
M.Sc. is contingent on obtaining the "necessary standard" in the diploma 
portion of the program. 

Four other factors help explain the popularity of diploma courses. First, 
the diploma as an academic award in its own right carries considerable 
status. As the London Institute's Prospectus observes, " .. . a diploma qualifi
cation is of considerable standing in its own right and certifies that the 
student has undergone a course which requires advanced and specialist 
study ... recognized by the Department of Education and Science ... " 
(Institute of "Education, 1986, p. 91). Second, it may well be that the 
instrumental training needs of school administrators are more effectively 
satisfied through the course structure of diploma programs than the research 
structure of graduate programs. Third, the context of training may provide a 
bias toward the practice rather than the study of administration. Most admin
istrator training programs are conducted under the auspices of LEA
controlled polytechnics and of further and higher education colleges rather 
than the universities. Even in the latter case, LEA linkages may be very tight. 
Insofar as LEAs are likely to have a pragmatic orientation, the practice-
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oriented diploma intuitively fits better than the theoretically oriented gradu
ate degree. Fourth, the magnitude of the training task and the "progression 
of qualifications" in British universities conspire to emphasize the diploma 
courses. This condition is likely to prevail in the foreseeable future. 

3. Experiental Learning 

Closely related conceptually to in-service training and professional devel
opment is experiential learning. As used here, experiential learning is an 
umbreUa term encompassing three kinds of learning-instrumental, dialogic, 
and self-reflective (Mezirow, 1985). Instrumental learning is essentially task 
focused, prescriptive, and based on models of technical learning rooted in the 
"empirical sciences" (Marsick and Watkins, 1986). Dia!ogic learning takes a 
more qualitative, conventionalise stance in its focus on apprehension of the 
meaning framework of organizational participants. Self-reflective learning 
focuses on personal change, and essentially involves a process of"perspective 
transformation" through "critical reflectivity," tl-.at is, "the bringing of one's 
assumptions, premises, criteria, and schemata into consciousness and vigor
ously critiquing them" (Mezirow, 1985). 

The argument for incorporating large portions of experiential learning 
into administrator training programs has been made by Dennison (1985). In 
brief, he argues that management is a skill-centered rather than a 
knowledge-based undertaking, and hence experiential learning is the pre
ferred instructional mode. In U.S. programs, such learning is largely 
evidenced in the "clinical" portions of preparation programs, such as intern
ships, and is largely limited to instrumental learning. 

A somewhat different approach to experiential learning exists in certain 
programs in the United Kingdom. At Ulster Polytechnic, for example, 
experiential learning is at the heart of the M.Sc. in Education Management. 
In developing its 1980 Proposal to the Council for National Academic 
Awards, the Planning Team took the position that "the professional experi
ence of the participants should be the proper focus of the course (Ulster 
Polytechnic, 1980, p. A3). Further, one of the aims of the program was co 
"help participants interpret their managerial experience critically through 
exposure to the views and experiences of others"(p. A9).Thus students 
"would be expected to test the theories being studied against their own 
experience of innovation and to examine and clarify the bases of their 
practice"(p. B20). Finally, the students would be assessed in part on "evi
dence of the development of personal understanding and the generation of 
new insights"(p. B31). Clearly, what was intended in the program was not 
instrumental but dialogic and self-reflective learning to an extraordinary 
degree. 
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4. Program Design, Content, and Assessment 

An American viewing administrator training programs in the United 
Kingdom is struck by four design features-holism, limited flexibility, the 
provision for substantial independent work, and rigorous assessment. Each 
will be discussed in turn. 

Holism has multiple facets . At its simplest it refers to the organic unity of 
the program. In part, that unity is communicated by a language system that 
speaks simply of " the course." Further, if the course is structurally subdi
vided, and that is not necessarily the case, the subunits are large-Parts A 
and B (The Open Uni,·ersity, Sheffield City Polytechnic), Parts I and II 
(North East Wales Institute of Higher Education), or Stages I and II 
(Mid-Kent College of Higher and Further Education) . Similarly, subdivi
sions within the parts or stages tend to be large. The North East Wales 
Institutes' Part I (theoretical background) has four units-The Environmen
tal Context of School Management, The School as an Organization, Curric
ulum Management, and Management of Change. In short, the missed 
frameworks are radically different from American patterns of multiple, 
discrete three-hour units. 

Holism is also reflected in internal program consistency or emphasis. A 
probable planned progrtm for an M.A. student at Brunel University with an 
emphasis in school administration would be: 

Group· 

Group 
Group 
Group 

I: Theories and Methods 
a. Methods in Social Research 
b. Social and Political Thought Underlying Social Policy 
c. The History of Social Policy and Administration 

II: Social Policy and Administration 
III: Educational Policies and Government 
IV: Dissertation 

The policy focus throughout the course is obvious. 
Implicitly embedded in the program described above is a second major 

design feature-limited student choice. Programs as a whole tend to be tightly 
structured; electives are reasonably rare events. This is particularly true with 
respect to the "taught" portion of the program, usually Part I. The operative 
assumption appears to be that students have exercised choice upon entry, 
and further individualization is accomplished through independent study. 

Independent stu<fy is accorded far greater importance in U .K. than in U.S. 
administrator training programs. Where programs are divided into parts or 
stages, it is not uncommon for Part II or B to be devoted to independent 
study with few, if any, taught courses. For example, in the Crewe and 
Alsager "linked" M.Sc./Diploma in Educational Management, the M.Sc. 
portion has only one taught course, "Research and Evaluation Methodol
ogy," and that course "is not formally assessed"(Crewe and Alsager College 
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of Higher Education, n.d., p. 16). Part II of the Sheffield City Polytechnic's 
M.Sc. in Educational Management is "The individual study program" and 
consists in part of an individual field project and "five assignments usually 
negotiated individually." Part II of the North East Wales Institute' s pro
gram is a ten-thousand-word project, and in the Ulster Polytechnic program 
described earlier, thirty of the ninety weeks of the course are set aside for 
independent study. In brief, it is not unusual to find one-half to one-third ofa 
management training program set aside for supervised independent study. 
Such emphasis is conceptually consistent with experiential learning. 

Finally, it is appropriate to note the emphasis placed on formal assessment of 
performance. Such assessment may be formative or summative (the Cambridge 
Institute would rank high on the former; the London Institute high on the 
latter); written or oral; examination-based or project- or dissertation-based; 
conducted by internal or external examiners. But whatever the configuration 
of the above variab les, assessment is taken seriously. To draw again from the 
Ulster Polytechnic ( 1980) Proposal: 

There are eight assignments throughout the course which form the assessment 
items. These arc: 
• one assignment of 4,000 words in each of the syllabuses-Context, Oecision-

Making, and Innovation 
• two assignments of 4,000 words each in Organization 
• one assignment of 4,000 words in Group Studies 
• the Project (10,000 words). (P. A20) 

The Proposal goes on to note that the project "will be assessed by the 
Internal and External Examiners, and will normally include a viva uoce 
examination" (p. A21) . Further, it will be assessed on the basis of five 
explicit criteria, including potential value to the "host organization" as well 
as the "potential contribution to the improvement of the participant's 
personal manager ia l capabilities" (p. B31) . 

Finally, it must be noted that while assessment on the basis of written 
papers is the norm, and indeed the London Institute of Education described 
the substance of its " Examination" for the diploma in terms of "four papers, 
two for each of the subjects taken," (p. 94), course or final examinations as 
we know them in the United States are not unknown. An excerpt from the 
Assessmenl Requirements at Brunel University makes this clear: "Students must 
take an advance notice examination in Group III (Special Subject}. Three 
questions must be answered in essay form in a specified period of five weeks. 
They will carry 75% of the Group III marks" (Brunel University, 1986, p. 7). 

5. In~titutional Processes 

Four institutional processes round out the description of administrator 
training programs-legitimation, admissions, staffing, and scheduling. Each 
will be considered briefly. 
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Legitimation. Legitimation refers to the process of securing both internal 
and external program approval. The internal processes are not substantially 
different from those in the United States, but the legitimation process 
becomes more complex and tedious, as approval must a lso be secured from 
either the Council for .'.';ational Academic Awards or one of the royally 
chartered, degree-granting universities. While the combination of internal 
and external reviews presumably increases quality control, the external 
review by a national body also reflects the tripartite system of governance, 
particularly with respect to the funding implications of new programs. 

Admissions. Admissions processes in, the United States and the United 
Kingdom are, with two exceptions, quite similar. The first exception is that 
ordinarily students arc admitted annually only. This is consistent with the 
highly structured nature of most programs, particularly with respect to the 
"taught syllabuses," and the administrative constraints associated with 
"secondments." The second exception strictly speaking refers more to pro
gram options than admissions per se. It is simply noted here that the range of 
programs to which a student might be admitted to study school administra
tion is wider than in the United States. At the University of London Institute 
of Education, for example, such options include the B.Ed., the Postgraduate 
Certificate in Education, the Diploma in Education, the Specialist Diploma, 
the M.A., the M.Phil., the Ph.D., and the Associate of the Institute. 

Staffing. Several dimensions of staffing need to be considered. The first 
identifies the academic unit or units authorized to offer the course. In the 
United States the authorized unit almost without exception is a department 
of educational administration or a somewhat larger unit of which educational 
administration is a part. This is not necessarily the case in the United 
Kingdom. Programs at the Cambridge Institute of Education, for example, 
are sponsored by the Institute, while the Diploma in Education Management 
offered by O xford Polytechnic is jointly sponsored by the Department of 
Educational Development and the Depar tment of Management and Busi
ness Studies. In brief, the training of school administrators in Great Britain 
tends to be a more widely shared function than in the United States. 

Second, four discrete staffing patterns can be identified. From more to less 
similar to U .S. patterns, they are: ( 1) responsibility for the program divided 
among faculty within or outside the sponsoring department, each of whom 
takes individual responsibility for one or more courses; (2) team teaching, 
but with a designated team leader ("course convener"); (3) heavy reliance 
on guest lecturers drawn from the ranks of practicing administrators, but 
under the general supervision of an instructor of record; and ( 4) major if not 
sole responsibility assigned to a course tutor. 

The tutorial system, that is, a pattern of highly individualized interaction 
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between tutors and students, is a distinguishing feature of higher education 
in the United Kingdom. It is a long-standing system, closely linked to the 
research-based model of the ancient universities yet conceptually and opera
tionally consistent with the emphases on professional development, indepen
dent study, dialogic and self-reflective learning, and, more generally, on 
learning rather than teaching. This configuration is at considerable variance 
with U .S. practice and belief, and its corresponding emphases on large 
lecture classes, "taught syllabuses," instrumental learning, and teaching. 
Few U.S. students have genuine tutorial experiences short of the dissertation. 
However, the British propensity for tutorials is also a response of necessity. 
Department faculties in British universities tend to be small: faculties of one 
are not uncommon; faculties of ten to twenty, as in the United States, are. 
The entire 1985 tutoria l staff of the Cambridge Institute of Education, for 
example, numbered sixteen, including two on study leave. 

Scheduling. Three features of course scheduling (" timetabling," to use the 
British vernacular} s trike an American observer. First, scheduling tends to 
be long range. A two- or three•year program may be plotted out entirely in 
advance, including lecture dates, examination dates, specified course topics, 
readings, and the like. Second, few, if any, provisions are made for acco
modating individual student schedules, preferences, or other contingencies. 
This is consistent with the general stance toward limited flexibility. Third, 
time frames for program completion tend to be brief and inflexible state
ments like, "The dissertation must be submitted by 5:00 P.M . on the last 
working day of January following year two of the course" (Oxford 
Polytechnic, 1984, p . 24). In short, the flexibility accorded most U.S. 
students with respect to program completion is conspicuously a bsent. 

To summarize, the second part of this paper has described selected 
features of initia l administrator preparation programs in the United King
dom, many of which vary from their U.S. counterparts. These variations are 
summarized in Table 33-1. 

Implications 

In the introduction to this paper this question was posed: "What might be 
learned from the British experience in educational administration that could 
enrich and inform pre- and in-service professional training in the United 
States?" Subsequently, the first part sketched some con tingencies that have 
shaped the British experience, and the second part provided data on that 
experience as it is reflected in administrator training programs. This third 
part considers the implications of that experience for U.S. practice through a 
series of "What if ... " questions. The questions are illustrative of "what 
might be learned," and are designed primarily to provoke thought. 



Tahir. 3:1-1 
Major Varial ions Uelween lhe Un ited Kingdom and the Uniled Stnfos in lnilinl Administrator l'repnralion Programs 

Program Vnrinb les 

Program emphasis 

Program intent 

Field relations 

Initial award granted 

Mode of learning 

Mode of instruction 

Program design 

Degree of choice 

Independent study 

Assessment 

Program legitimation 

Staffing 

Admission$ 

Scheduling 

U.K. l'rnclic:c 

In-service/professional development 

Enhancement of individual and group 
skills (multiplier elrect) 

Strong LEA linkages ("parochial") 

Diploma 

Major emphasis on dialogic and 
self-reflective learning 

Tutorial; individual and small group 

Holistic/tightly linked 

Limited 

Strong emphasis 

Cumulative with emphasis on formal 
papers 

Internal and external 

Heavy reliance on tutors and part-time 
staff 

Annually by cadre ("members of the 
course") 

Long term; relatively inflexible 

U.S. Prnctice 

Prcservi cc/ graduate 

Enhancement of individual skills 

Weak LE/\ linkages ("cosmopolitan"} 

M ./\. or M.Ed. 

Major emphasis on instrumental learning 

Large group lecture 

Fragmented/loosely linked 

Broad 

Weak emphasis 

Examination based 

Essentially internal only 

Heavy reliance on department faculty 

Semi-annually and individually 

Short term; rclativdy flexible 
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I. What if administrator training programs were oriented more toward 
in-service and professional development and less toward preservice 
and role entry preparedness? 

Proponents of such a stance have a fairly strong case. If indeed there will 
be a 70 percent turnover in the elementary principalship within the next five 
years as some predict, and if the vast majority of those potential administra
tors have already been trained and credentialed, then it seems reasonable to 
begin shifting the emphasis from preservice to in-service (Education Week, 
1986; Wall Street journal, 1986) . Further, one could argue that the demand for 
enhanced principal competencies targets individuals already in the admin
istrative role, and to shift the training focus in that direction would indeed 
constitute responsiveness. 

Opponents of such a shift might claim that current licensure requirements 
lead training institutions co emphasize pre-service. But suppose that objec
tion could be overcome. What are some of the benefits and costs that might 
accrue? First, the U .K. experience would suggest that training institutions 
and their clients would be brought closer together. Second, it might cause 
trainers to become more attentive to the•needs of trainees, and consequently 
persuade LEAs of the importance of professional development . "Second
ments" need not remain a solely British institution. 

Costs would also be incurred. "Conscious parochialism" is largely anti
thetical to " national reputation" and "cosmopolitanism." Service might 
have to replace research in the institutional re....,.ard structure of higher 
education. Narrow faculty specialization would of necessity be supe~seded 
by breadth of knowledge anchored in experience. As exemplars of costs, these 
are not insignificant. 

2. What if administrator training emphasized experiential rather than 
academic learning? 

Substantial ambivalence concerning experiential learning exists. A recent 
UCEA document entitled "Proposed Program for the Preparation of Educa
tional Administrators" makes this quite clear. The draft criticizes contem
porary programs for being too much "about educational administration 
rather than being in educational administration" (Hoyle, 1986, p. l) ( empha
sis in original), and recommends that programs should be "a blend of both 
intellectual and clinical training" (p: 2). However, a close reading of the 
document shows a decided bias toward the intellectual. Even the "clinical 
experiences" have a high cognitive component. The desired experience 
inferred in the "record of leadership" requirement for admissions is largely 
ignored as a learning resource. 

Suppose it were otherwise. Glatter (1972, p. 4) has suggested that" ... the 
main function of training is to assist administrators to structure and analyze 
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their own and their colleagues' experience so that they may use it more 
effectively as their principal learning resource." Clearly, according to Glat
ter, the major outcome of experiential learning is learning how to learn, and 
the pathway to such learning is marked by dialogue and self-reflection. This 
is a far cry from mastering instrumental skills no matter how strongly they 
may be anchored in the "empirical sciences." 

Shifting from instrumental to experiential learning may also produce 
other favorable outcomes. The emphases io training programs might shift 
from teaching to learning, analyses of reality might replace analyses of 
simulations, and in the process a library of professional case data might be 
developed. Perhaps, too, the perceived gap between theory a nd practice 
might be reduced through engaging in "critical reflectivity." The latter 
outcome of itself would be no small accomplishment. 

There would, of course, be costs, many perhaps in the psychological 
domain. It would be no easy matter to view students (and professors!) 
differently or to elevate learning above teaching. Imagine the trauma in
volved in selecting the Learner of the Year rather than the Teacher of the 
Year. The status quo is not relinquished easily. 

3. What if administrator training programs were to b~ role and organiza
tion specific? 

An article of faith of twentieth-century administrative science is that 
administration qua administration contains a large proportion of common 
variance. Consequently, major program differentiation by role or organiza
tion is warranted neither theoretically nor practically. But suppose one 
rejected this assumption as some U.K. colleagues do, and argued that the 
roles of superintendent, assistant principal, clinical supervisor, business 
manager, and so on and organizations like schools, school districts, state 
departments, corporations, and so on are substantially different and thus 
warrant basically different programs? Hypothetically, several things might 
happen simultaneously: (I) the number of programs might increase but focus 
might sharpen; (2) enrollments might rise overall but fall in specific pro
grams; (3) faculties in cooperation with LEAs might have to really defir,ie 
priorities; (4) cooperative action might increase as a means of reducing 
resource strain; and (5) the concept of practice might receive more than lip 
service in training programs. The list of possibilities is almost endless, but 
one certainty is that old assumptions about program content would have to 
be reexamined. 

4. What if administrator training programs were tightened and simplified 
through the elimination of electives and discrete courses? 

Electives are democratically conceived "good" things, equally justified on 
the basis of uncertainty about the future and respect for freedom of choice. 
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But suppose one were to argue that given the strategic importa nce of 
schooling in society and the significance of the leadership role in schooling, 
student freedom of choice should be limited to the matriculation decision and 
subsequently constrained by the professional judgment of trainers and 
practitioners? Surely such a stance would increase trainer accountability, a 
sadly missing current element. 

A similar statement could be made about most discrete courses. Fragmen
tation, frequently discipline based, is a notable characteris tic of administra
tor training programs in the United States. I ts roots lie in the presumed 
preeminence and economies of specialization in a11 academic context, and it 
is manifested in catalogues of discrete course offerings. Integration is left 
largely to students and to chance. 

The British model as illustrated in the second part of this paper is quite 
different and offers a more integrated alternative. Further, the current 
emphasis in U.S. circles on "competencies" or "functions" provides an 
opportunity for restructuring programs along different lines. Imagi.ne, for 
example, a master's program for school principals structured around four 
functions-the management of curriculum, the management of human re
sources, operations management, and the management of the environment. 
Imagine also that no further course specifications were permitted, that is, 
that traditional course content presented under such course ti tles as School 
Law or Supervision of Instruction would have to be incorporated into the 
new structure or deleted from the program. Finally, imagine a p rogram for 
which course hours were computed after the syllabus was developed rather 
than before. The effects of such a reconceptualization might be quite salutary 
in forcing reconsideration of content, integration, and focus. 

5. What if administrawr training programs were designed to maximize 
independen t study? 

Ambivalence surrounds independent study as it surrounds experiential 
learning. Perhaps this is because the two are closely rela ted . Also, like 
experiential learning, independent study in the United States is honored 
more in the breach than in the main. Even doctoral programs in the United 
States, to say nothing about M.A. and Ed.S. programs, consist largely of 
"taught" courses, internships and dissertations notwithstanding. 

Imagine the consequences of shifting that emphasis, at least at the 
advanced levels. The consequences would be profound. Program emphases 
would shift from teaching to learning, paralleling the shift from instrumental 
to self-reflective and critical learning. Admissions committees might require 
an applicant to submit a prospectus detailing what was to be learned and 
how (interning as a possibility) rather than a Miller Analogies Test score. 
Institutionally defined "residencies" would become irrelevant as would the 
accumulation of credit hours. "Teaching" would largely be replaced by 
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"tutoring." All of these are, of course, hypothesized outcomes, but if even a 
fraction of them were supported, the impact on current practice would be 
substantial. 

Conclusion 

Reference was made in the introduction to this paper to the ferment that 
pervades the field of educational administration. What ultimately will be 
distilled from that fermentation is uncertain, but v.:hat is clear is that the field 
is now faced with making some difficult choices. It can choose from among at 
least four available alternatives. One, the field can blindly embrace as its 
own the program revisions promulgated by third parties. Such a choice is 
likely to be applauded publicly. It is also a choice sanctioned by history and 
one that entails low risk. What it also does, however, is increase the 
probability of "bloody-mindedness," and cloak the abandonment of profes
sional responsibility in the garment of public responsiveness. 

T wo, the field can persist in its present practices, that is, turn a deaf ear to 
the call for reform. Such a choice entails more risk, since external bodies 
will then surely act to influence the form and content of administrator 
training programs through, for example, certification mechanisms and per
haps the identification of trainers. And there is no reason to believe that 
university-based departments of educational administration will be the 
trainer of choice. 

A third choice available is to reclothe the emperor. That is to say, old 
designs, concepts, and structures can be repackaged, and with full fanfare 
paraded as revision and reform. This choice, too, entails some risk
innocence, as the emperor discovered, has a way of unmasking sophistry. 

Four, the field can search out and test creative alternatives. Further, if the 
search extends beyond national borders, the number of a lternatives available 
will increase measurability. Clearly, engaging in this course of action is the 
choice advocated here. It also entails the greatest risk: favorable outcomes 
cannot be guaranteed. Some alternatives chosen may well fail- perhaps 
disastrously so. Some may succeed beyond anyone's wildest dreams. Most 
will fall somewhere between dreams and realities. However, given the 
present·opportunity and imperative to change, the fourth alternative is surely 
the most desirable. 
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4 Recommendations of Regional and National Associations 

b. The training of media specialists and other personnel should identify the 
ways i~which they have been prepared to use computers. 

c. Princip s new in their position shall: 
1) Ha ea master's degree which includes 21 quarter or 14 semester hours 

of duate work in education, 
or 

2) Have 7 quarter or 38 semester hours of graduate work, 24 quarter or 
16 se ster hours of which must be in education. 

2. It is realized that hanges in education create new an varied courses- some of 
an interdisciplin nature, some very specialized, .g., computers in education, 
special education c asses, classes for deprived st ents, classes for slow 
learners. For these curses it is very difficult set standards. Where it is not 
reasonable to follow he usual 24 quarter ho s in the field and 9 quarter hours 
in subjects closely rel ted to each specific ubject, principals should write an 
explanation to the Stat Accreditation mmittee which has authority to 
approve the exceptions. 

/ 

3. Teachers who, as a resul of a colle placement examination, began above the 
elementary courses in col ge ma count credits given for such waived courses 
as part of those applying t the · ·mum subject matter preparation. In no case, 
however, may such waived ses exceed 15 quarter hours. 

4. Teachers shall have profess· nal training of at least 21 quarter or 14 semester 
hours of education. This ai · ng shall include work in the fields of educational 
psychology, methods, d pra ·ce teaching. Teachers of special subjects who 
meet the requirement set up by the State ~or certification of such special 
subjects shall be co sidered eligi le. · 

5. It is strongly reco ended that teacher have a major in the field in which 
he/she teaches. fifth year of stu , largely in graduate courses, should be 
encouraged. I some cases, especi ly in small schools, some teachers must 
teach in are other than their major. The following minimum standards have 
been es tab · shed: 

All s bject matter teachers shall aye a minimum of 24 quarter 
ho s in each field or area, inclu g 9 quarter hours in subjects 
cl sely related to courses assigned. 

H. Standard -Administration 
I. Standar -Teacher Load 
J. Stand X-Student Activities 

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission ,.. _ fJ _ 

on Elementary Schools .Pri.~ i ~ 
I. Administrative Requirements 

A. Administrative head of a school system (e.g., superintendent, president) 
1. Graduate degree from an approved institution. 
2. Graduate credit in administration and/or supervision, semester hours ...... 18 

or 
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hold a nonemergency state certificate required for the position, 
or 
meet the legal qualifications specified by the state in which employed. 

3. Completion of at least 6 semester hours in field for credit or the 
equivalent during each 5 year period of employment 

B. Administrative head of an elementary or middle school (e.g., principal, 
headmaster) 
1-3 same as above, A, 1- 3. 

C. Administrative head of a nursery school or early childhood center 
1. Bachelor's degree in early childhood education, child development, or 

elementary education from an approved institution. 
2. Completion of at least 6 semester hours of grad uate credit per year until 

a master's degree is earned in one of the fields listed in I, C, 1. 
3. See I, A, 3 above. 

D. Administrative or Supervisory Assistant (same as Administrative head of a 
school system; see A, above, except that only 15 semester hours of graduate 
credit are required). 
1. Anyone holding a valid state certificate based on a bachelor's degree 

with certification in another area is to be regarded as meeting the 
requirements, contingent upon 
a. Completion of at least 6 semester hours toward proper certification 
b. Filing a plan for completion of such certification 
c. Completion of at least 6 semester hours annually until properly 

certified. 
II. Instructional Personnel Requirements 

A. Bachelor's degree from an approved institution. 
B. College major, or a minimum of 24 semester hours in the subject area or 

grade level at which the teacher works, or nonemergency state certificate 
required for the position. 

C. Professional education, semester hours ............................................................ . 
1. These courses must be appropriate to the grade level or subject area of 

assignment and may be either part of the requirements above or in 
addition thereto. 

D. Completion of at least 6 semester hours of credit or the equivalent during 
each 5 year period of employment in field being taught. 

III. Librarian or Media Specialist Requirements 
A. Degree in library science or is certified by the appropriate state agency. 

5 

12 

B. Professional education ............................................ .................................... ....... 12 
1. These courses may be either part of the bachelor'_s degree or in addition 

thereto. 
C. Anyone holding a valid state certificate based on a bachelor's degree with 

certification in another area is to be regarded as meeting the requirements, 
contingent upon 
1. Completion of at least 6 semester hours toward proper certification 
2. Filing a plan for completion of such certification 
3. Completion of at least 6 semester hours annually until properly certified. 

D. Same as Instructional Personnel, above, see II, D. 
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IV. Guidance/Pupil Personnel Specialists Requirements 
A. Master's degree from an approved institution with a major in guidance or 

certificate endorsement by appropriate state agency. 
B. See m, B, C, and D above. 

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission 
on Secondary Schools 

I. Administrative Requirements 
A. Administrative head of a school system (e.g., superintendent, president) 

1. Graduate degree from an approved institution. 
2. Graduate credit in administration and/or supervision, semester hours 15 

a. Training and experience may be accepted by the chairman of the 
State Committee in lieu of no m·ore than 6 semester hours, 2 years to 
complete 15 semester hours. 

3. Shall earn at least 6 semester hours in field for credit or the equivalent 
during each 5 year period of employment. 

B. Administrative head of school (e.g., principal, headmaster) 
1-3 same as above, A, 1-3. 
4. A beginning administrative head of a school shall have 3 years of 

professional experience in education below the college level. 
C. Administrative or Supervisory Assistancs (same as Administrative head of a 

school system; see A, above). 
II. Instructional _Personnel Requirements 

A. Bachelor's degree from an approved institution 
1. Teachers in special areas, such as vocational-technical, special 

education, and military scierice, who are certified or licensed by their 
state are considered to be in compliance. 

2. Professional education, semester hours . .. .. .. .. .... .............. .... .... ........ .... .. .. ... 12 
3. Training and experience may be accepted for no more than 6 semester 

hours. 
4 . Beginning teachers shall have 2 years to complete the 12 semester hours. 

B. Certificate or college major in field of major responsibility 
C. May work in other field for less than a major portion of the school day with 

semester hours in that field . .. .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . 12 
D. Teachers shall earn at least 6 semester hours of credit or the equivalent during 

each 5-year period of employment in field which they teach. 
ID. Librarian or Media Specialist Requirements 

A. Degree in library science or is certified by the appropriate state agency 
1. Professional education completed within 2 years, semester hours . ........... 12 
2. Training and experience may be accepted for no more than 6 semester 

hours. 
B. Additional professional staff shall have at least a bachelor's degree with 12 

semester hours in professional education. 
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C. Same as Instructional Personnel, above, see II, D. 
IV. Guidance/Pupil Personnel Specialists Requirements 

A. Master's degree from an approved institution with a major in guidance or 
certificate endorsement by appropriate state agency 
1. Professional education completed within 2 years, semester hours ........... . 
2. Training and experience may be accepted for no more than 6 semester 

hours. 
B. Pupil personnel support specialists (e.g., psychologists, psychometrists, 

psychiatrists) shall be licensed. 
C. Shall earn at least 6 semester hours of credit in field during each 5-year 

period of employment. 

7 

12 
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I.II. Write the Superintendent of Public Instruction for details reg ing requirements for 
specific areas (applicants must have a major or a master's egree in desired area): 
agriculture, art, business education, business education ith shorthand, home economics, 
technology education, instrumental music, choral mu c, general music, and physical 
education 

School Administrators 

I. General Requirements 
A'. Completion of an approved master's degree program or the equivalent at the 

appropriate level of school administration 
or 
A master' s degree (or the equivalent) and an approved program for the level of the 
license being sought 

B. Graduate or undergraduate course work in each of the following-child psychology, 
early adolescent psychology, and adolescent psychology---or in human growth and 
development 

C. Completion of 21 graduate semester credits in the following areas: 
1. Human relations; oral and written communication; educational leadership; 

organization and operation of public schools; governance of education; 
supervision of instruction; evaluation of personnel; school law; school business 
administration and budgeting; and politics of education 

D. Completion of 18 semester credits of professional education course work which are 
not included as part of an approved program leading to an administrative license 

E. Hold or be eligible to hold a license to teach at · 
1. the middle, middle/secondary, or secondary levels or to teach grades K-12 (for 

superintendent license) 
2. the elementary, elementary/middle, or middle levels (for elementary/middle 

principal) 
3. middle, middle/secondary, or secondary levels (for middle/secondary principal) 
or 
Hold or be eligible to hold a license as a school counselor, school psychologist, or a 
school social worker 
or 
Have completed an approved program leading to any of these licenses 

F. Completion of 3 years of successful experience at 
1. the middle, middle/secondary, or secondary levels or grades K-12 (for 

superintendent license) 
2. the elementary, elementary/middle, or middle levels (for elementary/middle 

principal) 
3. middle, middle/secondary, or secondary levels (for middle/secondary principal) 
or 
Completion of 3 years as a school counselor, school psychologist, or a school social 
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worker which includes at least 540 hours of successful classroom teaching 
experiences 

II. Superintendent (valid 5 years) 
A. Seel, A-F 
B. Hold or be eligible to hold a principal license 
C. Completion of an approved program or the equivalent, including 12 graduate 

semester credits in all the following areas: 
1. Superintendency; advanced program planning and evaluation; economics of 

education; advanced politics of education; personnel administration; collective 
bargaining and contract administration; practicum or internship 

D. Renewal-For each subsequent five-year license, 6 semesters of professional credits . 
or an approved equivalent must be completed 

III. Elementary/Middle Level Principal (valid 5 years) 
A. Seel, A-F 
B. Completion of an approved program or the equivalent, leading to licensure as a 

principal, including 12 graduate semester credits in all the following areas: 
1. Principalship; coordination of special school programs; curriculum development 

at elementary/middle level; practicum or internship at elementary/middle level 
C. Renewal-See II, D · 

IV. Middle/Secondary Level Principal (valid 5 years) 
A. See I, A-F . 
B. Same as III, B, except at the middle/secondary levels 
C. Renewal-See II, D 

School Co nselor" 

I. Complete or possess th following: 
A.- A master's degree w· ha major in sc ool counseling and guidance or a master's 

degree with at least 3 emester cred ts in an approved school counseling and 
guidance program and t endorsement 

B. One of the following: 
1. Eligibility for a Wiscon ·n lice se to teach in the elementary or secondary 

schools, or completion of a proved elementary or secondary teacher 
education program and 2 ye of successful teaching experience at the 
elementary or secondary scho evel, 
or 

2. An approved one-year, full-ti · e_inte ship in school counseling at the 
elementary or secondary leve , · 
or 

3. A minimum of 2 years of sue essful expe nee as a licensed school counselor 
in an assigned position of on -half time or m re 

C. Demonstrated proficiency in the any areas necess for the improvement Of 
school practices related to couns ling and guidance 
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e n, 
1. Foundations of education ncludi educational psychology (6); secondary · 

education (6) including c rricu m ·or principles of secondary edu~ation, and 
special methods in subjec t e certified; supervised observation and student 
teaching (6). 

2. Teachers of English a s ial studies (generic sense) must have, in addition to 
the 18 semester hou abov 3 semester hours in special methods of teaching 
reading. 

Administration 

I. Administrator I* (supervisor in instruction) 
A. Master's degree from an accredited institution. 
B. Twenty-seven months of satisfactory teaching performance or satisfactory 

performance as a specialist. 
C. Completion of one of the following: 

1. A Maryland State Department of Education approved program in administration 
and supervision; 
or 

2. An approved program in school administration having an on-site review as 
listed in the interstate contract approved programs; 
or 

3. An approved program using National Association of State Directors for Teacher 
Education and Certification (NASDTEC) program approval standards; 
or 

4. Eighteen semester hours of graduate course work (twelve of which must be 
taken at the same institution) taken at an accredited institution in administration 
and supervision to include school administration; clinical and/or instructional 
supervision; curriculum design; group dynamics; school law; and verification of 
a practicum/internship. 

IL Administrator ll* (school principal) 
A. Completion of requirements for Administrator I certification. 
B. Successful completion of the Maryland Assessment Center Program or a state

approved equivalent program within the last five years before initial appointment as 
principal. 

Ill. Supervisors and Principals 
A. Professional certificate appropriate to level of assignment. 
B. Master's degree. 
C. Additional semester hours of graduate credit ...................................................... 15 
D. Three years of successful teaching experience. 
E. Either as part of or in addition to B and C above, completion of a balanced 

program of graduate courses, 15 semester hours of which may be in State 
Department of Education approved workshops. 
1. Supervision, semester hours ............................. ......... .............. ........ ............. · 18 
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IV. 

* 

I. 

IT. 

To include a balanced program for such areas as administration, 
supervision, psychology of learning, guidance and counseling, group 
dynamics, human growth and development, oral and written 
communication, multi-media, and sociology of the community. 

2. Curriculum, semester hours ... .. ............ .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ........ ........ ................ .. ......... 12 
To include a balanced program from such areas as curriculum design 
and paradigms, strategy and influences in curriculum development, 
curriculum appraisal, programmed instruction, and data systems. 

3. Content areas appropriate to level of assignment, semester hours ............... 15 
Superintendents 
A. Eligibility for a professional certificate. 
B. Master's degree from an accredited institution. 
C. Three years of successful teaching experience and two years of administrative and/or 

supervisory experience. 
D. Successful completion of a two-year program with graduate courses in 

administration and supervision, in an approved institution. Must have a minimum of 
60 semester hours of graduate work. 

These requirements are effective July 1, 1993. 

Guidance Counselor 

Requirements (Option 
A. Master's degree ins ool dance and counseling. 
B. National Board of Ce ·fi 
C. Two years of satisfacto 
Requirements (Option 2) 
A. Master's degree from a p 

using NASDTEC Stand 
standards deemed comp 

B. Two years of satisfacto 
or 

Counselors (NBCC) certificate. 
erfonnanc~ as a teacher or counselor in a school setting. 

gram in school guidance and counseling approved on-site 
for State Approval of Teacher Education or using 

a e by the Department of Education. 
pe onnance as a teacher or counselor; 

Supervised practicum f 500 c k hours in school guidance and counseling. 
Ill. Requirements (Option 3) 

A. Master' s degree in sc ool guidan e and counseling from a program approved by the 
Council for Accredi tion of Cou seling and Related Educational Programs 
(CACREP). 

IV. Requirements (Option 4) 
A. Master's degree in school guidance nd counseling from an approved program under 

the Interstate Contract agreement · support services. 
B. Two years of satisfactory perfonnan as a teacher or counselor. 

-I 
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505-2-. 130 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 

<1> Professional Cert1ficate 

(a> . To qualify for a Professional certificate in Administration and 
Supervision an applicant shall : 

1. possess a master's or higher degree from a regionally accredited 
1nst1tutlon; 

2. have ~ompleted three years of acceptable school experience; 

3. complete an approved program at the master's deg~ee level or higher in 
Administration and Supervision and obtain the profess1_onal re commendati on from 
the preparing instltut1on per Rule 505-2- .06 or provide documentation of 
out-of-state certification per Rule 505-2-.15; 

(i) If requirements for the fi eld of Administrat ion and Supervision, at the 
master's de..9ree level, ·were complet ed after 9-1-80, the certificate will be 
nonrenewable . · 

4. complete the special Georgia require.ment~ ·per· Ru le 505-2-.08 applicable 
to Administration and Superv1~1on as foll ows : 

(l) special educat ion; 

(11) certification test. 

(b) Validity Period. This certificate f ield shall be valid for 5 yea! s 
provided the Specl_al Geo_rgia Requirements have been .completed . • If any are 
missing, the certificate may be 1s_suecl for ·one year :upon the request of -the 
employing Georgia superintendent. 

<c> Renewal Requ i rements. 

1. If the certificate field 1s Issued with a one year validity period, it 
may be extended for four additional years after the special Georgia 
requirements ~ave been completed. · 

2. If the certificate fie ld 1s is sued as a renewable certificate, the 
standard renewal requirement Is 19 quarter hours of college credit or the · 
equivalent local staff development credit specifically approved for 
certification renewal. This credit shall be completed ln accordance with Rule 
505-2~.13. Applicable special Georgia requirements will be required if not 
previously comp 1 eted . - · · · • · . ,._ , ... .... 

' ~ ' . 
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3. If the certificate fie ld is a nonrenewable certificate valid for five 
years, additional course work must be completed during the validity period to 
qualify for the clear renewable certificate; 

(1) If the highest acceptable degree earned is the master's degree, the . 
applicant must complete an education ·spec1alist or higher degree in 
administration and supervision and obtain the professional recommendation from 
the training institution; 

(11) If the applicant holds an education specialist or higher leve l of 
education, the applicant must complete an additional 30 quarter hours of 
acceptable graduate credit in the field of Administration and Supervision, 
completed at a regionally accredited institution with an approved program in 
Administration and Supervision, to include: · 

<I> 25 quarter hours of course work in the area of elementary and secondary 
education leadership, administration and supervision, or related areas; · 

(II) five quarter hours in a leadership field experience. · This must be for 
college~credtt or .through a Leadership Academy state-approved SOU program. 
On ly on-the-job experience in a leadership position while holding a 
professional certificate may substitute for requirement. 

. . . 

4. The nonrenewable certificate in Administration and Supervision may be---· 
extended for an additi onal three years under the following conditions: 

I 

<i> the individual can verify being admitted to and enrolled in an approved 
Education Speciali st or Doctoral level program In Administration and 
Supervision; 

. . 
(ii> the individual has successfully completed,- and had accepted toward the 

specialist or .doctoral program, · a minimum of· 25 quarter hours. · · ;·_·-

(2) The Emerg~ncy Certificate ... --~ ·. __.. .. 

<a> Emergency certificates are not issued in the field of Administration 
and Supervision. 

(3) The Provisional Certfficau 

<a> Provisional certificates are not issued in the field of Administration 
and Supervision. ·· 

(4) To Add a Field · 

<a> To qualtfy for the Nonrenewable Leadership certificate an appltcant 
sha 11 : 

1. hold a valid professional certtffcate in any teaching or service field; 

2. have completed a master's degree at a regionally accredited college; 

3. have three years of acceptable school experience; 
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4. affiliate w1th a regionally accredited institution with an approved 
program in admini stration and supervision and complete an approved program in 
Administration and Supervision or complete 35 quarter hours of accept able 
graduate credit to include the following: 

(1) 5 quarter hours tn curriculum development ; 

(tt) 5 quarter hours tn superv1ston of 1nstructton; 

(111) 5 quarter hours in organizattonal leadership 1n education (school 
cltmate/discipl1ne, planning, goal setting , interpersonal/group relations); 

(iv) 5 quaiter hours tn the development and management of personnel; 
' . 

<v> .5 quarter hours in school business ~anagement (physical and 'fiscal 
resources); 

. (vD . 5 .quarter . hour.s .dealing wtth law, standards and pol icy for education 
1 eaders; 

(v11) 5 quarter hour s in a leadersh ip field .exper ience. This must be for 
college credit or t hrough a leadersh ip Academy· state-approved SOU program. 
Only on-the-job exper ience in a leadership position wh il e holding a 
professional certificate may substi t ute for this requirement . 

' 
5. complete spec ial Georgii.requtrements per Ru le 505-2-.08 applicable to 

the field of Admini stratton and Supervision. 

<5> Probationary Certificat e 

(a) To qualify for a Probationary certificate in Adm1n1stration and 
SupP.r._~.1 sJ .. on ..... ,io ... ao.o 1 ts.ant . . sba.l l : 

1. hold a professional certificate in any teachtng ·or service field; 

2. have completed a master's or higher degree from a regionally accredited 
institution; 

3. be employed in a Georgia school and have t h~ certi ficate requested by an 
employing superintendent ; 

4. have completed 15 quarter hours of acceptable graduated credit toward 
requirements to establish the Nonrenewable Leadership (NL) certificate In 
Administration and Supervision. 

(b) Validity Period . The maximum number of years one may hold a 
probationary certificate in Administration and Supervision is fi ve. The 

. standard validity period of the initial probationary certificate In 
Administration and Supervision ts three years. The beginning validity date 
will be the date requirements for the certificate are met or July 1, whichever 
is most recent and w111 expire June 30 three years later. If the base 
certificate 1s not valid for an add1t1ona1 three years, the probationary 
certificate will expire with the base certificate. 
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(c) Renewal Requirements. To renew the probationary certificate in 
Administration and Supervision for an additional two years a minimum of 30 
quarter hours toward requirements to add the field shall be earned during the 
three-year validity period . Hhen 30 quarter hours or less are required to add 
the field, all requirements shall be completed during the .three-year validity 
perio~. If the probationary certificate is issued for less than three years 
because the base field 1s not valid for the additional three year:, the · 
probationary certificate can be extended when requirements to renew or extend 
the base certificate have been satisfied . If the base certificate is an 
initial certificate in Georgia, and the test is required, the test in either· 
the base field or Administration and Supervision will be accepted to renew the 
probationary· certificate. · 

(6) In-Field Statement An individual with a certificate in Administration 
and Supervision is in-field to serve as a building or system level education 
leader in roles/jobs such as superintendent, associate/assistant 
superintendent, curriculum director, principal, assistant principal, 
system-level supervisor or in other types cf administrative or supervisory 
positions in .a school system. 

Authority O.C.G .A. 20- 2- 200 

. 505-2- . 131 Reserved ! 
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teaching fields and the service field of speech and 
language pathology. No new performance-based 
certificates shall be issued. 

G. Lite ~fesslonal.,.,.. 

Life Professional (D) certificates were issued to 
individuals who qualified for life certi.fica,tion before 
July 1, 1974. No new life certificates are issued. · 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMINISTRAnve/SUPERVlSOR'l. 
CERTIACATES-- . 

Leadership certificates are issued in fields that prepare an 
individual to administer or supervise a school system. 
school or school program. 

* 
-.. 

LeadershJp Fields 

Admln.lstraUon and Supervision 
An individual withacertificateinAdministration 
and Supervision is in-field to serve as a building 
or system level education leader in roles/jobs 
such as superintendent, associate/assistan~ 
superintendent, cwriculum director, principal, 
assistant principal. system-level supervisor or in 
other types of administrative or s~pervi~ory 
positions in a school system. This field is issued 
as a conditional certificate at the master's level 
and requires a higher level of preparation . 
(Education Specialist, Doctorate, or AB_D) jn the 
field to reach Clear Renewable status. An 

L-L __ :_:-.:~~--:.·~fl~ ~11iremP.!ll accompanies this field: 

B. Leadersblp EndorsemP.!lt Fields . 

1. Director of Media Centers 
An individual with a Director of Media Centers 
endorsement is in-field to direct, administer or 
supervise school media programs in gradesP-12 ... 
The individual must hold or be eligibl~ for a 
professional certificate in Media Specialist" or . 
CareerLibrary-MediaSpecialistasaprerequisit.e . . 
ThisfieldmaybeissuedattheMaster'sorhigher 
level. 

2. Director of Pupil Personnel Services 
An individual with a Director of Pupil Personriel 
Services endorsement is in-field to direct, 
administer or supervise pupil personnel programs 
in grades P-12. The individual musfh9ld or be . 
eligible for a professional certificate in the field 
of School Counselor, School Psychology, or. 
School Social Work. as a prerequisite'. This field · 
my be issued at the master• s or higher level. 

,, .... . . : . •-: .. :· .. · 

3. Director of Special Education-- .. 
An individual with a Director of Special 
Education endorsement is in-field to direct. 
administer or supervise special education 
programs in grades P-12. The individual must 
hold or be eligible for a professional CCiti.ficatc in 
any special ed~cati~n teaching field, and the 
service fields of Audiology, Speecb4..anguage 
Pathology, and School Psychology. This field 
may be issued at the master's ·or higher level 

4. Director of V ocatfonal Educatiots;.. 
An individual with the Director of Vocational 
Education endorsement is in-field to direct, 
administer or supervise . vocational education 
programs in grades P-12. The individual must 
hold or be eligible for a professional certificate in 
the field of Agriculture Education, Health 
Occupations, Home Economics Education. 
Technology Education, Industrial Arts, 
Marketing Education. Trade and Industrial 
Eda cation, oranyolher specific vocational fields. 
Thisfieldmay.beissuedatthemast.er'sorhigher 
level. 

5. Instructional Supervision 
An individual wit.ti the Instructional Supervision 
endorsement is in-field to provide direction or . 
supervision in the specific teaching (or Speech/ 
Language Pathology service) fields ·held. The 
individual must hold or be eligible for_ a 
professional teaching certificate in the field in 
which the individual supervises or the service 
fi~:1 --::f Sp<>.,("r.h/T....::mguage Pathology. This.field · 
maybeissuedatthemaster'SO!higherlevel.Tbe 
Jnstructional Supervision endorsement is also 
appropriate for assistant principals when the 
assistant priDcipal's assignment is instructional 
supervisionforamajorportionoftheschoolday. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORT · SERVICES 
CERTIACATES ' . 

A. Types of School Service Certificates 

The following school service certificates are available 
covering P-12 service: Audiologist. Media Specialist, 
School Counseling, School Nutrition Director~ School 
Psychologist, School Social Worker and Speech/ 
Language Pathologist Also available is a · Service 
Endorsement= Tea~er Suppo~ Specialist · 

l. Audlology 
Requirements: master' s or_~gher Ie_ve! degree. 
licensed by the Georgia Board of Examiners fo, 
Speech/Language Pathology and Audiology. 

A-4( 
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Psychology of Learning 

This course area Investigates the principles, theory and nature of the 
learning and teaching process. It examines the elements of effective instruction, 
as well as effective thinking. Strategies to improve student motivation and 
retention are analyzed. 

Human Development 

The course area presents an interdisciplinary approach to human 
development and behavior throughout the life span. It emphasizes the practical 
implications of research into those disciplines that contribute to the knowledge 
of human development. 

Educational Management and Organization 

The course area deals with the development, administration and 
improvement of the institutions, organizations, agencies, and enterprises which 
will be the deliverer and locus of family education. The focus will be on 
education, training, and development services. 

Issues of Adult Learners 

This course area deals with issues of adult learners: methods, 
techniques and strategies to enhance adult learning; developing action oriented 
approaches in adult learning programs and assisting participants in applying 
adult instructional strategies to Jewish studies. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE 

TEACHER OF TALMUD LICENSE 

The National Board of License has adopted the following criteria and 
requirements for the Teacher of Talmud License. To receive a credential, a 
teacher must complete the requirements as detailed in the table below. In 
addition, the teacher must present at least two years of general college 
education (60 semester credits) and three years of successful teaching 
experience in a recognized schqol under proper supervision. The Board 
reserves the right to require an examination, oral or written, of any candidate. 

TABLEV 
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHER OF TALMUD LICENSE 

CATEGORY UNITS REQUIREMENTS 

Talmud 30 Or 120 blatt Gemarrah with commentaries 
covering a minimum of three masechtot. The 
academic credits must be earned in a 
recognized school of higher learning (post-
secondary school level). 

Codes 12 Candidates must have studied Rambam, Tur 
and Shulhan Arukh or have completed the 
equivalent of 110 se'iphim in Shulhan Arukh. 

Tanakh 15 

Jewish 12 At least one course in "Methods" must be 

Education presented. Courses common to the 
educational process (i.e. Education 
Psychology) will be accepted. 

Jewish 6 History courses must cover the Talmudic and 

History Gaonic periods. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR 
JEWISH FAMILY EDUCATOR LICENSE 

Jewish education is more effective when it encompasses the entire 
family. There is a growing recognition that family life issues, ultimate questions 
and Jewish skills and knowledge should be part of Jewish family education. The 
NBL certifies Jewish family educators in order to insure minimum, uniform 
standards. After completing courses and participating in the practicum, the 
educator will be able to deal with a variety of issues concerning family education. 
These issues range from discussing the moral, spiritual and faith development 
theories and applying them to the planning and execution of family education 
and programming to understanding how the make-up of the contemporary 
J'ewish family affects ritual observance, life cycle events, and holiday 
celebrations. 

Training will inform the educator on issues like parental roles throughout 
the life cycle, as well as their rights and responsibilities, drawing from both 
general and Jewish sources. The educator will be able to prepare units with 
emphasis on both skills and values, family life education, problem solving, and 
ultimate questions. Most importantly, it provides an understanding of both the 
adult learner in addition to the younger learners. 

The NBL awards certificallon on two levels: 

Jewish Family Educator 
Associate Jewish Family Educator 

Specific Requirements 

Jewish Family Educator 

In addition to a level A (1)'.)0l>:l ;nm) teacher's license the educator must 
complete an MA in Education, Family Education or Social Work. The educator 
must participate in a 45 hour field-based practicum in family education, and 
complete 12 credits from the following course a reas: 

• famlly dynamics 
• curriculum development 

human development 
psychology of learning 

• educational management and organization 
• issues of adult learners 
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Associate Jewish Family Educator 

In addition to a level C (Certification Level II) teacher's license the educator mus 
participate in a 45 hour field-based practicum in family education, and completi 
12 credits from the following course areas: 

• family dynamics 
• curriculum development 
• human development 
• psychology of learning 
• educational management and organization 

issues of adult learners 

Definitions of Requirements 

Family Dynamics 

The purpose of this course area is to present educators with theoretica 
foundations and techniques necessary to successfully work with and support 
parents and families. The instructional experiences are designed to provide 
educators with knowledge of the theories an:d supporting research of family 
systems, developmental stages of family, parenting, social and family support, 
and stress and coping. 

Curriculum Development 

This course area covers curriculum research and design theory, issues 
and trends in curriculum development, comparison of curriculum patterns, 
curriculum development in Jewish schools and consideration of current field
related problems. Attention is also given to teaching strategies for adult 
learners. A solid grounding in the components of curriculum development is 
provided to ensure that essential family educational programming Is integrated 
into the formal curriculum. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE 

EARLY CHILDHOOD LICENSE 

The Na~ional Board of License has adopted the following revised criteria 
and requirements for the Early Childhood license based on the recommendation 
of the Committee of Examiners. The license will be a renewable credential for 
all teachers In Jewish early childhood education programs in North America for 
five year periods. To receive a credential, a teacher must complete the 
appropriate requirements as detailed below. Renewal of the credential will 
require continuing professional education equivalent to a minimum of three units 
at an appropriate level during the five year period. 

1) All course work in education and early childhood education 
should be taken at an accredited college or university. 

2) Course work in Judaica and Jewish early childhood education should 
be divided between courses taken at an accredited college or university, 
and courses, seminars, and workshops sponsored by other Institutions. 
A minimum of 18 credits in Judaica should be earned at an accredited 
college or university, at least 3 of which should be earned prior to 
receiving level D and 9 of which should be earned prior to receiving 
level C. 

3) T~e local Board of License, which issues the Early Childhood Teaching 
License, has the discretion to interpret the guidelines and requirements 
in light of local circumstances. 

4) One Integration Course is to be completed prior to level C and the 
second after level C but prior to level A. 
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RECOMMENDED COURSE DISTRIBUTION 
For the Early Childhood License 

Course Areas 

Hebrew - Reading Ability 
Hebrew - Beginning Language Skills 
Bible - Including Genesis and Exodus 
Customs and Ceremonies - Holiday Cycle 
Customs and Ceremonies - Life Cycle 
Liturgy - Including Basic Brachot 
Jewish Social Studies 
Survey of Jewish History 
Literature - Midrash 
Literature - Jewish Thought 
Jewish Music 
Jewish Art 
Integration Course - Relating Judaica 

and Secular Studies 

TABLE IV 

3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD LICENSE 

LEVEL JUDAICA EDUCATION GENERAL 
EDUCATION 

E 9 6 
-

D 15 12 

C 24 15 (or state 
certification} · 

B 36 15 ( or ~.tate 60 credits 
certification) 

A 48 15 (or state 60 credits 
certification) 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR 
PRINCIPAL'S LICENSE (CERTIFICATION) 

With the rapid increase of Jewish Day Schools in North America, the 
National Board of License has introduced two levels of principal certification 
which are designed to meet the needs of both the Day School and the 
Supplementary Hebrew School communities. The criteria for each certificate is 
based upon the demands placed upon the head of the specific educational 
program, with an understanding that the Day School principal has a significantly 
greater level of responsibility as the professional head of the organization 
(whereas, the typical Supplementary School is a division of a larger institution 
such as a synagogue). 

All Principal's Licenses will be issued by the National Board of License 
in recognition of the high level ·of mobility that Principals experience throughout 
their careers. Maintaining the License will require continuing professional 
education which is a major component for remaining current with the field of 
education. Study is recommended in the fields of Leadership and Judaica and 
may be completed through seminars, workshops, conferences, and courses. 
Recognition will be given to principals who demonstrate continued education 
through their publications, and lectures, seminars and courses they offer in the 
Jewish community. An equivalent of three units, as previously defined, must be 
completed every five years in order to renew the license. 

Specific Requirements 

Princigals of Day Schools 

1) Level A Teacher's License (11'.l01)'.) ;nm). 

2) 12 credits in Curriculum Development, Educational Management and 
Leadership according to the following formula: 
• 3 credits in Curriculum Development 

6 credits in Educational Management (Administration, 
Supervision or Management) 

• 3 credits in a related leader~hip course 

3) Minimum of three years of formal teaching experience of at least six 
hours of class time per week 

4) Two letters of reference, one of which should be from the candidate's 
supervisor, either current or previous 
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5) All candidates who have earned a Masters degree in Jewisl 
Educational Administration from one of the AIHLJE schools and wh1 
have completed courses equivalent to those required in #2 above, o 
those who have earned a Masters Degree with a specialization ii 
Education Administration designed for Jewish schools such as th, 
cooperative graduate program of George Washington University an, 
the College of Jewish Studies of the BJE of Greator Washington sha 
be eligible for the Principal's License once they have r,eceived the leve 
A Teacher's License(1>::>ml'.l illm) and have completed requirement 
#3 and #4 above. 

Principals of Supplementary Schools 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Level B teacher's license (Associate License} 

30 credits taken at the graduate level according to the following formule 
• 12 credits in Curriculum Development, Educational 

Management and Leadership 
• 15 credits in Judaica 
• 3 elective credits 

·Minimum of three years of formal teaching experience of at least si: 
hours of class time per week · 

Two letters of reference, one of which should be from the candidate': 
supervisor, either current or previous 
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ISRAELI EXCHANGE TEACHERS: 

Israeli Exchange Teachers brought to this country as "Morim Shlichim" 
under the Exchange Teachers Program are granted the Level A (1r.iom ;nm) 
license for the period of their stay in the United States or Canada based upon 
an application being submitted by their host institution. Other Israeli teachers 
who obtain permission to work in North America under the Exchange Teachers 
Program shall follow the same procedures for obtaining a license as American 
and Canadian teachers. 

ACADEMIC REVIEW: 

The National Board of License recognizes that some candi'dates for 
licensure have exceptionally strong backgrounds in specific areas which they 
have developed without benefit of formal academic coursework. To provide for 
this unusual circumstance, the· applicant may request that the National Board of 
License or a local affiliate assign an academic advisor who will review the 
candidate's knowledge by appropriate means. At the conclusion of the review, 
the academic advisor will issue a statement to the NBL or the local board of 
license, indicating that the successful candidate has demonstrated proficiency 
in the subject. Credits earned in this manner will be treated as Academic units. 
The maximum number of units that a candidate may earn from each review is 
three units. A candidate may earn no more than fifteen units through Academic 
Review. 

TRANSITION: 

Those who hold the National Teacher License or its equivalent from a 
local board of license dated December 31, 1990 or before are exempt from the 
continuing education requirement as described in these guidelines. For those 
who have been issued a Certificate or Permit prior to December 31, 1990 and 
wish to continue working toward a National License must decide whether to 
continue under lhe former guldelines or these guidelines in order to receive their 
National License prior to December 31, 1993. All applications received after 
January 1, 1991, and all those individuals who received a Certificate or Permit 
prior to that date and who elect to continue under the New Requirements, shall 
be responsible for completing .all of the requirements stated herein. 
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LICENSE RENEWAL 

To renew the license, an equivalent of three units of study must 
completed within a five year period. For individuals who have received the 
License, or one of the special licenses, the units may be taken in either Juda 
or education. For teachers with B, C, D and E licenses, the units should fu 
the requirements for the next higher level of licensure. Accurate records of \ 
courses, seminars and workshops should be maintained by the teacher c 
submitted to the Executive Secretary of the local board (where applicable) or 1 
National Board of License at the time of renewal. 
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CERTIFICATION FOR GRADUATES OF THE ASSOCIATION OF 

d) .£ - INSTITUTIONS FOR HIGHER LEARNING IN JEWISH EDUCATION 
._ (I) C (AIHLJE) .a ci.. .Q 
~ 0 iii 
Q) Q) -
~ a.~ 
- .c "' (") (") (") <O O> 
~-~ != All graduates of current AIHLJE member institutions who receive a BA 

Q) ·- 3: ... .. :aQlo or a BHL with a concentration in Jewish Education, BJF, BA in Jewish .a :a -, iij 
"'.i..ci,c Education, MA in Jewish Education, MJS, or MA in Jewish Communal Service lii ~£·a, 

;t:: Q.'t- ·c with a Jewish Education concentration will be automatically eligible for the J -...,00 

f 
Teacher's License (lY.lOm ill)Y.l) from the National Board of License or any one 

CJ) <I) of its recognized affiliates. To receive this license, a formal application must be 
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.... 
0 

Level of 
Certification 

E. Permit 

D. Certification 
Level I 

C. Certification 
Level II 

B. Associate 
License 

A. License 
1r.iom n,m 

Level of 
Certification 

E. Permit 

D. Certification 
Level I 

C. Certification 
Level II 

B. Associate 
License 

A. License 
1r.iom ilim 

TABLE I 
SOURCES OF EARNING UNITS FOR CERTIFICATION 

Total Number of Minimum Number Maximum Number Hebrew 
Accumulated of Academic of Life Exp./High Proficiency Level 
Units Units School Units 

18 6 12 Basic reading, writing and 
oral comprehension 

30 12 18 Elementary comprehension 
of written/oral Hebrew 

42 18 24 Intermediate 
comprehension of written/ 
oral Hebrew 

66 36 30 Advanced comprehension 
of written Hebrew 
/intermediate 
comprehension 
of oral Hebrew 

90 60 30 Reading comprehension of 
texts in modem and 
classical Hebrew and 

proficiency in oral Hebrew 

TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF UNITS REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION 

Required Judaica Judaica Electives Education Liberal Arts and 
(see Table Ill ) (from any category in Table Science (from an 

Ill) accredited college 
or university) 

3 12 3 

9 15 6 

18 15 9 

33 18 15 60 
(Three units must be earned 
through successful 
supervised teaching) 

42 30 18 60 
(Three units must be earned 
through successful 
supervised teaching) 



Supplementary High Schools a total of fifteen units may be granted 
toward the Judaica elective requirement. One unit will be granted for 
each hour of study per week for a year in Judaica/Hebraica. Units may 
be earned only in the Senior year for Day High School and Israeli High 
School students and lhe fourth year for Supplementary High School 
students. 

• Programs sponsored by Central Agencies for Jewish Education which 
are approved by the NBL: 

College of Jewish Studies of Greater Washington 
Midrasha Institute of Metrowest, New Jersey 

LIFE EXPERIENCE 

The NBL recognizes that formal continuing education opportunities are 
often limited by the absence of appropriate academic institutions in the 
community and the inability of teachers to travel to an institution of higher 
learning in another community. The NBL also recognizes that prior learning in 
a variety of settings contributes to overall qualifications. 

Therefore, recognition may be given for continuing education programs 
offered by local institutions, professional educator organizations and 
professional experience. · 

Units may be earned through participation in: 

• Communally sponsored courses approved by the NBL and meeting the 
standards of its Guidelines for Non-University Courses. One unit is 
earned for each fifteen hours of instruction. 

• Seminars, workshops, and in-service experiences including sessions 
attended at regional and national conferences, teacher centers, and 
educator organizations, e.g., CAJE, CJE, ECA, JEA and NATE; NA'IS,
NSDC, and ASCD and state education associations, or, communal and 
synagogue sponsored adult education courses. One unit is earned for 
each twenty contact hours. A written log must ibe presented for 
evaluation for each session or series of sessions which details the title 
of the session, the instructor, the number of hours, the goal of the 
session and a brief description of the content. A copy of the written 
announcement/description must be submitted for each session or 
series. 
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Successful supervised teaching one half unit is awarded for each h 
hours per week of annual teaching to a maximum of six units per ye, 
A total of nine units may be granted toward the education requireme1 
A letter of validation from the supervisor must be submitted with ti 
application. 
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Jewish Theological Seminary 
Yeshiva University 
Cleveland College of Jewish Studies 

Gratz College 

McGill University 
Brandeis University 
York University 

Central Agencies without Boards of License 

Toronto 
Providence 

At Large Delegates 

Dr. Solomon Goldman 
Dr. Alvin I. Schiff 
Dean Sylvia Ettenberg 

Honorary Life Members 
Dr. Hyman Chanover 
Max Furer 
Dr. Eli Grad (7"l) 
Dr. Abraham Katsh 
Dr. Hyman Pomerantz 

Executive Secretary 
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Dr. Aryeh Davidson 
Rabbi Jacob Rabinowitz 
Dr. David Ariel 
Dr. Lifsa Schachter 
Dr. Gary Schiff 
Dr. Diane King 
Dr. B. Barry Levy 
Dr. Susan Shevitz 
Dr. Michael Brown 

Rabbi Irwin Witty 
Rabbi Arnold Samlan 

Dr. Richard Wagner 
Samuel Steinberg 

Dr. Shimshon lsseroff 

Dr. Hyman J. Campeas 

REQUIREMENTS FOR A TEACHER'S LICENSE 

The NBL issues five levels of teacher certification based upon 
degree of academic background and professional experience. Teachers 
encouraged to enter the certification process and work toward each higher s 
through a combination of Academic Study and Life Experience activities. l 
five levels of certification are: 

A - License (1Y.l01Y.l n1m) 
B - Associate License 
C - Certification Level II 
D - Certification Level I 
E - Permit 

Each level requires a minimum number of units, which can be acqui1 
through academic study and "life experience". Each level of certification a 
requires a corresponding level of Hebrew language proficiency. The Teache 
License is renewable every five years. 

ACADEMIC STUDY 

.Acquiring units in Academic Study is based on normal acaden 
procedures. One academic credit is equivalent to one unit. ll.Jnits can be earn 
through study at: 

• 

Member institutions of the Association of Institutions for Higher Learn I, 
in Jewish Education. 

Accredited colleges and universities in North America, including tho! 
institutions accepted by the regional accrediting organizations, e.i 
Middle States, North Central and Western Associations of Schools. 

Israeli Teacher Training Institutions, including seminars and universitit 
which are recognized by the Ministry of Education as certified to gra 
diplomas such as "Moreh Musmach", "Moreh Bachir", or academ 
degrees. 

Post High School Yeshivot, including those Yeshivot in Israel that a1 
recognized by the Ministry of Education and in North America that a, 
recognized by Yeshiva University. 

High school study in Day Schools, Israeli High Schools an 
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COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD 

The National Board is an autonomous body. It consists of two 
representatives of the Jewish Education Service of North America, one 
representative from the Council for Jewish Education, and the Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education, the Jewish Educators Assembly, Educators' 
Council of America, National Association of Temple Educators, each of the 
affiliated local boards of license, central agencies for Jewish education which 
maintain certification programs for teachers and their communities but do not 
have a local boa.rd of license, and members of the Association of Institutions 
for Higher Learning in Jewish Education. Eight members at l,arge are 
selected by the delegates of the above organizations. Delegates at large are 
appointed for a period of three years. 

A. THE NATIONAL BOARD OF LICENSE 

B. 

Chair. 
Executive Secretary. 
Vice Chair: 
Secretary/Treasurer: 

Rabbi Jacob Rabinowitz 
Dr. Hyman J. Campeas 
Dr. Alvin I. Schiff 
Dean Sylvia Ettenberg 

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE NATIONAL BOARD OF 
LICENSE 

1. Committee of Examiners: acts on individual applications for 
teacher's license; prepares and administers qualifying examination; 
coordinates activities of local boards of license and recommends them for 

. accreditation to the NBL; and, reviews the requirements for all licenses 
except the Principal's License. 

Chair: Dean Sylvia Ettenberg 

2. Committee for Certification of Principals: acts on applications 
for a principal's license; interviews and reviews the requireme,nts for 
certification. 

Chair: Dr. Alvin I. Schiff 
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National Board of License 
Representatives 

1994-1995 

Local Boards 

Baltimore 
Boston 
Chicago 
Cleveland 
Los Angeles 
MetroWest, NJ 
Miami 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Washington, DC 
West Palm Beach 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 

Council for Jewish Education 

Jewish Educators Assembly 

Educators Council of America 

Jewish Education Service of Nor th America 

National Association of Temple Educators 

Teacher Training Institutions 

HUC-JIR, Los Angeles 
HUC-JIR, New York 
University of Judaism 
Spertus College 
Baltimore Hebrew University 
Hebrew College, Boston 
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Rabbi Joseph Braver 
Dr. Daniel Margolis 
Dr. Al Levin 
Dr. Sylvia Abrams 
Yonatan Shultz 
Dr. Wallace Greene 
Miles Sunder 
Dr. Hyman J. Campeas 
Rochelle B. Rabeeya 
Dr. Yaakov Halpern 
Peggy Kroll 

Alan Hoffmann 
Dr. Gail Dorph 

Dr. Miriam Klein Shapiro 

Isaac Friedman 

Rabbi Dr. Israel Lerner 

Dr. Jonathan Woocher 
Dr. Paul A. Flexner 

Elaine Kadison Brown 

Sara Lee 
Dr. Kerry Olitzky 
Dr. David Ackerman 
Dr. Byron Sherwin 

- Dr. Shulamith Elster 
Dr. David Gordis 
Dr. Harvey Shapiro 



INTRODUCTION 

For more than fifty years, the National Board of License for Teachers 
and Principals in Jewish Schools in North America has served the Jewish 
community through the establishment of standards and criteria for the 
certification of professional educators. By establishing local affiliates and 
through cooperative arrangements with professional educator organizations, the 
certification process is designed to provide recognition to qualified educators as 
well as to encourage those who are entering the field to pursue professional 
training. 

The National Board of License places a high value on continuing 
education for all professionals, both veterans with many years of experience and 
those who are entering the field either with or without formal training. By 
recognizing that individuals are drawn to the field through a variety of venues, 
the NBL has created a system of certification built on the existing opportunities 
available to individuals in communities throughout the continent. 

These Guidelines and Requirements have been developed in order 
to encourage the·educator to pursue certification through _the local Board of 
License or, in the absence of such a Board, through the National Board of 

· License. Specific requirements are provided for certification as a Teacher, 
Principal, Early Childhood Educator, and Jewish Family Educator. Local Boards 
of License are authorized to issue certificates for Teachers, Early Childhood 
Educators and Jewish Family Educators. However, only the National Board of 
License is authorized to issue Principal's certificates. 

The National Board of license reserves the right to review all credits, 
courses and units presented for licensing. 

Educators interested in making application for a license should contact 
the central agency for Jewish education or the Jewish federation in their local 
community, or the National Board of License in New York for further information 
and an application. 
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HISTORY OF THE BOARD 

Through the cooperative efforts of the American Association for Jewish 
Education, the National Council for Jewish Education, and the Hebrew Teachers 
Federation of America, the National Board of License for Teachers and 
Supervisory Personnel came into being in 1941. Prime movers in its 
organization were the leaders of the Jewish education profession. 

The National Board was conceived as a coordinati'ng and standard
setting body to be responsible for establishing the professional conditions and 
procedural requirements for licensing and for the type of teacher training which 
would qualify graduates for certification. In the words of the late Dr. Leo L. 
Honor, its first chairman, its purpose was " to eliminate undue diversity of 
standards in teacher tra_ining and teacher certification, and to make possible the 
free exchange of competent teacher service." 

Relation to Local Licensing Bodies 

Since its inception, the National Board has accredited or helped to 
establish eleven additional local boards of license. 

Baltimore 
Boston 
Chicago 
Cleveland 
Los Angeles 
MetroWest, NJ 

NBL AFFILIATES 

Miami 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Washington, DC 
West Palm Beach, FL 

Local Boards of License seeking affiliation with, and national recognition by, 
the National Board of License must apply to the NBL. 
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Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 

EDUCATIONAL LEADERS I N JEWISH SCHOOLS: 
A STUDY OF THREE COMMUNITIES 

OVERVIEW 

In its landmark report A Time to Act (1990), the Commission 
on Jewish Education in North America concluded that developing 
the profession of Jewi sh education was essential for improving 
Jewi sh education as a means of preserving Jewish continuity . 
Without doubt, the devel opment of a cadre of professional 
educational leaders for Jewish schools is essential for realizing 
this goal. 

This report presents a study of educational leaders of 
Jewish schools i n three communities : Atlanta, Milwaukee, and 
Baltimore - the Lead Communities of the Council f or Initiatives 
in Jewish Education (CIJE). These communities chose to 
participate in the study as part of a process to develop a plan 
o f action for enhancing the profession of Jewish education . The 
study is based upon results from a survey of 77 l eaders and 58 
in-depth interviews. 

This study examines the professional backgrounds, careers, 
and sentiments of the educational leaders in day schools, 
supplementary s chools , and pre- schools. The study identifies 
aspects of strength as well as areas that need dramatic 
improvement . 

Summary of Find ings 

1. Educational leaders in Jewish schools fall well short of the 
highest standards for the preparation of professional school 
leaders . Although 65% have university degrees in education, only 
49% are trained in Judaic content areas. Moreover, only 27% of 
the leaders are trained in educational administration . Overall, 
a scant 16% of educational leaders are professionally prepared i n 
all three areas (educati on, Jewish content, and admi n i stration). 

2 . Jewish school leaders also fall short of commonly accepted 
standards for professional growth. For example , educational 
leaders in the state of Georgia spend about 100 hours in 
workshops over a five-year period to remain certified; by 
contrast , we estimate that the leaders in our survey participate 
in about 37 . 5 hours of workshops in the same time span, even 
though most are not formally prepared for their leadership roles . 
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3. Most educational leaders view Jewish education as their 
car~er. They work full-time in a single school setting. The 
leaders have extensive experience in Jewish education: 78% said 
they had worked in Jewish education for more than 10 years. 
However, they have less seniority in educational leadership 
posit i ons. The vast majority plan to remain in the field. 

4. Over the course of their careers, leaders in day schools 
often have experience in supplementary schools and supplementary 
school leaders have often worked in day schools, but pre-school 
leaders have mainly worked only in pre-schools. When asked 
whether they had moved to their current community to take their 
leadership positions, 36% of day school leaders and 27% of 
supplementary s chool leaders said they had, but this was not the 
case for any of t he pre- school leaders. 

5. Although 78 % of the leader s work full-time i n Jewish 
education, 33% earn less than $30 , 000 per year. Another 37% earn 
between $30,000 a nd $59 , 999, and 30% earn $ 60 , 00 0 or more per 
year . Only 9% reported they were very satisfied with their 
salaries, but 5 5% said they were somewhat satisfied, while 36% 
said they were somewhat or very dissatisfied . 

6. More dissatisfaction was expressed over benefits : 57% said 
they were somewhat or very dissatisfied with benefits. For 
full-time workers , benefits packages seem slim. For example, 79% 
of day school l eaders were offer e d health benefits, and 71% were 
offered pensions. Even more severe i s the situation in 
pre-schools: although 81% work full-time, only 4 4% were offered 
health benefits, a n d pensions were available only to 38%. 

7 . On the whole , the educational leaders report substantial 
support and invo l v eme n t from rabbis and s upervisors . However 
there is a smal l group (about 1 0%-20% across al l settings) who 
indicate that s uch s upp o r t i s not fo r thcoming . Some educational 
leaders also lamented that they lack status in their communities . 

Implicatio ns 

These findings highlight a number of issues pertaining to the 
professional development of educational leaders in Jewish 
schools. 

a. The finding that only one-half of the educational leaders 
are formally trained in a Jewish content area (i.e . , through 
a degree in Jewish studies or certification in Jewish 
education) is a matter of great concern . Leaders of Jewish 
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schools are symbols of Jewish learning and role models f or 
Jewi sh schooling . Serving in this capacity requires Jewish 

_ scho l arship. Moreover, given the limited Judaica 
backgrounds of many teachers in Jewish schools, educational 
leaders with strong Judaica backgrounds are needed to 
provide instructional leadership in schools. 

b. The lack of formal training in educational administration is 
also an important shortcoming. Leadership in today's 
schools is complex, involving many different roles and 
responsibilities. Training in administration can hel p the 
leaders of Jewish schools become more effective. 

c. In light of background deficiencies, one might have expected 
educati onal leaders to engage in extensive p rofessional 
development . This is not the case. There do not appear to 
be standards for profe ssional growth. 

d . Educational leaders are experienced and highly committed to 
their work. This suggests that investment in improving the 
knowledge and skills of educational leaders who are 
currently at work can have subst anti al impact in the future. 

e . Most leaders are satisfied with their earnings, although 
some are not, and salaries for pre-school leaders appear 
relatively low. Almost half the leaders are dissatisfied 
with their benefits packages. This is not s urprising since 
many are not offered health or pension benefits, especially 
in pre-scho<? l s. 

The results of t his study suggest changes are needed in the 
preparation, professional growth, and remuneration of educational 
leaders as the Jewish community strives to build the profession 
of Jewish education. 
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EDUCATIONAL LEADERS IN JEWISH SCHOOLS 

1 . I ntroduction and Purpose 

Leadership i n today ' s schools is complex and chall enging, 

encompassing numerous roles. Educati onal leaders inspire vision, 

supervise and evaluate teachers, implement cur riculum and 

instructional strategies, and moni tor student development and 

achievement . They create the conditions whereby those worki ng in 

their schools may accomplish goals with a strong s ense of personal 

efficacy. They motivate, coordinate , and legitimize the work of 

their teachers a nd other staff. Leaders also serve as the link 

between the schoo l and the c ommunity includ ing parents , lay leaders, 

rabbis, and other educators . 

The current report presents information about educational 

leaders in day s chools, supplementary schools , and pre- schools in 

three Jewish communities in North America: Baltimore, Atlanta, and 

Milwau kee . The p u rpose of this report is to s t imulate discussion 

and planning for t he professional growth and development of 

educational leaders in J ewish schools. The r eport considers four 

main questions : 

(1 ) What are the training e xperiences and professional 

growt h opportunities for educational l eader s? 

This section describes the background, training, and professional 

growth experiences of the educational leaders . The data presen ted 

identify components needed to develop comprehensive pre-service and 

in- service programs. 
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(2) How are educational leaders recruited to Jewish 

education and what are their career tracks? 

This second section describes the career paths and recruitment modes 

of educational leaders into Jewish schools. A c l earer understanding 

of the career paths of educational leaders further illuminates the 

types of professional development experiences they may need in light 

of past professional endeavors and fut ure career goals. In 

addition, a description of how educati onal leaders are recruited 

into Jewish education addresses questions about h ow institutions can 

increase their qualified pool of applicants to l e adership positions. 

(3) What are the work conditions and sentiments of the 

educational leaders? 

The third section of this report explic ates the work conditions of 

educational leade r s in t e rms of salaries, benefits, and support 

networks. If we are to build a p rofessional cadre of educational 

leaders in Jewish schools , and enforce high standards for both pre

service and in-service preparation, it is cru c i al to examine 

remuneration issues . 

(4) What is the nature of interaction between educational 

leaders and rabbis, teachers , parents, and lay leaders? 

The last section of this report highlights the relationships between 

the educational leaders and others who play important roles in 

Jewish education . The extent to which educational leaders feel 

supported by and linked to community resources has implications for 

the types of professional development activities that local 

communities can implement and sustain . 



2. The Educationa l Leaders and Their Schools 

Most of the educational leaders (77%) who responded to the 

survey are principals or directors of their schools . The remaining 

23% hol d administrative or supervisory positions below the top 

leadership positions in their school. Thirty-six percent of the 

educational leaders work in day schools, 43% in supplementary 

schools, and 21% in p r e - s chools. 

Types of schools 
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Thirty-one per cent of the educational leaders work in Orthodox 

schools. Twenty-two percent work in schools affil iated with the 

Conservative Movemen t and the same percentage are with schools 

connected to the Reform Movement . Eleven percent of the respondents 

are leaders in s chool s that a r e des i gnated as community schools, 

while 7% indicated that their schools are traditi onal , and 4% 

reported their schools are located within Jewish Community Centers . 

The remaining 4% stated that their schools are independent or have 

no affiliation. 

The educational leaders work in schools with a wide range of 

student enroll ments : pre-schools varied from 8 to 250 students, 

supplementary schools range in size from 42 to approximately 1000 

students, and the day schools have student enrollments from 54 to 

about 1075 students. 

Nature of Employment 

Almost 83% of the educational leaders are employed in a single 

Jewish educational s e tting (either a day, supplementary, or pre-



school). Sixteen percent are employed in two settings, and only 1% 

in more than two settings. (These figures did not differ much 

across settings.) Of the 17% who work in more than one Jewish 

educational setting, two- thirds do so in order to earn a suitable 

wage . Of this same 17%, the large majority (70%) work only 6 hours 

or less per week in their second setti ng. 
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Seventy-eight percent of the educational leaders indicated that 

they are employed full-time as Jewish educators . Ninety- six percent 

of day school educational leaders reported being employed full-time, 

as did 81% of pre-school educational leaders. In contrast, only 61% 

of educational l eaders working in a supplementary setting work full

time in Jewish education. Of the supplementary school leaders who 

work part-time, half would rather be working full-time in Jewish 

education, while the other hal f prefer their part-time status . 

Of those leaders who work in only one setting, 78% are full

time, while 22% are not. (Full-time is defined according to the 

leaders' self-reports.) The large majority of those who work in more 

than one setting, 77% , also work full-time in Jewish education. 

Demographics 

Two-thirds of the educational leaders surveyed are women, 

including all the pre-school directors, 61% of supplementary school 

leaders , and 52% of day school administrators. Ninety-five percent 

of the educational leaders are married, and their median age is 44. 

The educational leaders are predominantly American-born (88%) . Only 

7% were born in Israel, and 5% in other countries. 

The educational leaders identify with a variety of religious 



denominations. Thirty-three percent are Orthodox, and 12% call 

themselves traditional . Twenty- eight percent identify with the 

Conservative movement, 26% see themselves as Reform, and the 

remaining 1 % is Reconstructionist. Almost all (97%) belong to a 

synagogue . 
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3. Professional Preparation 

This section describes the formal training backgrounds and the 

professional development activities of the educational leaders in 

the three communities. What type of early Jewish education did the 

leaders receive? What are their post-secondary backgrounds in 

Jewi sh content? What kinds of professional development activities 

do they undertake? 
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Educational leadership poses new and different challenges for 

educators. These new challenges and job responsibilities require 

knowledge, skill, and understanding as well as opportunities for 

reflection and c onceptualization in areas such as leadership, 

planning, decision-making, supervision, change and understanding the 

larger organizational and social context in which education takes 

place. However, without a strong knowledge base in Judaica subject 

matter these skills will be groundless . Educational leaders must be 

able to articulate goals for Jewish education rooted in Jewish 

content and inspire a compelling vision to steer t heir schools. 

Pre-Collegiate J ewish Educational Backgrounds 

How were the educational leaders socialized towards Jewish 

education as children? Table 1 indicates that the large majority of 

educational leaders had formal Jewish schooling before the age of 

13; only 8% of all educational leaders had no Jewish schooling 

before the age of 13. However, 19% of pre-school educational 

leaders did not receive any Jewish education before the age of 13. 

In all settings, more leaders went to supplementary schools than day 

schools or schools in Israel before age 13. 
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Table 1. Pre-Collegiate Jewish Educational Backgrounds of the Educational Leaders 

BEFORE AGE 13 

SETTING None 1 Day per 2 Days or More Day School, School 
Week Only Days per Week in Israel, or Cheder 

Day School 11% 7% 46% 36% 

Supplementary School 25% 47% 28% 

Pre-school 19% 31% 25% 25% 

TOTAL 8% 20% 42% 30% 

AFTERAGE l3 

SETTING None I Day per 2 Days or More Day School, School in Israel, 
Week Only Days per Week Yeshiva, or Jewish College 

Day School 18% 14% 29% 39% 

Supplementary School 19% 28% 22% 31% 

Pre-school 33% 27% 13% 27% 

TOTAL 21% 23% 23% 33% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 



After the age of 13, 21% of the educational leaders had no 

formal Jewish schooling. As many as 33% of the pre-school 

educational leaders had no Jewish pre-collegiate schooling after 

bar- mitzvah age. There is also a small group of day and 

supplementary school leaders, 18%, who did not have any Jewish 

education after age 13. Among those who did receive Jewish 

schooling post bar-mitzvah, most attended at least 2 days per week. 

But a notable minority of pre-school and supplementary educational 

leaders attended Sunday school only. 
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Although a few educational leaders received no formal Jewish 

education as children, this percentage is much below the national 

average as reported by Dr . Barry Kosmin and colleagues in the 

"Highlights of t he CJF 1990 National Jewish Population Survey" . He 

reported that 22 % of males and 38% of females who identify as Jews 

received no Jewish education as children; the analogous figures for 

the educational leaders are just 4% for males and 10% for females 

when childhood education both before and after age 13 are 

considered. 

Informal education is an important aspect of Jewish 

socialization experiences . Sixty-seven percent of the educational 

leaders reported that they attended Jewish summer camp as children, 

with an average attendance of four summers. Day school leaders 

attended 5 summers on average, supplementary 3, and pre-school 

leaders went to Jewish summer camp approximately for 4 summers. 

Moreover, 86% of the leaders have been to Israel, and 43% of those 

who have been to Israel have lived there for 3 months or more. 
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Leaders in all settings were equally likely to indicate they have 

visited Israel, but pre-school leaders were the least likely to have 

l ived in Israel. Only 23% of pre-school educational leaders have 

l i ved in Israel for more than three months as compared to 46% of day 

and 50% of supplementary school educational leaders. 

Collegiate Background and Training 

According to one point of view, the highest standards for 

educational leaders in Jewish schools would include credentials in 

three areas : general education and pedagogy, subject matter 

specialty, and a dministration . This is the model followed in public 

education. Leaders must have strong subject matter knowledge in a 

content area. I n the case of Jewish education, content areas 

include Jewish s tudies, Hebrew, or related fields. In addition, all 

leaders should h ave strong backgrounds in pedagogy and education, 

including a teaching license . Third, educational leaders should 

have training in administration and supervision . Thus, one 

definition of professional training for educational leadership 

positions includes preparation in three distinct areas: l)general 

education and pedagogy, 2)Judaic subject matter, and 3)educati onal 

administration . 

For example, in the State of Georgia, educational leaders must 

be professionally certified to serve as educational leaders. 

Professional certificates are obtained by meeting three initial 

requirements: a Masters degree in Administration and Supervision, 

three years acceptable experience (i.e., teaching), and a teaching 

certificate . These requirements are val id for up to five years. 
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Other states require a masters degree in a content area and then 

additional graduate coursework in administration and supervision . 

This is the model followed by the Jewish Theological Seminary and 

Hebrew Union College-NY, both of which offer principal certification 

programs. 

Training in education. The educational leaders in the three 

communities are highly educated. Table 2 shows that 97% of all of 

the leaders have college degrees, and 7 0% have graduate degrees. 

Day school educational leaders are the most likely to hold graduate 

degrees, followed by supplementary school leaders . Almost two

thirds of the leaders (65%) hol d university degrees in education. 

In addition, 61% of all leaders have previous experience in general 

education settings. 

Pre-school educational leaders are less likely to have college 

degrees than leaders in other settings. Eighty-seven percent of 

pre-school leaders hold a college degree and only 13% have graduate 

degrees. Pre-school educational leaders are also more likely to 

have training from teachers ' institutes (mainly one- or two-year 

programs in Israel or the U. S . ) than are educational leaders in 

other settings. 

Training in Judaica. Solid grounding in Jewish content 

knowledge is essential for leadership in Jewish schools. Most 

educational leaders are not formally trained in Jewish studies or 

Jewish education. We define formal training in. Jewish studies as 

either holding a degree in a Jewish subject matter from a college, 

graduate school, or rabbinic seminary, or having certification in 



Table 2. General Education Backgrounds of the Educational Leaders 

SETTING 

Day School 

College 
Degree 

100% 

Supplementary School 100% 

Pre-school 87% 

TOTAL 97% 

Grad/Prof. 
Degree 

96% 

73% 

13% 

70% 

Degree in General Education 
From From Teacher's 

University Institute 

67% 

69% 

56% 12% 

65% 3% 

11 

Worked in 
General Educ. 

64% 

55% 

69% 

61% 
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Jewish education. Only 37% of all leaders are certified in Jewish 

education, and only 36% hold post-secondary degrees in Jewish 

studies (see Table 3). Although supplementary and day school 

leaders are the most likely to hold certification and/or degrees in 

Jewish education, only forty-four percent of day and 48% of 

supplementary school leaders are certified in Jewish education, and 

similar numbers hold degrees in Jewish studies . No pre-school 

educational leaders hold degrees in Jewish studies , and only 12% are 

certified in Jewish education. A total of 49% of all educational 

leaders are trained in Jewish studies . 

Training in administration . The knowledge b ase in the field of 

educational administration should be mastered by those in leadership 

positions. Educational leaders in Jewish schools have very little 

formal preparation in the areas of educational administration or 

supervision (see Table 4). We define formal preparation in 

administration as either being certified in school administration or 

holding a degree with a major in administration or supervision. 

These preparation programs cover such topics as leadership, 

decision-making, organizational theory, planning, and finance. We 

have not counted a Masters in Jewish Education as formal preparation 

in administration, although we consider these Jewish education 

degrees as training in Judaic content matter and in education. 

Advanced degrees in Jewish education often include a number of 

courses in school administration and supervision, and some even have 

an internship program, but the emphases and intensity are not 

equivalent to a complete degree _with a major in administration or 



Table 3. 

SETTING 

Day School 

Supplementary 

Pre-school 

TOTAL 

Collegiate and Professional Jewish Studies Backgrounds of the Educational Leaders 

Certification in 
Jewish Education 

43% 

44% 

12% 

37% 

Degree in 
Jewish Studies 

48% 

41% 

36% 

Trained in 
Jewish Studies* 

52% 

66% 

12% 

49% 

*Educational leaders may have both a certification in Jewish education and a degree in Jewish studies. 
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Table 4. Collegiate and Professional Administration Backgrounds of the Educational Leaders 

Certification in Degree in Educational Trained in Educational 

SETTING Administration Administration Administration* 

Day School 36% 19% 41% 

Supplementary 19% 9% 19% 

Pre-school 19% 19% 

TOTAL 25% 11% 27% 

*Educational leaders may have both a certification in administration and a degree in educational administration. 
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supervision . 

As presented in Table 4, only 25% of all the leaders a re 

certified as school administrators, and only 11% hold degrees in 

educational administration. Day school educational leaders are the 

most likely to have formal preparation in educational 

administration . Forty-one percent of day school leaders, compared 

to only 19% of supplementary and pre-school educational leaders are 

trained in educational administration. In total , 27% are trained in 

educational administration . Of the rest, 35% received some graduate 

credits in administration without receiving a degree or 

certification, b ut we do not know how intensive their studies were. 

Preparation for Educational Leadership Posi tions 

To full y explore the background of educational leaders it is 

important to consider simultaneously training in ! )general 

education, 2)Judaic subject matter, and 3)educational 

administration. Looking first at those who are trained in both 

general education and Judaica, the results indicate that only 35% of 

the educational leaders have formal training in both education and 

Judaic studies (see Figure 1). Another 41% are trained in education 

only, with 14% trained only in Jewish studies. Eleven percent of 

the educational leaders are not trained: they lack both collegiate 

or professional degrees in education and Jewish studies. 

Forty-eight percent of supplementary school leaders are trained 

in both education and Jewish studies as compared to 33% of the 

leaders in day school settings. More extensive formal training 

among supplementary leaders is most likely due to programs in Jewish 



TRAINED IN BOTH 
35% 

TRAINED IN GENERAL 
EDUCATION ONLY 

41% 

TRAINED IN NEITHER 
11% 

TRAINED IN JEWISH 
STUDIES ONLY 

14% 

Figure 1: Extent of Professional Training in 
General Education and Jewish Studies 



educati on offered by some of the inst itutions of higher learning 

affiliat ed with denomination al movements. 
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The pre-school educational leaders have the least amount of 

training in education and Jewish content (see Table 5). A t o t al of 

25% of pre-school educational lead~rs have neither professional nor 

collegiate degrees in education or Jewish studies. Even in day 

schools, where we may expect high levels of formal preparation, onl y 

33% of the educational leaders are trained in both education and 

Jewish studies. 

As explained earlier, training in educational administration is 

an important complement to formal preparation in e ducation and 

Judaic content a reas. Looking at those who are trained in all three 

components, the results indicate that only 16% of educational 

leader s are very well trained, that is, they hold professional or 

university degrees in educati on (pedagogy), Jewish studies and 

educational administration (see Figure 2) . An additional 10% are 

trained in educat i onal administration and either J ewish studi es or 

education, but not all three . Thus , lookin g at t he three components 

of leadership preparation, a total of 84% are missing one or more 

parts of their formal preparation for leadership positions. 

A qualification to these findings is that they emphasize formal 

schooling and credentials. Jewish content and leadership skills are 

not only learned in formal settings . Nonetheless, the complexities 

of educational leadership in contemporary.Jewish settings demand 

high standards which must include formal preparation in pedagogy, 

Jewish content areas, and administration. 



Table 5. Ex1ent of Professional Training of Educational Leaders in General Education and Jewish Studies 

SETTING 

Day School 

Supplementary School 

Pre-school 

TOTAL 

Trained in General Trained in 
Education Only Both 

41% 

29% 

62% 

41% 

33% 

48% 

12% 

35% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 1000/4 due to rounding. 

Trained in Jewish Trained in 
Studies Only Neither 

19% 7% 

16% 6% 

25% 

14% 11% 
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Trained in General 
Education Only 41 % 

Trained in 
Both 35% 

Legend 

Trained in Administration 

Not Trained In Administration 

Trained in 

Trained in Jewish Neither 11 % 
Studies Only 14% 

Figure 2: Extent of Professional Training in General 
Education, Jewish Studies, and Administration 
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Professional Growth 

What sort of professional growth activities do the educational 

leaders undertake? Given that almost all consider Jewish education 

to be their career, we might expect substantial efforts in this 

area. In addition, one might think that limited background in Judaic 

content matter and shortages of formal training in administration 

would make ongoing study and professional development a high 

priority for educational leaders. In addition, we may consider 

whether educational leaders tend to desire professional devel opment 

in areas in which they have less ext ens i ve backgrounds. 

In public e ducation, where standards of certification are 

already required to enter the field of educational leadership, many 

states also require educational leaders to particip a te in continuous 

professional development. For exampl e, in the State of Georgia, a 

principal must upgrade the initial certification within five years 

by obtaining an Education Specialist credential in Administration 

and Supervision (which is equivalent to doctoral s tudy without the 

dissertation). Leaders entering their positions with doctorate 

degrees already in hand must still upgrade their credentials within 

five years by pursing an additional 30 quarter hours of graduate 

credit in the field of administration and supervision. In addition, 

other mechanisms are in place for certified educational leaders to 

upgrade their .state certification such as participating in Self 

Development Units . To remain certified, educational leaders must 

participate in 10 Self Development Units (SDU) over a five-year 

period if they are not pursuing additional graduate level 
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coursework. One SDU is equivalent to 10 hours o f workshops, so that 

administrators in Georgia must attend about 100 hours of workshops 

over a five-year period to remain certified. 

The survey results show few signs of extensive professional 

development among the educational leaders in the three communities 

we surveyed. The educational leaders reported attending few in

service workshops: on average, they attended 5.1 over a two year 

period. As shown in Figur e 3 , supplementary and p re-school 

administrators attended more workshops than did the day school 

leaders. If we a ssume a workshop lasts 3 hours on average, 5 

workshops over a two year period comes to approx imately 37.5 hours 

of workshops over 5 years, far short of the 1 00 hours required by 

the State of Georgia . 

Besides workshops , a b out one-thi rd of the respondents said they 

attended a class in Judaica or Hebrew at a university, synagogue, or 

community center during the past year . Notably, t hree-quarters 

reported participating in some form of informal study, such as a 

study group or reading on the i r own . 

Other opportuniti es for professional growth include 

participation in national conferences, and organizations. Some 

educational directors belong to national organizations and attend 

their annual meetings, such as Jewish Educators Assembly 

(Conservative), Torah U'Mesorah (Orthodox), and National Association 

of Temple Educators (Reform). Other educational leaders are members 

of general education professional organizations such as Association 

for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) and The National 



DAY SCHOOL SUPPLEMENTARY 
SETTING 

PRE-SCHOOL 

Figure 3: Average Number of Workshops 
Taken Over a Two Year Period 
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Association for Education of Young Children (NAEYC). These national 

professional organizations provide the leaders with avenues of 

staying abreast of changes in the field of education through 

journals, newsletters, and curricula. 

An additional type of professional growth is achieved through 

informal and formal networking with other educational leaders in the 

same community. Some leaders participate in their local principal's 

organization as a mechanism to share ideas, network, learn about 

resources, and b rainstorm. However, even with these organizations, 

some educational leaders reported infrequent help and support from 

their· colleagues within their communities. Supplementary school 

educational leaders indicated the highest level of collegial support 

and pre- school l eaders reported the lowest. As one supplementary 

school director commented about the Synagogue Educational Directors 

Council, 

" .. there ' s a study period and a prof essional section to the 
meeting where we ' ll sit and discuss ideas. We wind up sharing 
ideas that have proven successful to ourselves in our 
particular schools. And so we learn a lot from each other." 

Although they attend few in-service workshops, many respondents 

generally think their opportunities for professional growth are 

adequate. Over two-thirds (68%) said that opportunities for their 

professional growth are adequate or very adequate, including 74% of 

day school administrators, 59% of supplementary school leaders, and 

75% of pre-school d i rectors . 

Some educational leaders are less satisfied with their 

professional growth opportunities. They specifically expressed a 



desire for an evaluati on process that would help them grow as 

profe·ssionals and provide them with constructive feedback. For 

example, two pre-school education directors each stated that they 

woul d l ike a peer, someone in the field, to comment on their work . 

In describing this. person and elaborating on their role , one 

d i rector said, " They would be in many ways superiors to myself who 

have been in the field, who understand totally what our goals are 

and who can help us grow. " Another educational director stated 

similar desires : 
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" I ' d like t o be able to tell people what I consider are 
strengths and weaknesses . I ' d like to hear f rom them whether 
I ' m growi ng in the areas that I consider myself weak in . And 
I ' d like to hear what areas they consider that there should be 
growth. " 

Table 6 shows that respondents would like to improve their 

skills in a variety of areas, most notably in curriculum devel opment 

(74%) and staff development (70%) . Just 61% desire improved skills 

in school management , but this main ly reflects s t r onger desires 

among those without formal training in administration to improve in 

this area . Those who are not formally trained in administration 

were also more likely than others to desire improved leadership 

skills (see Tabl e 6). 

The educational leaders a l so wish to i mprove their knowledge in 

a variety of content areas. Table 7 indicates that Hebrew language 

(59%) i s the most sought- after area . This is not surprising s ince 

overall , about 45% of respondents reported limited or no proficiency 

in spoken Hebrew, 39% have limited or no proficiency in writt en 

Hebrew, and 24% cannot read Hebrew! Table 7 shows that aside from 
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Table 6 . Percentage of Educational Leaders Desiring to Improve Their Skills 

AREA Trained in Not Trained in TOTAL 
Administration Administration 

Curriculum Development 75% 74% 74% 

Staff Development 70% 70% 70% 

School Management 35% 70% 61% 

Working with Parents 30% 57% 50% 

Strategic Planning 55% 48% 50% 

Leadership 40% 52% 49% 

Communication Skills 30% 44% 41% 

Child/ Adult Development 30% 43% 39% 



Table 7. Percentage of Educational Leaders Desiring to Increase Their Knowledge 

AREA 

Hebrew Language 

Jewish History 

Bible 

Rabbinic Literature 

Synagogue Skills/Prayer 

Customs and Ceremonies 

Israel and Zionism 

Trained iu 
Jewish Studies 

46% 

32% 

32% 

62% 

24% 

16% 

19% 

Not Trained iu TOTAL 
Jewish Studies 

71% 59% 

68% 51% 

68% 51% 

34% 48% 

45% 35% 

50% 33% 

42% 31% 
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the area of Rabbinic literature, those who lack formal training in 

Jewish studies express greater desire to improve their knowledge of 

Judaica. 

Figure 4 illustrates differences by setting in the topics the 

leaders wish to study, among those leaders not trained in Jewish 

studies. For example, pre-school educational leaders are most 

interested in learning more about customs and ceremonies and Jewish 

history, while d ay and supplementary school administrators wish to 

increase their knowledge in Jewish History and Bible . 

Implications 

The educational leaders have soli d backgrounds in general 

education, but v ery few are well trained overall. Most educational 

leaders have inadequate backgrounds in Judaic content areas. There 

is also a lack of preparation in the area of educational 

administration. Supplementary school educational leaders are better 

prepared than their counterparts in other settings while pre-school 

educational directors have the greatest need for further training. 

The pre-school e ducational leaders are notably weak in the area of 

Jewish studies. 

Educational leaders do not participate in widespread pre

service training for leadership positions in Jewish education. 

These leaders are entering Jewi sh education as teachers, but unlike 

their counterparts in general education who return to school to 

obtain credentials in educat ional administration before becoming 

educational leaders , most educational leaders in Jewish schools are 

not pursuing this avenue . 
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Despite the limited formal training of many educational leaders 

in Jewish schools, they do not participate in widespread 

professional growth activities, even though the majority of 

educational leaders work full-time, in one school, and are committed 

to a career in Jewish education . Their level of participation in 

workshops is far below standards required of most educational 

leaders in public schools. Many of the educational leaders reported 

that opportunities for professional development are adequate. Yet, 

they do not participate very frequently i n activities in local 

universities, national organizations, and other programs offered 

both in and outside of their communities . Furthermore, although 

many reported that they receive financial support for professional 

growth activities, 31% of those who are offered financial support 

for professional development choose not to avail t hemselves of the 

money. This is primarily the case for educational leaders who work 

in Orthodox school settings. 

These findings indicate that a great challenge awaits the field 

of Jewish education. This challenge includes increasing 

participation in pre-service and in-service programs in both Judaic 

content and educational administration. To accomplish this goal , it 

will be necessary to raise the awareness of educational leaders 

about the importance in participating in ongoing, systematic 

profess.ional development activities. 

The educational leaders did mention specific topics where they 

would like to improve their knowledge and skills, such as Hebrew and 

supervision. They would also like to be able to benefit from senior 
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colleagues who could observe them at work to help develop a shared 

professi onal community that could provide a framework for continued 

renewal and feedback. 

It is clear that training and professional growth go beyond the 

obvious notion that princi pals should be knowledge able in the 

content that their teachers are teaching . They mu st be leaders and 

role models for teachers and students alike articulating c l ear, 

compelling visi ons and goals for Jewish education grounded in strong 

Judaic content matter. Although the data were presented in regard 

to separate training components , it is important t o point out that 

we are not advocating merely a bifurcated program of leadership 

development : skills that are general to all leaders (decision 

making, planni ng) and then separate courses in Judaica (text , 

Hebrew). These two need to be explicitly linked both in the minds 

of leaders and a lso in the training and development experiences we 

provide . Often, BJEs offer in-service workshops i n one or the other 

as isolated events. Where do Judaic content and administration 

intersect? Often participants are left to make connections on their 

own. A challenge is to offer various k i nds of training and 

professi onal growth experiences that can enhance this type of 

integration so that clearly articulated goals grounded in Jewish 

content can be implemented in schools. 

4 . Careers in Jewish Education : Recruitment and Experience 

Why do educational leader s enter the field of Jewish education? 

What a r e their past professional experiences and future commitments 
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to the field? Most equcational leaders do not enter the field of 

Jewish educat ion specifically to pursue a career in leadership, 

administration, or supervision. As in public schools, educational 

leaders first enter the field of Jewish education as teachers. 

Therefore, the educational leaders have a wealth of experience i n 

the field of Jewish education as teachers, but not as leaders. 

Consequently, as educators move from teaching to leadership 

positions, specific preparation programs, both pre-service and in

service, must be in place . Understanding the reasons that led the 

educational leaders into the field of education and exploring their 

career paths and prior work experiences are crucial for assessing 

the types of professional development activities t hat will assist 

them in their schools. 

Entering Jewish Education 

Educational leaders in the three communities enter the field of 

Jewish education for a variety of reasons, mostly related to 

teaching. Those factors which are intrinsic to the practice of 

Jewish education (e.g ., working with children, teaching about 

Judaism) are more important than extrinsic factors (e.g., salary, 

career advancement). As Table 8 indicates, working with children 

(83%), teaching about Judaism (75%), and serving the Jewish 

community (62%), were rated as very important motivating factors by 

the highest percentage of educational leaders. As one educational 

director commented, 

"I have a commitment. I entered Jewish education because I 
felt that I wanted to develop [the children's] souls . My 
number one priority is to develop their love for who they are 
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Table 8. Reasons Educational Leaders Enter Jewish Education 

REASON Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
hnportant hnportant Uuimpo11ant Unimportant 

Working with Children 83% 17% 

Teaching about Judaism 75% 21% 3% 1% 

Serving the Jewish Community 62% 32% 1% 4% 

Leaming More About Judaism 49% 37% 9% 5% 

Working with Teachers 43% 42% 9% 6% 

Full-time Nature of the Profession 25% 36% 20% 20% 

Opportunities for Career Advancement 18% 34% 25% 24% 

Status of the Profession 9% 25% 33% 33% 

Level of Income 7% 35% 35% 24% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
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Jewishly ." 

Another educati onal leader explained that he was attracted to, 

" the idea of worki ng, seeing children develop and grow . I t' s 
something special to be at a wedding of a child that you 
entered i nto kindergarten. It does have a special meaning to 
know you've played a role or to have students come to you years 
later, share with you that they remember your class, the role 
you played in their lives. " 

Those factors which are extrinsic to the actual process of 

teaching but neve r thel ess h a v e stron g i ntrinsi c value , such as 

working with teachers (43%) and learning more about Judaism (49%) , 

were considered by almost half of the educational leaders as very 

important motivating factors for entering Jewish education . 

In contrast, extrinsic factors were rarely considered as 

important. Only 25% of the educational leaders said the full-time 

nature of the profession was a very important reason for entering 

the field . Similarly, opportunities for career advancement was 

rated as very important by 18%, while 49% of the e ducational leaders 

considered it to be unimportant. The level of income was considered 

by only 7% of educational leaders to be a very important reason for 

entering Jewish education and by 59% as unimportant . Finally, the 

status of the professi on was rated as very important by only 9%, 

while 66% of the educational leaders considered it to be 

unimportant. 

Types of Educati onal Experience 

As Table 9 illustrates, the educational leaders of the three 

communities show considerable diversity of experience in their 

educational careers . All the respondents have previous experience 
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Table 9. Diversity of Experience of Educational Leaders 

CURRENT SETTING 
PRIOR EXPERIENCE Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

General Education 64% 55% 69% 61% 

Day School Teacher 68% 30% 12% 40% 

Supplementary School Teacher 61% 79% 31% 62% 

Pre-School Teacher 4% 12% 81% 23% 

Camps 54% 39% 31% 43% 

Adult Education 43% 52% 12% 40% 

Youth Groups 25% 45% 12% 31% 

Jewish Community Center 14% 27% 12% 19% 
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in formal or informal education before assuming their current 

positions, and there is considerable movement among settings. 

Sixty-one percent of them have worked in general education. Eighty

seven percent have taught in a Jewish day, supplementary, and/or 

pre-school and more than half (52%) have worked in a Jewish camp or 

youth group. The large majority of educational leaders (83%) have 

had experience as teachers or admini strators in a school setting 

(i . e., day, supplementary, or pre- school) other than the one in 

which they are currently employed . However, there are important 

differences among educational leaders from the different settings. 

Among day s chool edu cational leaders , 68% have taught in a day 

school pri or to assuming their current administrative position . 

Sixty- one percent of day school educational leaders have taught in a 

supplementary setting, while only 4% have taught i n a pre-school. 

Among supplementary educational leaders, 79% have taught i n a 

supplementary school before assuming their current position . 

Whereas almost two - t hirds of day school leaders have taught in 

supplementary schools , only 30% of supplementary s chool leaders have 

taught in day schools. Few supplementary school leaders have taught 

in a pre-school. 

Among pre-school educational leaders, 81% have taught in a 

pre-school prior to assuming their current position. Thirty-one 

percent of pre-school educational leaders have taught in 

supplementary settings. Only 12% have taught in day schools. 

Compared to their colleagues currently working in day and 

supplementary settings, pre-school educational leaders have 



relatively separate career paths. Among pre-school leaders, 44% 

have had experience as teachers or administrators only in a pre

school setting duri ng their career in Jewish education, while this 

can be said of only 11% of day school leaders and 9% of 

supplementary school leaders . Moreover, while 61% of day school 

educational leaders have taught in a supplementary setting and 30% 

of supplementary school educational leaders have taught in a day 

school, only 4% and 12% (respectively) have taught in pre-schools. 

Recent Recruitment 

Most educators have moved from (at least) one city to another 

during their career in Jewish education. Thirty-six percent of 

educational leaders have spent all their years in Jewish education 

in the current community, includi ng 56% of pre-school leaders, 36% 

of day school leaders, and 27% of s upplementary school leaders . 
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When asked if they had moved to t h e community in order to take their 

current position, 38% percent of day school and 28% of supplementary 

school educational l eaders said yes. In cont r ast , none of the pre

school educational dir ectors had moved to the community in order to 

take their current position. This may be the case because pre

schools are not recruiting outside their local communities. 

Furthermore, women are more likely than men to have always worked in 

their current community and over 90% of the women did not move to 

the community to take their current position . 

As shown in Table 10, the majority of educational leaders (63%) 

found their current positions through recruitment efforts by 

individual schools. Nineteen percent of all educational leaders 



Table 10. How Educational Leaders Found Their Current Positions 

:MEANS 

Recruibnent Efforts by Schools 

Friend or Mentor 

Recruibnent Efforts by Institutions 
Other than Schools (i.e., central 
agencies, graduate schools, etc.) 

Other (e.g., being a parent of a 
child in the school) 

Day School 

52% 

30% 

17% 

Note: Columns may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 

Supplementary 

68% 

13% 

19% 

Pre-School 

69% 

12% 

19% 

37 

TOTAL 

63% 

19% 

14% 

4% 
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found their current job through personal contacts with a friend or 

mentor. Only 14% found it through recruitment efforts by other 

institutions beyond the school (i.e . , central agency, graduate 

school placement, national professional association). Even among 

those who moved to a new community to take their current position, 

only 43% found their position through institutions other than the 

school. These recruitment patterns are similar across all 

denominational a ffiliations . The remaining 4% (all employed in pre

schools) found t heir positions through other means , such as by being 

a parent of a child in the school . None of t he pre - school 

educational leaders found a position through recruitment efforts by 

institutions other than the school. 

As with their initial decision to enter the field of Jewish 

education, the large majority of educational leaders did not value 

the extrinsic, material aspects of their job as very important 

factors in making their decisions to work in the school in which 

they are currently empl oyed . As indicated in Table 11, opportunity 

for career advancement was con sidered a very i mportant factor by 

only 27% of educational leaders. Also, the hours available for work 

(25%), salary (21%), and their spouse's work (14%) were rated by 

comparably few educational leaders as very important considerations 

in choosing their current place of employment. Instead, the 

religious affiliation of the school (62%) and the community in which 

the school was located (53%) were rated as very important 

considerations by the highest percentage of educational leaders. 

Among educational leaders who work in schools affiliated with 
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Table 11. Reasons Educational Leaders Chose to Work in their Current Schools 

REASON Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Important Important Unimportant Unimportant 

Religious Affiliation 62% 22% 12% 4% 

Community 53% 35% 7% 5% 

Reputation of the School 42% 36% 12% 9% 

Rabbi or Supervisor 37% 29% 12% 22% 

Opportunities for Career Advancement 27% 42% 21% 10% 

Hours Available for Work 25% 27% 27% 21% 

Salary 21% 44% 19% 16% 

Spouse's Work 14% 13% 14% 59% 

Note: Rows may not sum to I 00% due to rounding. 
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a religious movement (i.e., Orthodox, Traditional, Conservative, 

Reform), almost all the educational leaders have a personal 

affiliation that is either the same or more observant than the 

affiliation of the school where they work. For instance, 81% of 

educational leaders who work in schools identified with the 

Conservative movement, personally identify themselves as 

Conservative. The remaining 19% identify themselves as traditional. 

Sixty-four percent of supplementary school educational leaders work 

in the synagogue to which they belong. 

Only 36% of those working in day and in supplementary schools 

rate the reputation of the school as a very important reason for 

taking a particular position. In contrast , 62% of pre-school 

leaders said this was a very important consideration. The rabbi or 

supervisor was r ated by 45% of supplementary school educational 

leaders as a very i mportant consideration in choosing a school, by 

31% of day school educational leaders, and by 29% of those that work 

in pre-schools. 

Religious affiliation and geographic mobility may create career 

track constraints for educational leaders. The interviews suggest 

that some educational leaders, especially women, are constrained in 

their choices of positions because they are not geographically 

mobile. In addition, most educational leaders are committed to an 

institutional ideology or affiliation . Therefore, they cannot 

easily move from one institution to another . 

Length of Experience in Jewish Education 

In addition to the diversity of their careers, most of the 
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educational leaders of the three communities have worked in the 

field of Jewish education for a considerable length of time . As 

Table 12 indicates, 78% of the educational leaders have been worki ng 

in Jewish education for more than 10 years. Thirty percent have 

been employed in Jewish education for over 20 years, while only 9% 

have 5 years experience or less . Thus, for example, one educational 

director began his career in Jewish education b y tutoring Hebrew at 

the age of 14. From tutoring, he moved on to teaching in a 

congregational s chool while in college . A rabbi s uggested that he 

pursue a seminary degree , which he d i d . Upon graduation he spent 14 

years as educational director of various suppl ementary schools. Now 

he directs a day school . 

While they have considerable tenure in the fie l d of Jewish 

education, the e ducational leaders a re comparati vely new to their 

current communities . Forty-five per cent of the e ducational leaders 

have worked in t heir current communities for over 10 years, while 

30% have worked in their current communities for 5 years or less. 

Pre-school educat i onal l ead e r s have worked i n the ir communities the 

longest, with only 6% having worked in the community for 5 years or 

less. 

After moving to their current communities, the majority of 

educational leaders (54%) have remained in the same setting . 

Nevertheless, due in part to moves from one community to another, 

most of them (53%) have only worked in their current setting for 5 

years or less. Thirty-two percent have worked for over 10 years and 

only 7% of the educational leaders have worked for over 20 years in 
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Table 12. Stability and Continuity of Teachers 

TOT AL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

I year or less 

2 to 5 years 4% 15% 6% 9% 

6 to 10 years 7% 12% 25% 13% 

11 to 20 years 57% 39% 50% 48% 

More than 20 years 32% 33% 19% 30% 

TOTAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN TIIEIR CURRENT COMMUNITY 

Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

1 year or less 4% 1% 

2 to 5 years 32% 36% 6% 29% 

6 to 10 years 11% 24% 50% 25% 

11 to 20 years 39% 27% 25% 31% 

More than 20 years 14% 12% 19% 14% 

TOT AL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN TIIEIR PRESENT SETTING 

Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

I year or less 4% 9% 5% 

2 to 5 years 39% 56% 44% 47% 

6 to lOyears 14% 16% 19% 16% 

11 to 20 years 36% 16% 25% 25% 

More than 20 years 7% 3% 12% 7% 

Note: Columns may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
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their current setting. Day school educational leaders show the 

highest degree of stability in their current settings with 43% 

having worked in the same setting for 5 years or less and 43% having 

worked for over 10 years. Pre-school educational directors show a 

similar degree of stability with 44% having worked 5 years or less 

and 38% having worked for over 10 years in the same setting. Only 

within the supplementary setting has the majority of educational 

leaders (66%) worked in their current settings for 5 years or less. 

Only 19% of supplementary school educational leaders have worked in 

their current settings for over 10 years. 

Future Plans 

While most of the educational leaders have spent 5 years or 

less in their current setting, given their future plans their 

institutional tenure is l ikely to rise over time . As illustrated in 

Table 13, the large majority of educational leaders (78%) plan to 

remain as administrators or supervisors in the same school in which 

they are currently employed. A slightly higher percentage of day 

school educational leaders (86%) desire to remain in their current 

schools, as compared to supplementary (73%) and pre-school (75%) 

educational leaders. In total, only 6% plan to become educational 

leaders in a different school, none of the educational leaders want 

to work in any other type of Jewish educational institution (such as 

a central agency), and only one percent plans to leave the fie l d of 

Jewish education . Nine percent of education leaders are unsure 

about their future plans. The remaining 5% plan to pursue avenues 

such as returning to teaching and retirement. 
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Table 13. Future Plans of the Educational Leaders 

Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

Continue as an Administrator 86% 73% 75% 78% 
in the Same School 

Administrative Position in a 4% 9% 6% 6% 
Different Jewish School 

Work in an Educational Institution 
Other than a School (i.e., central agency) 

Seek a Position Outside of 3% 1% 
Jewish Education 

Other (e.g., retirement, 4% 3% 12% 5% 
go back to school) 

Undecided 7% 12% 6% 9% 

Note: Columns may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
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Implications 

The educational leaders in the three communities were attracted 

to Jewish education first and foremost as teachers. They are 

extremely committed to a continuous career in Jewish education as 

evidenced by their overall long tenure in the field of Jewish 

education, diversity of past experiences in both formal and informal 

Jewish education settings, and their future plans to remain in their 

current positions . Given their future plans, and the fact that 95% 

of the educational leaders consider Jewish education to be their 

career, professional growth and preparation programs for educational 

leaders will mos t likel y make a beneficial contribution to their 

ongoing effectiveness as leaders. 

Most of the educational leaders have extensive experience in 

the field of Jewish education but not as leaders. They have moved 

from one setting to another and from one community to another during 

their careers. These findings suggest four possible implications . 

First, the educational leaders have been socialized into Jewish 

education over a long number of years. They have widespread 

experiences in teaching and learning. Without new professional 

growth, it may be difficult for leaders to revise impressions, ideas 

and orientations that they acquired as teachers to gain new skills 

and knowledge that are needed as leaders. Furthermore, since most 

educational leaders are in the system for longer than they are in 

their current positions, questions about the turnover of incumbents 

in these positions should be explored. 

Second, most educational leaders are recruited into their 
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positions by local schools. The data suggest that some day and 

supplementary schools are doing national searches for educational 

leaders which may provide a larger pool of applicants for job 

openings. This may help school s to be more selective in their 

hiring practi ces. However, this is not the case for pre-schools. 

Pre-schools are recruiting from the local community . Perhaps 

because of lower salaries or lower status, ther e does not seem to be 

a national mar ket for recruiting educational leaders for pre-schools 

when compared to day and supplementary schools . 

Third, there is a mix of both novice and experienced 

educational leaders in all settings and across settings. In 

addition, many educational leaders have past experience in varied 

settings. In particular, day school and supplementary school 

educators often have experience in one another's s ettings. (In 

contrast , pre-school leaders have more separate career paths . ) If 

high standards are put into place for both pre- serv i ce and i n 

service training, this mix may provide opportunities for 

professional development at the communal level. For example, 

educational leaders across setti ngs can meet together because many 

have had past experience in other settings . Furthermore, with 

higher standards in place , peer mentoring can be developed whereby 

more experienced leaders mentor and coach novice leaders. A fourth 

point is that since educational experiences and factors that 

motivated the leaders to enter Jewish education are closely related 

to teaching (e . g ., working with children) , perhaps more emphasis is 

needed on traini ng, internships , and professional development in 



areas d i rectly related to leadership. Professional development is 

extremely important for educational leaders, especially since most 

of the educational leaders desire to remain in their present 

positions and come to their positions with limited training and 

background. 

5. Conditions and Sentiments about Work 
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What are the conditions of employment for the educational 

leaders? Do they receive adequate health and other benefits? How 

satisfied are they with salaries, benefits , and other conditions of 

work? These questions are important as :hey suggest implications 

for possible levers by which to enhance the willingness of 

educational leaders to engage and involve themselves in their work, 

including continual professional growth activities . 

Earnings 

As Table 14 indicates , despite the predominantly full-time 

nature of the work , one- third of the educational l eaders earn less 

than $30,000 per year . Another 37% earn between $30,000 and 

$59,999, and 30% earn $60,000 or more per year. 

Earnings among day school educational leaders are considerably 

higher than those for their colleagues in the other two settings. 

Among those employed in day schools, only 7% earn less than $30,000 

per year, while 58% earn $60,000 or more per year. Forty-seven 

percent of supplementary school educational leaders earn less than 

$30,000 per year, and only 20% earn $60,000 or more. Among pre

school educational leaders, 50% earn less than $30,000, and none of 
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Table 14. Educational Leaders' Earnings from Jewish Education 

Less than $30,000 to $60,000 
$30,000 $59,000 or More 

Day School 7% 35% 58% 

Supplementary 47% 33% 20% 

Pre-School 50% 50% 

TOTAL 33% 37% 30% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 



them reported earning $60,000 or more per year. 

When only those who work full-time are considered, earnings 

from day schools are still highest, although the contrasts are not 

quite as great. Only 4% of full-time day school leaders earn less 

than $30,000, while 62% earn over $60,000 . In contrast, 20% of 

full-time supplementary leaders still earn less than $30,000 and 

only 30% earn more than $60,000. None of the full-time pre-school 

leaders reported earning over $60,000 and 36% earn less than 

$30,000. 
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For the majority of educational leaders, the salary they earn 

from Jewish education accounts for more than half their family 

income. For day school educational leaders , roughly 85% obtain half 

or more of their family income from their work in Jewish education. 

Among those who work in supplementary schools, about half have 

family incomes b ased mostly on their earnings from Jewish education . 

For pre-school educational leaders, roughly one-quarter earn the 

majority of their family income from their employment in Jewish 

education. (The pattern of findings is the same when only those who 

work full-time are considered. ) 

As shown in Table 15, only 9% of all educational leaders 

reported that they are very satisfied with thei r salaries. Fifty

five percent indicated being somewhat satisfied, while 36% percent 

reported being either somewhat or very dissatisfied . The day school 

educational leaders indicated the most satisfaction, with 14% being 

very satisfied and 54% being somewhat satisfied. Only 4% of day 

school educational leaders reported being very dissatisfied. Among 
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Table 15. Educational Leaders' Satisfaction with Their Salaries 

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 

Day School 14% 54% 29% 4% 

Supplementary 3% 61% 15% 21% 

Pre-School 12% 44% 25% 19% 

TOTAL 9% 55% 22% 14% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
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those working in supplementary schools, only 3% repor t ed being v ery 

satiified while 21% indicated that they are very dissatisfied. Pre

school educational leaders displayed the widest d i stri bution with 

12% being very satisfied and 19% being very d i ssatisfied. However, 

almost half (44%) of p r e-school educational leaders indicated being 

either somewhat or very dissatisfied. It should be noted that 

although some educational leaders express dissatisfaction with their 

_salary, this was not an important consideration to them when they 

entered the field of Jewish education. 

Benefits 

As Table 16 indicates , fringe benefits differ widely by 

sett ing . Many educational leaders do not receive substantial 

benefi ts packages if one takes into account the fact that most work 

full-t i me in their positions. Day school educational leaders seem 

to receive the most benefits. Seventy-nine percent of day school 

educational leaders are offered health benefits and 71% pensions, 

while only 18% h ave the benefit of synagogue privi leges (such as 

High Holiday ticke ts) . Only 48% of supplementary educational 

leaders are offered health benefits and 42% pensions, while 58% are 

offered synagogue privileges. Among supplementary leaders who work 

full-time, however, the figures for health and pension benefit 

availability (75% and 65%, respectively), are more comparable to 

those found in day schools. This contrasts with the situation in 

pre-schools, where although 81% work full-time, only 44% are offered 

health benefits, 38% pensions, and 25% synagogue privileges. 

Finally, 86% of day school, 76% of supplementary school, and 81% of 
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Table 16. Availability of Fringe Benefits for Educational Leaders: Percentage of 
Educational Leaders who are Offered Various Fringe Benefits 

BENEFITS Day School Supplemeutary Pre-School TOTAL 

Financial Support for I 86% 76% 81% 81% 

Professional Development 

Free Tuition for Child 89% 58% 88% 75% 

Free or Reduced 64% 79% 44% 66% 

Membership 

Health 79% 48% 44% 58% 

Pension 71% 42% 38% 52% 

Synagogue Privileges 18% 58% 25% 36% 

Free Tuition for Adult 11% 24% 3 1% 21% 

Day Care 7% 15% 31% 16% 

Sabbatical Leave 7% 3% 4% 



pre-school educational leaders are offered some financial support 

for professional development. 
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While benefits may be offered, not every educational leader 

chooses to accept each type of benefit. They may receive a better 

benefit package from their spouse ' s employment or the quality of the 

benefit may not make i t worthwhile. For instance, 47% of the 

educational leaders who are offered health benefits elect not to 

receive them. Thirty- one percent of those who are offered financial 

support for professional development choose not to avail themselves 

of the money (mostly in Orthodox schools). Twenty- one percent of 

the educational leaders who are offered synagogue privileges do not 

accept the offer, and 15% of those who are offered pensions choose 

not to accept them . 

As shown in Table 17, only 20% of the educational leaders 

reported being v ery satisfied with their benefits. Twenty- three 

percent indicated that they are somewhat satisfied . The majority of 

the educational leaders (57%) reported that they a re either very or 

somewhat dissatisfied with their benefits. The numbers across 

settings range from 59% of supplementary school educational leaders 

who are dissatisfied to 54% of pre-school educational leaders . 

Among those employed in day schools, 57% i ndicated being either very 

or somewhat dissatisfied. The level of satisfaction with benefits 

expressed by the educational leaders is dependent primarily upon the 

availability of two types of benefits: synagogue privileges and 

pensions . That is, educational leaders would be more satisfied with 

their benefits package if they were offered synagogue privileges and 
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Table 17. Educational Leaders' Satisfaction with Their Benefits 

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 

Day School 25% 18% 32% 25% 

Supplementary 19% 22% 40% 19% 

Pre-School 13% 33% 27% 27% 

TOTAL 20% 23% 35% 23% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
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pensions. For those educational leaders working in a supplementary 

setting, health care and financial support for professional 

development are also important determinants of their level of 

satisfaction with their benefits packages. 1 

Sentiments about Other Work Conditions 

Compared to their expressed dissatisfaction with benefits and 

salary, the educational leaders indicated relative satisfaction with 

the other conditions of their work. Twenty- six percent of the 

educational leaders were dissatisfied with the resources available, 

while 25% were very satisf ied. Though 36% percent expressed 

dissatisfaction with the physical setting a n d faci lities, 25% 

indicated that they were very satisfied. When educational leaders 

were dissatisfied with resources it often pertained to issues facing 

them in relation to their staff . In i nterviews, s everal education 

directors spoke o f wanting to p r ovide benefits for staff such as 

pension or health care. Others s poke of not being able to find 

staff with sufficie n t Judaic and Hebrew knowledge who also had 

educational creden t i a ls. A few education directors commented about 

not having enough support staff, while others mentioned inadequate 

resources for professional development of teachers. 

Some educational leaders feel they do not receive sufficient 

recognition and appreciation from the community. As one leader 

mentioned, 

1 Educational leaders were asked how satisfied they are with their overall 
benefits package. They also were asked to indicate which types of benefits are 
available to them. A regression analysis was done to ascertain whether the 
availability of various benefits account for differences in the leaders ' reported 
levels of satisfaction. 
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"That ' s something I don't think educators get enough of, 
strokes. I think we get challenged a lot ... They do not stroke 
·the professionals .. . So recognition is an area that is very 
low. It's an area that needs to be worked on." 

Educational leaders were not uniformly satisfied with the 

amount of time they spend on their various roles (see Table 18}. 

Across all settings, the educational leaders were most satisfied 

with the amount of time they spend on parent and constituent 

relations. Eighty-eight percent reported being either satisfied or 

very satisfied in this area . The day and supplementary school 

educational leaders were the least satisfied with the amount of time 

they spend on training and staff development (only 50% and 41%, 

respectively). As one educational leader said, " I ' m always on the 

run and always saying 'I'll catch you later.' Sometimes I feel like 

I don't give the teachers enough one on one ... " Pre-school 

educational l eaders were the least satisfied with the amount of time 

they spend on curriculum and program development (62%) , and public 

relations and marketing (62%). 

In general, educational leaders found the juggling that is 

necessary in an administrative role to be very difficult. They 

often have to · take on roles for which they were neither prepared nor 

anticipated. One leader commented, 

"Education, that ' s my field, but then you have to be a 
psychologist , psychiatrist , social worker, administrator, 
bookkeeper, computer expert . You have to know how to fix every 
kind of imaginable equipment because you can ' t get people out 
on time, deal with people, run budgets, run meetings. It ' s 
everything and anything beyond what pri ncipal s must have done 
years ago. " 

Beyond the complexity of the role, complaints include that 



Table 18. Educational Leaders' Satisfaction with Time Spent on Roles: Percentage who Indicated Being 
Satisfied or Very Satisfied 
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ROLES Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

Parent and Constituent Relations 88% 82% 100% 88% 

Overall School Management 80% 76% 75% 77% 

Recruiting Staff 80% 63% 73% 71% 

Public Relations and Marketing 75% 72% 62% 71% 

Fund Raising or Resource Development 77% 67% 67% 70% 

Teacher and Staff Supeivision 69% 53% 80% 64% 

Curriculum and Program Development 62% 64% 62% 63% 

Training and Staff Development 50% 4 1% 73% 51% 
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administrative tasks take too much time, taking time away from 

curriculum development and nurturing relationships with students. 

When asked what would enhance their overall effectiveness , more than 

50% of the educational leaders indicated additional funding for 

programs . Almost half of the supplementary and pre-school leaders 

expressed a desire for additional support staff. 

Other resources for that support educational leaders in their 

roles include local univer sities, central agencies , and the national 

movements. About 70% to 75% of educational leaders seldom or never 

receive support f rom a local university. Si milarly, across all 

settings, half or more of the educational leaders seldom or never 

receive support f rom t heir national movements . In total, only 5% 

receive support f requently . In contrast, most (61%) of educational 

leaders receive frequent or oc casional support from central agency 

personnel . Supplementary school educational leaders receive the 

most support and day school leader s the least . 

Implications 

Overall, educati onal leaders in Jewish schools are 

overwhelmingly employed full-time in one school. Most think their 

salaries are adequate but some do not; similarly benefits are seen 

as satisfactory by many but inadequate by others. Reported levels 

of benefits for pre-school educational leaders seem especially 

meager. Day school educational leaders receive more benefits and 

the highest salaries, compared to other settings; this holds whether 

all leaders or only those working full - time are considered. 

Given the long tenure of educational leaders in the field of 
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Jewish education it is important to consider a system of incentives 

that can be in place to ensure the continual professional 

development and commitment of these professionals. For example, 

many of the educational leaders are not satisfied with their 

salaries and benefits packages, although they did not enter the 

field of Jewish education for these extrinsic rewards . One possible 

hypothesis is that as one progresses in a career, these extrinsi c 

rewards may become more important. 

The data suggest that salary and benefits may not be connected 

to background and professional growth . For example, there are 

similar levels o f pre-service and in-service training among day 

school and supplementary school educational leaders, but there are 

disparities in salary and benefits , even when the comparison is 

restricted to full-time educational leaders. An important policy 

question to be explored is whether full-time supplementary school 

educational leaders should be compensated similarly to their day 

school counterparts. 

At present the availability of other benefits , such as free 

tuition for adult education and sabbatical leave, may not be 

important determinants of the educational leaders' satisfaction 

because they do not expect to receive these benefits. However, as 

the standards to which Jewish educational leaders are held 

accountable begin to emulate the higher standards found in general 

education (especially in the areas of pre-service and in-service 

training), so may the benefits that one expects to receive. 

Therefore , increasing the availability of sabbatical leaves (while 



not currently expected), may be an important means of compensating 

educational leaders for their increased efforts at professional 

development and a means of increasing the opportuni ties available 

for them to develop professionally. 
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Other conditions at work may increase the likelihood that 

educational leaders will contribute to the professional development 

of the occupation. In general education such opportunities as 

access to national conferences , joint planning for activities, and 

time for observing colleagues on the job have been shown to be 

important. 

Many educational leaders indicated that they find it difficult 

to juggle the diverse demands of the job. Pre-service training and 

professional growth activities should emphasize the various roles 

and responsibilities of the educational leader so they have both 

realistic unders tandings and skills to fulfill these demands. 

Training programs that do not offer an internship/practicum 

experience often lead to incomplete expectations about leadership 

positions. 

In addition, expectations of what it means to be fully engaged 

in a profession of Jewish education need to be clearly articulated 

if there is to be a linkage between salaries, benefits and 

professional growth. It may be necessary to explore whether 

accountability standards through evaluation and feedback need to be 

implemented so that communities are not investing in leaders that 

are unsuccessful or unwilling to engage in substantial professional 

growth. 



6. Lead i ng a School Communi ty 

To mobilize widespread support and involvement in education, 

educational leaders often try to build a sense of community around 

common values and goals. Hence, educational leaders not only lead 

the internal functioning of their schools, working with students, 

colleagues and staff, but must also assume a leadership role with 

r abbis, parents, and lay leaders. 
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Educational leaders often assume the role of entrepreneur for 

the school in the wider context . This role includes : coordinating 

the design of the school ' s mission and its relevant programs with 

the values and beliefs of t he community and/or the synagogue; 

carrying this mission to the varied community constituencies; 

developing and nourishing external support ; and mobilizing 

resources. Effective leaders see t h eir work as extending beyond the 

boundaries of the school . 

In this reality educational leaders often serve as mediators 

between the schoo l ' s numerou s constituenci es . They must 

simultaneously manage multiple sets of rel ationships with rabbis, 

teachers, other principals, parents, lay leaders, and other 

community groups. This configuration of relationships is complex, 

and managing one set of relationships successfully may interfere 

with or hinder another set of relationships . 

Furthermore, each of these role partners may have different , 

often conflicting, expectations of the educational leader . Leaders 

are dependent upon the interests of numerous role groups for their 

cooperation and support in order to meet goals . This section 



describes educational l eaders ' perceptions of their relationships 

with ~abbis and supervisors, teachers and colleagues, parents and 

lay leaders. 

Rabbis and Supervisors 
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A central aspect of building a school community is the 

involvement of rabbis and other supervisory personnel. It is not 

surprising t hat educational leaders, across all settings, reported 

high regard for Jewish education from rabbis and s upervisors (see 

Table 19). (For department heads, the supervisor i s the educational 

director/principal). Ninety- one percent of all educational leaders 

reported that rabbis and/or their supervisors view Jewish education 

as very important. 

Some of the educational leaders reported considerable 

involvement of rabbis and/or supervisors in educational programs. 

As depicted in Table 20, almost half of the educational leaders 

indicated there is a great deal of involvement in defining school 

goals, and participating in curriculum discussions . It should not 

be overlooked, however, that about 18% of the educational leaders 

reported no involvement from their rabbis and supervisors. 

For about half the day school and supplementary school 

respondents, rabbis seem highly involved in their programs. In some 

schools the rabbis are dominant figures. As one leader commented, 

"It was very important for me to work with other 
colleagues who shared my values and my approach. Here the 
fellowship and the support is [strong]. There is value in 
learning from your elders." 

However, in both day and supplementary schools, about 15% of 
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Table 19. Perceived Regard for Jewish Education by School Constituencies 

CONSTITUENCY Very Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Important Important Unimportant Unimportant 

Rabbis and Supervisors 91% 9% 

Teachers 81% 19% 

Lay Leaders 42% 55% 4% 

Parents 31% 61% 6% 1% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 



Table 20. Extent of Involvement of Rabbis or Supervisors: 

AREA 

In Defining School Goals 

In Curriculum Discussions 

In Every Aspect of the 
Educational Program 

Involved 
a Great Deal 

49% 

45% 

32% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 

Involved 
Somewhat 

32% 

37% 

42% 

No 
Involvement 

19% 

18% 

26% 

64 
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the educational leaders reported that rabbis are not involved . 

Moreover, there is much less rabbinical involvement in pre-schools, 

even though the majority of the pre-schools in these communities are 

housed in supplementary and/or day schools . Thirty- three percent 

of educational leaders from pre-school settings indicated that there 

is no such involvement from rabbis or supervisors in defining school 

goals, and 44% reported there is no involvement in discussing the 

curriculum. 

Educational leaders feel fairly well supported in their work by 

their rabbis and supervisors; fifty- eight per cent are very satisfied 

and 31% are somewhat satisfied, while only 10% are dissatisfied with 

the ·1evel of support f r om rabbi s (see Table 21) . Once again, it is 

the pre-school e ducational leaders who reported somewhat less 

satisfaction with the support they receive from rabbis and 

supervisors. Only 44% of the p r e - school educational leaders are 

highly satisfied wi th the level of . support, compared to 64% of day 

school leaders and 61 % of supplementary school leaders who are very 

satisfied. 

In summary, some educational leaders seem to enjoy respect, 

support and involvement from the rabbis and supervisors in their 

communities and schools . There is a small group, about 10-20%, 

across all settings, who indicated that this level of support and 

involvement is not forthcoming. The pre-school educational leaders 

receive the least amount of support and involvement from rabbis and 

supervisors. 



Table 21. Educational Leaders' Satisfaction with the Support Tuey Receive from: 

GROUP 

Rabbis or Supervisors 

Fellow Educators 

Lay Leaders 

Very 
Satisfied 

58% 

35% 

44% 

Note: Rows may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 

Somewhat 
Satisfied 

31% 

48% 

40% 

Somewhat Very 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 

9% 1% 

14% 3% 

10% 5% 

66 
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Teachers and Colleagues 

One of the most crucial aspects of the educational leaders' 

role is nurturing and developing school staff . As one would expect, 

teachers have a high regard for Jewish educati on. Overall, 81% of 

educational leaders reported that teachers regard Jewish education 

as very important, while the remaining 19% reported that teachers 

regard Jewish education as somewhat important (see Table 19). 

Professional growth of teachers is often achieved by providing 

opportunities fo r staff involvement in decision-making and 

curriculum design. The educational leaders believe that teachers 

and staff should be involved in defining school goals, and should 

give advice before decisions are made regarding school policies (see 

Table 22). However, teachers are not as involved in actual practice 

as the leaders b e l ieve they should be. Abou t 20% of the leaders 

across all settings reported that p r esently, the t eachers and staff 

are not involved in defining school goals , and are not consulted 

before important deci s i ons are made regarding educational issues . 

The lowest lev e l o f act ual teacher i nvolvement seems to occur 

in supplementary schools . This is not surprising since most 

teachers in supplementary school work part-time. Thirty percent of 

supplementary school educational leaders reported that teachers are 

not consulted before critical decisions are made about educational 

issues, and 24% of supplementary school educational leaders stated 

that teachers are not involved in defining educational goals. 

Interviews revealed that teachers and principals rarely 

interact about issues of pedagogy outside the classroom. Teachers 



Table 22. Educational Leaders' Views and Perceptions on Teachers and Staff Involvement: Percentage who 
Agree with the Following Statements 
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Day School Supplementary Pre-School TOTAL 

Teachers and staff should be involved 100% 100% 100% 100% 

in defining school goals. 

Teachers and staff are involved 82% 76% 94% 82% 

in defining school goals. 

Teachers and staff should be consulted 96% 97% 100% 97% 

before decisions are made on important issues. 

Teachers and staff are consulted before 93% 70% 81% 81% 

decisions are made on important issues. 
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are generally hired for teaching time, and time when class is not in 

session i s perceived as extra . Teachers ' roles are not defined in a 

way that would incorporate involvement in school policy issues. 

The ability to develop and nurture a school ' s staff is also 

related to supporting leaders in their schools and communities . 

Across all settings, 73% of the educational leaders are satisfied 

with feeling part of a community of educators , while 17% are 

dissatisfied with their professional com.~unity. Similarly, 78% are 

satisfied with the respect they are given as educators, while 22% 

are dissatisfied. As in previous cases, the preschool educational 

leaders seem to sense the greatest dissatisfaction- with their 

professional communities. Twenty-five percent of pre- school leaders 

indicated that t hey are somewhat dissatisfied with feeling part of a 

community of educators, and 31% are somewhat dissatisfied with the 

respect they have as an educator. There is also a sizeable group of 

supplementary school educational leaders who are a lso somewhat 

dissatisfied, about 20% on average . The day school educational 

leaders are the most satisfied with their professional community, 

with only 11% indicating some level of dissatisfaction. 

Lay Leader and Parent Involvement 

Jewish education is built on the foundation of leadership and 

involvement from lay people. Most educational leaders reported on 

the survey forms that lay leaders and parents regard Jewish 

education as important. Day school educational leaders indicated 

that lay leaders and parents regard Jewish education as more 

important than do supplementary school and pre-school educational 



leaders, although in general, all leaders believe that lay leaders 

and parents regard Jewish education as important. Fifteen percent 

of supplementary school leaders noted that parents do not view 

Jewish education as important. 
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However, the educational leaders are not as satisfied with 

support from lay leaders. Fifteen percent of the educational 

leaders are dissatisfied with the support they receive from lay 

leaders, while 40% are somewhat satisfied and 44% are very 

satisfied. The most dissatisfaction was expressed by leaders in the 

pre-schools and day schools , with an average of 18% in each setting 

indicating dissatisfaction with lay leader support. Twelve percent 

of supplementary leaders also reported dissatisfaction with lay 

leader support. 

A substantial majority of educational leaders believe that lay 

leaders should b e involved in defining educational goals and 

discussing curriculum and programs (see Table 23). About 20% of the 

educational leaders do not believe there shoul d be this level of 

involvement from lay leaders . There is much less actual involvement 

of lay leaders in discussing educational programs than educational 

leaders believe t here should be. Although 77% believe there should 

be lay leader involvement, only 59% reported that lay leaders are 

actually involved in discussing programs and curriculum. 

There is an equal amount of actual and preferred lay leader 

involvement in defining school goals across all settings. There is 

virtually no actual lay leader involvement in pre-schools. Seventy

one percent of pre-school educational leaders strongly disagree with 



Table 23. Educational Leaders' Views and Perceptions on Lay Leader Involvement: Percentage who 
Agree with the Following Statements 

Day School Supplementary Pre-School 

Lay leaders should have the opportunity 75% 88% 73% 
to participate in defining school goals, 
objectives and priorities. 

Lay leaders generally do have the 79% 85% 80% 
opportunity to participate in defining 
school goals, objectives and priorities. 

Lay leaders should participate in 78% 81% 64% 
discussions regarding curriculum 
and programs. 

Lay leaders generally do participate 68% 66% 29% 
in discussions regarding curriculum 
and programs. 

Lay leaders should be involved actively 18% 52% 36% 
in every aspect of the educational program. 

Lay leaders generally are involved actively 25% 33% 21% 
in every aspect of the educational program .. 
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TOTAL 

80% 

82% 

77% 

59% 

36% 

28% 
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the statement, "lay leaders generally do participate in discussions 

regarding curriculum and programs". 

Implications 

Across all setti ngs, educational leaders indicated that rabbis 

and teachers regard Jewish education as important, whereas there is 

less of a sense of this importance from lay leaders and parents (see 

Table 19}. In addition, educational leaders are more satisfied with 

the sense of suppor t from rabbis than they are from fel l ow educators 

and lay leaders (see Table 21) . Overall, educational leaders favor 

more involvement of lay leaders and teachers . While rabbis seem 

involved in most schools , there is a substantial minority who 

reported no rabbinic involvement. 

The interviews revealed that most educational directors 

participate in some community organizations . This participation 

presents opportuniti es for input into decisions t h at affect their 

schools. However, their access and support i n community 

organizations is not wides pread. 

Some educational leaders , most commonly those in pre-schools, 

are more isolated from the wider community context. At the same 

time, pre-school directors, even those in congregational pre

schools, reported the least support from rabbis and lay leaders, 

and, as reported earlier, they have separate career paths which 

probably curtails the forming of relationships with leaders in other 

types of settings. Developing these relationships is a special 

challenge in pre-schools connected to JCCs. Note also that most 

pre- school leaders are not offered health and pension benefits, even 



though a substantial majority (81%) work full-time. The isolation 

and lack of support for pre-school educational leaders is a likely 

barrier to enhancing their professional development opportunities . 
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Some educational leaders lamented that they lack status in the 

community. They are often not represented on Federation commi ttees 

or other community wide programs, thus they are neither well 

connected nor visible. For instance, one educational leader 

mentioned that only two education directors , one o f whom is a rabbi 

and the other a doctor, have been asked to teach i n the Adult 

Academy, a community adult education program. 

These findings support the conclusions articulated in A Time to 

Act. A major effort in community mobilization is necessary to 

support Jewish e ducation. Outstanding lay leaders must be mobilized 

to become involved in Jewish education, both to inspire young people 

to enter the field as a career and to lend credibility and support 

to today's Jewish educators. 

7.Conclusions: Learning and Leading 

The role of educational leadership in school improvement 

efforts is paramount . This report describes professional 

backgrounds, careers, and sentiments of educational leaders in 

Jewish schools in three communities in North America. It is 

designed to stimulate discussion and provide a basis for planning 

for the professional development of a cadre of educational leaders 

in our Jewish schools. 
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Critical Findings 

1) Many educational leaders are inadequately prepared in Jewish 
content . Only half of the leaders have post-secondary training 
in Judaic content, and only 35% of the educational leaders have 
training in both education and Jewish studies. 

2) The educational leaders have little formal preparation in 
administration and supervision. Only 27% of all the leaders 
are trained in educational administration, while only 16% have 
preparation in education, Judaic content, and administration. 

3) Although many educational leaders reported that 
opportunities for p r o f essional g r owth a r e a d e quate in their 
communities, they do not participate in widespread professional 
development activities . Most educati onal leaders indicated 
receiving little or no support from local universities and 
national movements . 

4) The majority of educational leaders reported they have a 
career in Jewish educati on, and they work full-time in one 
school setting. 

5) Educational leaders have long tenur e in the field of Jewish 
education across various settings, but they h ave less seniority 
in leadership positi ons . 

6) The large majority of educational leaders plan to stay in 
their current positions. 

7) Educational leaders are not compl etely satisfied with their 
salary and b enefits packages. Pre- school educational leaders 
are the least likely to have access to health and pension 
benefits. 

8) Educational leaders would like to be more involved in 
communal decisions and to receive more support in their work . 
Pre-school educational leaders receive the least amount of 
support from rabbis and lay leaders. 

These findings suggest a number of important implications for 

schools, local communities and the continental Jewish community as a 

whole. 

School Level 

Educational leaders would like the participation and support of 

teachers, rabbis, and lay leaders. The boards of schools, 



congregations, and JCC 's may want to consider a process whereby 

roles· and relationships can be explored to ensure a high level of 

support and involvement from all partners in the educational 

process. 
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Educational leaders should be supported in their efforts to 

work with teachers and other staff to implement changes, mobilize 

resources, and develop programs. The teacher-leader relati onship 

should not be bound by teacher contract hours. A culture that 

promotes ongoing collaboration and group problem s olving should be 

encouraged. Training and professional growth activities should be 

supported at each school. Furthermore, professional development 

programs should be attended by teams of professionals from the same 

school. 

Local communal Level 

Since most educational leaders work full-time and view Jewish 

education as their career, and many have limited professional 

preparation, it seems that higher levels of professional development 

can be expected. Furthermore , given thei r long tenure in the 

profession, ongoing professional growth is important. 

Educational leaders have experience in various settings. Day 

school leaders have taught in supplementary schools and visa versa . 

The only exception seems to be pre-school leaders who have much less 

experience in other settings . Therefore, it seems that if high 

standards of pre-service training are in place, community-wide 

professional growth activities can be very beneficial. In addition, 

once educational leaders have adequate preparation for their 
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positions in Jewish education they should be a valuabl e resource in 

the community for teacher in-service as well . 

Educational leaders need opportunities to interact wi t h their 

colleagues across all settings for networking, support, and 

feedback . All educational leaders should be highly involved in 

developing individual and community-wide professional growth plans. 

The educational leaders have expressed interest in increasing 

thei r knowledge and ski l l s in both Jewish con tent areas and 

administration and supervision. All educational l eaders need to 

increase their knowledge . in Judaic subject matter. It is important 

to note the complete lack of formal trainin g in Judaica among 

pre-school educational leaders . 

Communi ties may want to consider the level of fringe benefits 

offered to educational leaders. Thi s is perhaps most pressing in 

pre-schools where the large majority of educational directors work 

full-time but are not offered heal th or pension b enefits. 

Communities may want to consider linking cer tai n benefits , such as 

sabbaticals, and merit p a y to partic ipation in professional growth 

activities. 

Educational leaders desire more involvement and status in the 

Jewish community. Although they feel that Jewish education is 

respected by others, they do not feel very empowered as participants 

in decision-making . Lay leadership should become more involved in 

Jewish education. Community institutions may want to consider ways 

· of expanding_ the participation of educational leaders in these 

organizations . 
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The findings in this report also suggest implications for each 

school setting. 

DAY SCHOOLS: 

Over half of the educational leaders in day schools are not 

trained in Jewish content areas. They do not hold degrees or 

certificates in Jewish education, Jewish studies, or related 

subjects. This is a serious deficiency in the cadre of educational 

leaders in these schools . Day school educational leaders must begin 

to address this deficiency by attending summer programs, 

institutions of h igher Jewish learning, and exploring other 

opportunities for raising the level of Judaic knowledge, such as 

distance learning. 

Day school educational leaders also lack formal preparation in 

educational administration. They fall far below expected standards 

for public school leaders. This type of training is usually readily 

available in most communities through local colleges and 

universities . 

Given these areas of needs, profess:onal growth activities 

should be required of all day school leaders . Standards must be 

upheld in terms of both the quantity and quality of professional 

development experiences. The majority of day school leaders (74%) 

indicated that opportunities for their professional growth are 

adequate, but yet they do not participate in widespread professional 

activities. Local commun~ties will need to heighten the awareness 

of their leaders to the importance of ongoing professional 

development. 
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Many day school educational leaders have a wealth of experience 

in their current settings as well as long tenure in the field of 

Jewish education. Similarly, a large majority of day school 

educational leaders desire to remain in their current schools . They 

are committed to the field of Jewish education . If their 

credentials are upgraded and they are successful participants of 

professional growth activities, they can serve as future mentor

leaders for other educational leaders in day schools . They can 

serve as the professional guides for less experienced educational 

leaders in their communities . 

SUPPLEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

The majority of educational leaders in supplementary school 

settings (66%) have worked in their current settings for 5 years or 

less, but they plan to remain in their current setting over the next 

few years. Consequently, there is a great need for professional 

growth and training for supplementary school educational leaders. 

They are relatively new to their jobs . They have very limited 

backgrounds in Judaic content and virtually no training in 

educational administration. They are most probably recently 

recruited into administration from teaching. However, unlike their 

roles as teachers in supplementary schools, many of the educational 

leaders are full- time. Therefore, it must be expected that they 

upgrade their professional knowledge and credentials. 

In addition, it would be important to address the part~time 

nature of some of the educational leadership positions in 

supplementary schools. If supplementary school educational leaders 
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are full-time and are held to high standards o f professional 

preparation, they could ser ve important roles in the school and the 

community. 

An important aspect of changing the culture of the Jewish 

supplementary school should include the involvement of teachers in 

decision making and increasing the interactions of educational 

leaders with teachers about issues of pedagogy even though many 

teachers work part-time. Educational le~ders shoul d be encouraged 

to see themselves as staff developers in their schools, and as 

facilitators in building collaborative school cultures. 

PRE-SCHOOLS 

Pre-school educational leaders are severely l acking in Judaic 

subject matter . Only 12% of the pre-school leaders are trained in 

Jewish studi es, and they have the lowest levels of Jewish education 

both before and after age 13 when compared to other educational 

leaders in Jewish schools. There is an urgent need to increase the 

Judaic content knowledge of pre-school educational directors . 

In addition, pre-school educational leaders a re overwhelmi ng 

untrained in administration, and are relatively new to their 

settings . Forty-four percent have been working in pre-schools for 

less than six years. Pre-school educational directors have limited 

experience i n other Jewish educational settings, and are relatively 

isolated from colleagues in the field of Jewish education in their 

communities. They experience limited i nvolvement and support from 

lay leaders, rabbis , and other educational professionals. There is 

an urgent need to increase the professional development activities 
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of pre-school educational directors which address their isolation, 

limited background in Judaic content, and lack of formal preparation 

for leadership positions . 

Pre-school educational directors are usually recruited locally, 

although they work in full-time positions. Compared to their 

counterparts in other full-time Jewish education settings, they 

receive relatively fewer benefits and lower salaries. However, they 

are committed to a continuous career i n Jewish education and attend 

more in-service workshops than other educational l eaders. Given 

this commitment t o Jewish education and professional growth, each 

community should begin to design high quality professional support 

for educational l eaders in pre-school settings. 

National level 

Educational leaders have very limited post-secondary training 

in Jewish content . Therefore, substantial thought and resources 

should be placed on developing comprehensive pre-service and 

in-service programs that can greatly imp~ove the J ewish knowledge 

base of all educational leaders . In addition, mos t educational 

leaders do not have preparation for their leadership roles in the 

areas of administration and supervision. National institutions of 

higher learning must address this void and provide programs that 

join both Jewish content and the latest thinking about leadership 

development which meet high standards. For example, the Jewish 

Theological Seminary and Hebrew Union College-NY do offer a 

principal certification program. At JTS this program requires 15 

credit hours in administration and supervision beyond the Masters 



degree in Jewish Education. 

As national institutions emerge to prepare and certify 

educational leaders, a wider network may be developed to advertise 

and r ecruit highly trained educational leaders for local 

institutions . 

Learning and Leading 

Recently, Roland Barth, founder of the Harvard Principal's 

Center said : 
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"School principals have an extraordinary opportunity to improve 
schools. A precondition for realizing this potential is for 
principals to put on the oxygen mask- -to become learners. In 
doing so, they telegraph a vital message : Principals can 
become learners and thereby leaders in their schools. 
Effective l eaders know themselves, know how they learn, know 
how they a ffect others, and know they can ' t do it alone". 

The findings in t h is report suggest that many of our 

educational leaders in Jewish schools a r e not learning. It is 

urgent that local and national partnerships, and the educational 

leaders themselves, beg in to act to strengthen the leading and 

learning of all educati onal leaders. 




